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1.

Executive Summary

1.1

Porirua Development partners (Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council) led an
extensive public engagement process in 2019 looking at a wide range of wellbeing, economic and
environmental issues affecting eastern Porirua. The process was framed to respond to Kāinga Ora
and Porirua City Council legislative obligations to undertake robust engagement processes.

1.2

Problems with the existing trunk sewer through Bothamley Park were identified as a high priority to
fix. This is due to the negative impacts on the environment, amenity values, and health risks posed to
users of Bothamley Park and Kenepuru Stream.

1.3

Government commitments of funding in early 2021 enabled recommencement of public engagement
on infrastructure and public open space issues. This examined key considerations and options for
replacing the trunk sewer.

1.4

Set out is an overview of the 2019 consultation and engagement, and the outputs from two later
rounds in 2021.

1.5

Key conclusions are that a strong basis of public support exists for fixing the problems caused by the
existing trunk sewer. In addition to the general support shown, the two rounds of engagement in the
second half of 2021 highlighted a focus on minimising disruption arising from constructing the
replacement trunk sewer.

1.6

Safety requirements under Covid-19 settings across 2021 obliged a heavy reliance on online
communications channels. Consistency of feedback with the extensive ‘in person’ interactions in
2019, plus the more limited interactions in 2021 and online survey feedback all suggests strong
support for the trunk sewer project as proposed.
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2.

Background

2.1 Early Consultation and Engagement
2.1.1

Eastern Porirua was a focus in 2019 for efforts by the Porirua Development partners (Kāinga Ora,
Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council) with an extensive public engagement process. This
focused beyond building warm, dry and healthy homes, and sought to understand what is needed to
create resilient and happy eastern Porirua communities.

2.1.2

More than 2,300 people took part contributing over 5,000 ideas. This included residents, community
and church leaders, school and college students, representatives from community groups, social
services and business owners.

2.1.3

All factors affecting total wellbeing within eastern Porirua were canvassed via a range of in person
and online means. This spanned its people, home ownership opportunities, jobs and business
opportunities, to roads, waterways, public spaces and reserves.

2.1.4

An output from the 2019 process was the identification of high levels of concern over environmental
degradation of Kenepuru Stream from trunk sewer overflows in Bothamley Park and impacts from
this on Porirua Harbour. A range of related wastewater driven amenity and health concerns were
also noted for Park users.

2.1.5

The strength of community and park user concern was a contributing factor to the prioritisation of
investment in eastern Porirua trunk sewer and wastewater infrastructure, alongside having fasttrack processes made available to make an application, and consideration of the optimal
procurement and delivery model for undertaking these works. The alliance model chosen offered
benefits in terms of greater collaboration with key partners and stakeholders.

2.1.6

Process and outcomes from 2019 are available for viewing at Appendix 1: Community Engagement
Report » Porirua Development.

2.2 Funding Commitment 2021
2.2.1

As part of the Government’s commitment to the Porirua Development, alongside strategic partners
Ngāti Toa and Porirua City Council, it was announced in July 2021 that the Government allocated
$136 million of the Housing Acceleration Fund to the Porirua Development.

2.2.2

This funding enables the construction of key infrastructure, including the proposed trunk sewer
replacement through Bothamley Park.

2.2.3

Public engagement was undertaken to inform the design of the trunk sewer following the
government’s announcement of funding.

2.2.4

Given the timing between the 2019 consultation and 2021, the first round of public engagement on
the trunk sewer replacement sought to revisit and retest the previous engagement findings. It also
introduced the commitment to tackling the environmental concerns raised in 2019 by investing in
trunk sewer replacement.
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2.3 Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Māori
2.3.1

Engagement with Ngāti Toa Rangatira’s nominated individuals has progressed in parallel to the wider
community engagement and is ongoing. Porirua Development has a dedicated team member
responsible for this. Mana whenua and iwi involvement is via Kāinga Ora’s Iwi Relationship Manager.
Engagement process information has been shared directly with Ngāti Toa representatives along with
seeking feedback.

2.3.2

Ngāti Toa is also directly shaping the development of the trunk sewer replacement and the wider
approach to construction of infrastructure in eastern Porirua as a partner of Te Aranga Alliance. The
Ngāti Toa CEO is on the Te Aranga Alliance Board, and a senior Ngāti Toa representative holds an
Alliance Management Team role and has been involved throughout the development of the
Bothamley Park wastewater design.

2.3.3

Separately, Ngāti Toa’s Chief Operating Officer was confirmed in January 2022 to chair an
Independent Reference Group established to advise and annually rate Te Aranga Alliance on its
performance against Key Results Areas and Key Performance Indicators.

2.3.4

The information provided by Ngāti Toa to date is largely aligned to the community’s aspirations. This
includes reconnecting iwi with the place, improving water quality to mitigate downstream effects on
Te Awarua o Porirua/ Porirua Harbour, and habitat revitalisation.
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3.

Parks Project Public Engagement

3.1 Trunk Sewer Replacement Engagement Objectives 2021
3.1.1

As part of the trunk sewer replacement design process, Porirua Development sought community
feedback in September to October 2021 (Round 1) and November to December 2021 (Round 2).

3.1.2

Consultation on the trunk sewer replacement in Bothamley Park was part of a broader engagement
looking at the future of three eastern Porirua parks via a draft Parks Landscape Plan process. This
broader engagement is referenced as the ‘Parks Project’ which drew responses from 292
participants (individuals or organizations).

3.1.3

Feedback from Round 1 was used to develop more detailed proposals for the trunk sewer design
and route options. These options were then shared in Round 2.

3.1.4

The engagement rounds addressed two matters relevant to the trunk sewer design. Firstly, in order
to progress the draft Parks Landscape Plan that sets the direction on how the Porirua Development
partnership could enhance amenity offered in Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park, and Cannons
Creek Lakes Reserve, these three parks being linked by the same catchment area. Development of
the Landscape Plan is a matter specifically identified in Schedule 9 of the Covid-19 Recovery (Fasttrack Consenting) Referred Projects Order 2020.

3.1.5

Secondly, in terms of good design process and public engagement practice to understand what the
community values in the area. This could be factored in to developing trunk sewer replacement
design options. The Round 2 engagement on specific route options and design was to enable any
adjustments prior to design finalisation and lodging statutory applications.

3.2 Round One Engagement – September to October 2021
3.2.1

Round 1 occurred between 6 September and 4 October 2021. Round 1 consisted almost entirely of
an online public survey, working within the limitations of the Covid-19 restrictions at that time, and
associated promotional campaign (to recruit for survey participants).

3.2.2

The strength and clarity of previous feedback on the current ageing trunk sewer’s negative effects
(shared by the community in 2019), meant that proceeding with more limited engagement channels
in 2021 due to Covid restrictions was judged to be appropriate. This included consideration by
Kāinga Ora’s Ethics Committee.

3.2.3

As part of the Round 1 engagement, an indicative map of the trunk sewer route was provided to
help people understand the potentially affected locations and invite feedback on what needed to be
taken into account in developing trunk sewer route options.

3.2.4

The engagement comprised:


Social media posts and online presence (prior to and during the survey period) using Porirua
Development and Porirua City Council communication channels and networks



A letter drop to neighbouring residents



Advertisements in the Kapi-Mana local newspaper



Email invitations to parties listed in the Referred Projects Order, inviting them to participate



Individual briefings



Email and in-person invitations to additional stakeholders identified by Porirua Development
and Porirua City Council



Invitation to community groups and educational providers to encourage participation



Invitations to Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park user groups
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3.2.5

Recruitment of survey participants was led by Kāinga Ora commencing prior to 6 September 2021
and continuing across the period. Through Porirua Development’s communication channels – which
include targeted emails, invitations asking people to participate and share with their networks,
website updates and Facebook posts – efforts have been made to recruit local iwi, youth, members
of the pan-Pacific community, former refugees and new migrants, and members of the accessibility
community.

3.2.6

The primary online channel to information was provided via the website Parks project » Porirua
Development and related social media posts. Porirua City Council’s digital channels were also used to
share information and posts.

Round One – Engagement Survey Responses
3.2.7

A total of 231 participants responded to the survey. Many participants responded to questions about
more than one of the three parks, resulting in 359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley
Park, 94 for Cannons Creek Park, and 78 for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve).

3.2.8

One workshop was held with a local school who had completed the survey and invited Kāinga Ora to
discuss this project with students (with Covid-19 protocols adhered to).

3.2.9

One ‘open air’ attendance took place in Cannons Creek Park to enable discussion on proposals for
the trunk sewer replacement in Bothamley Park and wetland in Cannons Creek Park.

3.2.10 A briefing of a stakeholder group also was provided (Porirua Harbour Trust) in response to an offer
made by the Alliance to directly emailed stakeholder groups identified in the Referred Projects
Order.
3.2.11 The majority (73%) of participants were aged 30-64 years; less than 10% of participants were under
20 years, less than 5% were 20-29 years, and only 7% were over the age of 65 years. 49% identify as
Pacific peoples and 17% identify as Māori, while 47% identify as New Zealand European (or Pākehā),
3% identify as Asian, and 12% identity is ‘other’ or prefer not to say.
3.2.12 Porirua has a relatively high Pacific peoples population (reported by the 2018 census) and the
response rate of Pacific people to the survey was much higher than other ethnicities. Almost two
thirds (64%) of participants identify as female, and approximately one third (36%) identify as male.
9% of participants specify having a long-term disability or health condition affecting them.
3.2.13 Feedback indicated a high level of support for upgrading the trunk sewer, consistent with early
response identified in 2019. The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response
field in the 2021 survey; they capture unique sentiments about some barriers people experience in
Bothamley Park.
“I don't use it when there has been flooding and the sewerage pipes have overflowed.”
“I don’t use it after the rain because sewage rises up onto the track.”
3.2.14 Key areas of interest for the trunk sewer replacement focused on keeping construction disruption to
a practical minimum, and identification of some specific locations to avoid as parts of the community
value these (i.e. the swimming hole and community harvest blackberry patch).
3.2.15 Full detail on the responses and demography of survey participants is available in Porirua
Development, Parks Project Draft Landscape Plan Community Engagement Findings from Round 1, 5
November 2021 (refer to Appendix 2).
3.2.16 Information and feedback received from Round 1 shaped the development of more detailed trunk
sewer replacement design options to test with the community.
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3.3 Round Two Engagement – November / December 2021
3.3.1

The second round of engagement was undertaken from 16 November to 13 December 2021. The
purpose of the round two engagement was to share the findings from round one with the
community and to check that they had been heard correctly in translating feedback into design
options. It was supported by more detailed mapping of proposals for where the trunk sewer might
go, with more information about construction, timing and likely impacts and opportunities created.

3.3.2

Round 2 provided the opportunity to respond to the trunk sewer replacement proposals via the
online survey, and specific interactions with stakeholders. Groups were also invited to share
feedback verbally if the online survey was not convenient.

3.3.3

It was intended that this round would have a combination of in-person workshops as well as online
sessions. However, changing Covid-19 settings meant this engagement round was predominantly
online in response to community group feedback. Many groups identified that they preferred to
engage online and were therefore sent a survey.

3.3.4

In-person sessions were held with two primary schools, observing strict Health and Safety protocols
and Covid-19 guidelines. Responses from these sessions were entered into the questionnaire by
Kāinga Ora after the event.

3.3.5

There was also a low-key presence in Bothamley and Cannons Creek Parks to coincide with
community sports activity. Some of those that we engaged with at this engagement then completed
the online survey. In addition a session was held with Enviroschools and some local school teachers
who later completed the survey.

Round Two - Engagement Survey Responses
3.3.6

Ninety-eight (98) responses to the survey were received. In relation to the trunk sewer replacement
these were overwhelmingly supportive of the proposal. Where comments were made these tended
to focus on how construction disruption might best be minimized or mitigated.

3.3.7

A full version of responses is available via Porirua Development Parks Project – Draft Landscape Plan
Community Engagement – Round Two Finding, December 2021 (refer to Appendix 3). This includes
specific sections on finding relating to the Trunk Sewer replacement responses.

3.3.8

Five themes were identified from feedback for the Parks Project. The theme most relevant to the
trunk sewer upgrade is for improvements to ‘environment and waterways’. With the highest
response level of the five themes, forty-seven percent of respondents identified ‘replacing the
leaking wastewater pipe to improve stream quality’ as most important.

3.3.9

This is also reflective of what is most important to Māori participants with 50% identifying the pipe
replacement as most important.

3.3.10 Respondents were asked what they thought about the replacement of the trunk sewer / wastewater
pipes, asking them to tell us the good things, or bad things they’d like to see changed. All comments
were supportive of the replacement.
“Glad you are moving the pipe away from the stream as much as possible. Also glad you are
proposing to upgrade the park at the same time”.
“It's something that needs to be done, should've been done long time ago. For me it's important that
Bothamley Park can stay open while this is being done so we can continue walking, running and
biking here. We use it several times a week and I would love if Parkrun can keep on going”.
“Plans need to minimise impact on the native bush flora and fauna, and not disrupt the park users
too much.”
“I think special attention should be paid to the open cut trenching areas to ensure further damage to
stream doesn’t happen. It’s not clear if some of the existing pipe crossings will be removed. I hope
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they will: I support the project because it will help with the water quality.”
“This is essential. The wastewater/sewage that discharges into the waterways needs to be stopped
completely, not just minimised. The sewage on the pathway needs to be cleaned up after every
spillage now, as it is a serious health hazard.”
3.3.11 The majority (51%) of participants were aged 39 or younger. Significantly, 37% were aged under 15
which is a big improvement for this demographic which was identified as an important demographic
for round two.
3.3.12 Of the 98 participants, 58 provided the ethnicity that they identify with. 82% (36) identify as New
Zealand European or Pākehā, with 25% (18) identifying as Pacific Peoples, and 18% (10) identify as
Māori.
3.3.13 Further engagement with Ngāti Toa has progressed in parallel, including representation on the
Alliance Board, Alliance Management Team, and via the chairperson of an Independent Reference
Group established to advise and rate how well the Alliance is performing.

3.4 Fast Track Referred Projects Order Specified Organisations
3.4.1

As a subset of the wider ‘Parks Project’ public engagement, emails inviting participation in the
engagement process focused on the trunk sewer replacement were sent to the parties identified by
the Fast Track Referred Projects Order. An example copy of this correspondence is included at
Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 of this report.

3.4.2

Eight responses were received acknowledging the opportunity to become involved. No specific
adjustments or modifications were sought by those responding beyond matters already identified
from previously initiated officer level discussions with statutory authorities (Greater Wellington
Regional Council, Heritage New Zealand and Department of Conservation).

3.4.3

Follow up briefings or provision of further information was provided to several of the parties across
September through to December 2021:


Department of Conservation



Te Waihanga, New Zealand Infrastructure Commission



Porirua Harbour and Catchments Community Trust



Greater Wellington Regional Council



Heritage New Zealand

3.5 Parallel Engagement Process - Reserves Act
3.5.1

Reserves Act processes related to temporary Park closures needed for bulk sewer replacement
construction activities have been activated in parallel to those under the Fast-Track legislation. This
is needed to enable timely progress on the bulk sewer replacement as sought by the Porirua
Development partners.

3.5.2

Porirua City Council initiated the necessary Reserves Act consultation in December 2021 starting
with public notification of the process and opportunity for hearings on any submissions in April 2022.
Standard Council channels have been used to notify the public of the Reserves Act specific process.

3.5.3

This has provided an additional avenue for raising awareness of the sewer main replacement, and
opportunity for public input. A total of 3 submissions were received during the notice period, with 2
submissions in full support and 1 submission in partial support. The submission in partial support
raised questions on the ability to continue the Park Run. Porirua City Council has responded to the
submitter to confirm the Park Run will remain possible with a different route through the Park. No
submitter wished to be heard.
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3.6 Identification Of ‘Adjacent’ Parties
3.6.1

Commencing in early 2021, Te Aranga Alliance has communicated with the nominated
Environmental Protection Authority liaison officer overseeing the eastern Porirua Fast Track projects.

3.6.2

An element of these discussions has included background work by Te Aranga Alliance to suggest, for
EPA consideration, those neighbouring properties that might be deemed ‘adjacent’ for Fast Track
notification purposes following formal lodgement.

3.6.3

The EPA has subsequently confirmed its position and the mapping of those considered ‘adjacent’ has
enabled the Alliance to proactively send letters inviting participation in the public engagement
rounds and noting that they will have opportunity to participate in the formal application round in
2022. An example copy of the letters to adjacent property owners and occupiers is included at
Appendix 6 of this report.

3.6.4

No feedback has been received separate to that gathered under the two rounds of public
engagement in 2021. In terms of feedback on the construction programme and conditions the most
substantive has been received on behalf of the ‘Parks Run’ Organisation whose members use
Bothamley Park for recreational running purposes. This feedback informs the construction
management plan, and related sequencing and mitigation activities.

3.6.5

The Alliance Management Team and Board, as well as the Porirua Development partners have
acknowledged that the modest level of response around design detail, construction programme and
conditions will in part be explained by the distraction of Covid impacts. The strength of aligned
support from key stakeholder groups and feedback from surveys has, however, provided confidence
to progress and finalise the bulk sewer proposal.

3.7 Regulatory Authorities Engagement
3.7.1

Monthly meetings and feedback opportunities have occurred with Porirua City Council, Greater
Wellington Regional Council and Wellington Water operational staff as the design of the bulk sewer
replacement has developed.

3.7.2

This has enabled input and shaping of the bulk sewer design based on the feedback from each
organisation.

3.7.3

Alliance facilitated sessions with Porirua City Council, Greater Wellington Regional Council and
Wellington Water have achieved an integrated and signed off set of design and operational
standards and requirements. This process is discussed further in the Design methodology section of
the application.

3.8 Summary
3.8.1

There has been a wide level of consultation and engagement throughout the lifetime of the bulk
sewer project. This has provided opportunities for input from the early conceptual phase into the
detailed option stage. In response to the challenges posed by Covid 19 settings across 2021,
methods of engagement have sought to be responsive to the diverse stakeholder communities in
eastern Porirua. The outcome is evidence of an overall level of support for the bulk sewer project.
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APPENDIX 1 Community Engagement Report, March –
December 2019

Community Engagement Report
Whakawhānaungatanga
March – December 2019

Mihimihi
Tui, tui, tui, tuia
Tuia ki te mana tapu
Tuia ki te rangamarie
Tuia ki te aroha
Te tehi ki a te tehi
Tehei mauri ora
To bind or weave together
Bound are we to the heavenly realm
Bound are we to peace
Bound are we to love
From me to you the sharing
The breath of life
“Takoto te hua rahi ki te Kāinga ora
Lay the pathway to healthy homes.”
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In November 2018 the Government announced a $1.5 billion
investment over the next 25 years to work with the community on
revitalising eastern Porirua and partner with Ngāti Toa Rangatira
to improve public housing in western Porirua. The Porirua
Development is led by Kāinga Ora – Homes and Communities,
and is a partnership between the Crown, Porirua City Council
and Ngāti Toa Rangatira. The development will focus on housing
quality, options and affordability, while improving social and
economic outcomes to make eastern Porirua a better place to
live, work and raise whānau.
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1

Purpose of this report
This report presents the findings of the first phase of Porirua
Development’s engagement process, conducted between March
and December 2019.

a range of methods including roundtable discussions, workshops,
events, and through Social Pinpoint, a digital engagement
platform.

We wanted to find out what the people of eastern Porirua value
about their community, what could be improved and what
they would like to see in the future. We discussed the topics of
housing, the environment, public transport, accessibility, parks
and open spaces, community facilities and shopping centres, as
well as health and wellbeing. These topics were explored through

While the topics are superficially segregated for ease of
discussion and examination, we understand they are interrelated.
We recognise the holistic worldview of Te Ao Māori, of
landscapes, ancestors, events, histories and practices, and
recognise the interconnectedness of Te Ao Māori with the built
environment.

In a nutshell
In November 2018 the Government announced a $1.5 billion
investment over the next 25 years to work with the community
on revitalising eastern Porirua. The Porirua Development project
is being delivered in a formal partnership between Kāinga Ora,
Porirua City Council and Ngāti Toa Rangatira.
Porirua Development focuses on housing quality, options and
affordability, while improving social and economic outcomes to
make eastern Porirua a better place to live, work and raise whānau.
The scope of the project encompasses all aspects of how
neighbourhoods can be improved to make it easier for people to
come together, to get around and to do business.
In March 2019, Porirua Development began the communitywide engagement process to understand community needs and
aspirations. It was also to ensure that the community’s voices and
input are reflected in the early stages of Porirua Development’s
planning processes.
The feedback was extensive and provides us with weighty
insights into what people of eastern Porirua value, their lived
experience, and their visions for the future.

More than 2,300 people took part in the
engagements during 2019, contributing
over 5,000 ideas. This included residents,
community and church leaders, school and
college students, representatives from
community groups, social services and
business owners.
Most of the responses received during the engagement process
were largely positive and constructive. It also provided an
opportunity for people to express their concerns and fears about
the project.
Eastern Porirua is an area where people feel a sense of place and
identity, a place that is welcoming, creative and resilient. People
enjoy the multi-cultural nature of their community and don’t want

2
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to lose the unique feel of eastern Porirua. Most of the people
participating in the engagement process value their strong sense
of community and the warm welcoming nature of the residents
living there.
There is concern that people will be relocated as part of this project
and won’t be able to return or be priced out due to rising rents.
There is also significant support for change to the housing and
amenities in eastern Porirua but it comes with some reservation.
People of eastern Porirua want to be central to the project, to be
involved in matters and decisions that affect them. Their desire
is to work with Kāinga Ora in the planning and implementation of
this project.
People are cautious about increasing density and the design
of new housing. People understand the need for more housing,
but want to see a different style of housing that caters for larger
families and multi-generational living. Home ownership is a
desire for many people and there is strong demand to see more
affordable housing models.
People wanted to see major improvements to the parks and the
creation of safer, accessible whānau-centred recreation spaces,
and sports facilities.
There is high need and demand for more and improved
community spaces in eastern Porirua. The current facilities are
insufficient and are not fit for purpose.
Traffic management, parking, roads and footpaths were mentioned
frequently, mostly in the context of improving safety and making
the urban environment more accessible. Ensuring there is a
coherent transport system and infrastructure to increase people’s
ability to get around – either by walking, cycling, travelling by
motorised scooter or driving – is a priority to many participants.
Management of storm and waste water featured often, with many
people expressing concern about the quality of the waterways
and the pollution of the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour.
Collection and disposal of rubbish generated much discussion,
ranging from a desire for greater inorganic disposal services to
better recycling capability. Dumping of rubbish and a lack of
resident education on this subject was also a popular topic.

Overview of He Ara – community engagement
The overall objectives of He Ara: pathways to better homes, great
neighbourhoods, and resilient communities are described below.

The Porirua Development project defines community
engagement as activities and processes that:

Through our engagement approach we seek to:

•

seek to inform affected people about the project

•

understand community views about what people value about
eastern Porirua and their future aspirations

•

consult them about their views, so they can identify or
prioritise their needs and what’s important to them

•

achieve a broad engagement with people of diverse cultural and
social backgrounds and encourage a vision for eastern Porirua

•

involve residents and community leaders in decision making,
where possible

•

encourage residents, young people and community groups to
contribute to the development of a vision for eastern Porirua

•

•

ensure that Kāinga Ora is responsive and listens to the
diverse communities that make up eastern Porirua

provide opportunities for collaboration with residents and
community stakeholders in projects, initiatives and/or
decision-making structures

•

•

foster collaboration with our key partners, Ngāti Toa Rangatira
and Porirua City Council.

facilitate opportunities for residents and community
organisations to participate and become empowered

•

develop partnerships with residents and community
organisations on specific aspects of the project

•

invest in capacity building, so local people can make a
meaningful contribution to the project with increased
knowledge and skills.
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Our public participation goal
Our promise to the public is to:

work directly with you to ensure that your concerns and aspirations
are directly reflected in the principles and vision of the
Porirua Development project.

INFORM

CONSULT

INVOLVE

COLLABORATE

EMPOWER

We will provide
you with
balanced and
objective
information to
assist you in
understanding
the problems
alternatives and/
or solutions

We will obtain
your feedback
on analysis,
alternatives
and/or
decisions

We will work
directly with you
as community
members/groups
throughout the
process to ensure
your concerns
and aspirations
are consistently
understood and
considered

We will facilitate
discussions and
agreements
between you
as community
members/groups
to identify
common ground
for action and
solutions

We will create
a supportive
environment
where final
decision-making
power is given
to community
members/
groups

IAP2 public participation spectrum – The spectrum of public
participation outlined above is based on the IAP2 framework1
and is designed to assist with the selection of the level of
participation that defines the public’s role in any community
engagement programme. It helped to clarify the appropriate
level of engagement to ensure there is transparency about

the input being sought and how this influences Porirua
Development’s planning and decision-making process. For the
first phase of our engagement, involve was selected as the
most applicable level of public participation.
1

www.IAP2.org.au

The phases of the He Ara engagement process are described below:

PHASE ONE:
whakawhānaungatanga –
listen to understand
and connect
The purpose of this phase is to
listen and understand residents’
lived experiences, their values
and their aspirations.
(March –
December 2019)

4
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PHASE TWO:
whakaata –
reflect and confirm
these concepts with
the community
(2020)

PHASE THREE:
maramatanga –
enlightenment
This focuses on
consolidating and
communicating back.
(2020)

Phase one: whakawhānaungatanga
From March 2019, Porirua Development started the communitywide engagement process to understand community needs and
aspirations and ensure that the project’s planning and design
reflects the voices of residents and community stakeholders of
eastern Porirua.
This phase focused on visioning and generating design principles.
The purpose of whakawhānaungatanga was to:
1. inform residents and communities about the big picture, the
timeline and how everything fits together
2. seek to understand:
•

what the residents and communities of eastern Porirua value

•

what they identify with locally

•

what provides them with a sense of belonging

•

what is unique / has special character

•

what they want to change, add or keep in their
local communities.

The desired outcomes were to:
•

ensure there was significant community input to creating the
vision and values of the Porirua Development project

•

achieve wide-ranging engagement across the communities
of eastern Porirua and ensure as many residents, community
leaders and stakeholders had an opportunity to provide
input into the design principles underpinning the Spatial
Delivery Strategy.

The Spatial Delivery Strategy is a plan for the growth and
development of eastern Porirua. It will lay out the long-term
direction for the development that will take place – the houses,
parks, shops, streets etc. The Spatial Delivery Strategy identifies
where development should happen, what sort of development
it should be, and defines the physical or spatial outcomes the
development should achieve. The Spatial Delivery Strategy sets
the vision and expectations for sustainable transport, water
quality, housing density, prosperous centres, safety, community
facilities, community identity, native planting and much more.
Having a Spatial Delivery Strategy that represents the views and
aspirations of community, stakeholders, land owners, iwi, and
central and local government will enable effective management of
rapid growth (housing development) in the area.
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Specific engagement strategies
Pacific engagement
Porirua Development invited the Kapiti-Mana Pacific Services
Network and Pacific stakeholders to co-create an engagement
strategy that is designed to meet the needs of the Pacific
communities of Porirua. The Pacific Engagement Strategy
provides ongoing guidance to the Porirua Development project
in its relationships and engagement with the eastern Porirua
Pacific community. The Porirua Development Pacific Engagement
Strategy was presented to the project partners at the Church of
Christ the King in Cannons Creek in October 2019.
Once presented, the engagement team worked alongside Pacific
communities to implement the engagement process for phase
one. The approach taken by Porirua Development, as set out
in the Pacific Engagement Strategy, was to work alongside the
Pacific communities to host a specific engagement session at a
venue, date and time that was suitable to them. A key element of
the strategy is that that the Pacific values described below are
sustained through the process and the best people to advise the
Porirua Development team are representatives from the Pacific
communities themselves.

Each community identified facilitators who would lead the
engagement sessions with support and guidance from the
engagement team. The facilitators attended briefing sessions prior
to the engagements, so they were fully aware of the subject material,
the format of the engagement and their role in it. This encouraged
a greater sense of ownership of the engagement process by the
distinct Pacific communities and also provided an opportunity for the
facilitators to develop their knowledge of the project.
The facilitators were encouraged to lead the discussions in their
own language, which meant a far richer discussion of the topics.
Some communities chose to translate some of the materials.
The Pacific communities promoted the engagement within
their own channels with the help of posters, flyers, email and
Facebook. Word of mouth was particularly important to get the
word out. The Pacific sessions were viewed as very successful,
in not only the depth of conversation, but also in the information
that many people provided. It also provided an opportunity for
relationship-building between the Porirua Development team
and the Pacific communities.

The Pacific values we are guided by:
faka’apa’apa
(respect)

6

kaiga
(family)

olaga faka
tea gaga
(spirituality)
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solesolevaki
(reciprocity)

talanoa
(discussion)

falanaki
(trust)

aro’a
(love)

Youth engagement

Promotion

Porirua Development started its community engagement with
Ka Mua Ka Muri. This involved engaging tamariki from five
schools through a series of 40 art workshops and creating new
artwork on the Cannons Creek shops that reflects the ideas and
aspirations of the young people of Cannons Creek, past, present
and future.

We wanted as many people from eastern Porirua to contribute
their thoughts and ideas and share their voice and promoted the
events and activities in the following ways:

We also ran a session with Porirua College students with over
100 participants. They identified their areas of interest, what they
valued and how they could imagine eastern Porirua in the future.

Youth Engagement Strategy
We worked with the Kahui Ako, the eastern Porirua community of
learning, to develop a Youth Engagement Strategy. The purpose
of this strategy is to establish processes for engagement with
children and young people who live in eastern Porirua so they:
•

are aware of and are informed about all plans and
developments

•

are able to share their voices, exercise their influence, and
participate in decision-making processes

•

experience rich learning by having the opportunity to
contribute to the project through specific activities and
processes throughout the life of the project.

•

advertising in the Kapi-Mana News in the lead-up to the
engagements

•

promotion on Samoa Capital Radio

•

information on the Porirua Development and Porirua City
Council’s websites

•

information and events on the Porirua Development and
Porirua City Council Facebook pages, and on group Facebook
pages (such as Creeksiders, Rānui Residents Association and
Waitangirua Village Planning)

•

by email

•

flyer and poster drops to homes, shops, businesses, markets,
churches, schools, community services in eastern Porirua

•

Porirua Development’s e-newsletter

•

attending resident association meetings, networking groups
and Pacific community group meetings to encourage as many
residents and community leaders to attend the sessions.

CAREERfest
Porirua Development helped to sponsor CAREERfest. On the day,
more than 150 students from four colleges participated in our
interactive career word cloud, where their top three careers were
collectively displayed on screen. Students also checked out the
map of where the work will be happening in eastern Porirua.
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What we did – activities
The community engagement period was undertaken between March
and December 2019. A number of different engagement activities
were conducted over this time and they are outlined below.

them into mural concepts. The process helped the students
identify what is unique about Cannons Creek and how to build on
its strengths.

Ka Mua Ka Muri

The project featured Porirua artists and creatives Liana Leiataua,
Ernest Sami and Tokelauan Arts Collective members Zac Mateo,
Moses Viliamu and Jack Kirifi, along with Ruth Robertson-Taylor,
Rudy Whitehead-Lopez, Tupe Papalii-Rodgers, Milan Gessner
and graphic artists Antz June and Darcy Reuelu-Smith, Paula
MacEwan, Viane Sei and Ruby Sei.

Over 120 children from Cannons Creek schools participated in Ka
Mua Ka Muri (moving forward with a clear view of the past), an art
project where the students offered their ideas and aspirations to
local artists on what they would like their community to look and
feel like in the future.
Former Mayor Mike Tana said “Ka Mua Ka Muri is a powerful
expression of the hopes and dreams of the young people in
Cannons Creek”.
Over 40 workshops were held by the artists and creatives in local
schools to gather ideas and visions from students and develop

8
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The project was a collaboration between Cannons Creek
schools, local artists, Porirua City Council, Porirua Development,
Creeksiders and Partners Porirua.
The murals are displayed on a number of buildings at the
Cannons Creek shops, and a video is available on our Facebook
page @PoriruaDevelopment.

Share Your Voice engagement
(June – July)

The Share Your Voice engagements were held in the
geographical areas of:

During June and July 2019, we ran the first of the communitywide engagements called Share Your Voice. The six themes
explored during these engagements were the following:

•

Rānui, Mungavin Hall

•

Cannons Creek, PIC Hall

•

Waitangirua, Tairangi School

•

housing

•

Ascot Park, Horouta Marae.

•

parks and open spaces

•

environment

•

getting around

•

town centres

•

community facilities.

Postcards were developed with images representing the six
themes to be explored around six tables, along with large maps of
the area.
This provided an opportunity for residents and community
leaders and stakeholders to drop in and have a direct
conversation about what they value about their neighbourhoods,
what improvements they would like to see happen, and their
hopes and dreams for the future. It also provided an opportunity
for people to express their concerns about the project and how it
might impact them.

Similar engagements were also held for the former refugee and
migrant communities, Porirua City Councillors, the opening of
Porirua Development’s Community Info Hub, and with students
from Porirua College.

Findings from Share Your Voice engagements
We received more than 1,100 individual comments on the six
topics. A thematic analysis was done to look at the specific
themes emerging from the feedback. This was collated and
presented back to the community, grouped by topics and by
session, and also presented into a word cloud through printed
form. It was published on our Facebook page, in our e-newsletter
and on our website.
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Feedback from the Share Your Voice sessions
This word cloud generated from the Share Your Voice feedback shows what people said they
value the most about eastern Porirua, with community featuring strongly in both individual word
clouds for each session and the word cloud created by feedback from all sessions.

10
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Themes from Share Your Voice by topic
The postcards below show the Share Your Voice
feedback that was collated and themed, with four or
five themes under each topic.
The percentages show the proportion of people commenting on
the themes within each topic.

Here’s what you said was most important to you
Community facilities
Multipurpose community venues
Better and more sports facilities
Improve access to services, eg health
centres and libraries
Dedicated spaces for groups, eg youth,
seniors, cultural groups

Here’s what you said was most important to you

35%
6%
12%

Getting around

47%

Here’s what you said was most important to you
Housing

Better and more frequent
public transport

26%

Safer walkways with better lighting and
accessibility

38%

Wheelchair access for shopping centres
and public transport

16%

Address safety concerns about particular
roads, roundabouts and intersections

20%

Here’s what you said was most important to you
Environment (plants and wildlife)

Housing types – design, density, use
of cultural and alternative models,
multigenerational living and accessibility
Concerns about the impact of the
development on residents

18%

Affordability – rising rents, prices of
new homes

13%

Warm, dry and healthy homes

10%

Here’s what you said was most important to you
Parks and open spaces
Improved recreation, BBQ areas,
green spaces, seating, exercise and
play equipment

17%

Improve access to and safety in
walkways in parks and open spaces

33%

Whānau/child friendly parks

17%
33%

Better access to parks from homes,
schools and other suburbs

Planting more native trees and fruit trees

59%

Improve the green spaces, eg Bothamley
Park, Cannons Creek lakes

27%
14%

Fixing stormwater and wastewater systems,
pipes and flooding

29%

Clean and safer waterways and water quality

18%
12%

Better recycling, waste minimisation
and improved access to waste facilities,
eg landfill

Here’s what you said was most important to you
Town centres
More variety of shops and businesses,
including markets and supermarkets

51%

More gathering spaces and places to meet

19%
13%

Accessibility of shopping centres
and parking
Safety issues, such as lighting, beggars
and antisocial behaviour

18%
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Change is Coming engagement
(November – December)
The Share Your Voice feedback provided the foundation for a
more in-depth discussion with the community about the impact
and potential of the change to their community and how they see
themselves and their community in a new vision for the future. It
was also a forum to discuss specific aspects of the project. This
next round of engagements was called Change is Coming.

The Change is Coming sessions discussed:
•

how eastern Porirua could grow and change

•

what future housing and facilities could look like

•

infrastructure and what needs fixing

•

home ownership, affordability and housing stability

•

some of the challenges change could bring

•

opportunities for residents and businesses.

We wanted to ensure that the voices of Pacific peoples, youth and
those people that are often overlooked in engagement processes
were included in these engagements.

These sessions included the following activities:

The Change is Coming engagement sessions sought to answer
the question of how do we balance the need for growth (and
therefore more housing and services), with the need to ensure
the wellbeing of people and the environment, while keeping what
is unique about eastern Porirua.

•

narrative of change (storyboards) with a question and
answer session

•

prioritisation of the Share Your Voice themes

•

table discussion of six topics with the future state in mind

•

looking to 2045 visioning exercise.

We engaged directly with the following groups:
Group

Date

Location

Former refugee and new migrants

13 November

Porirua Gospel Chapel, Cannons Creek

Waitangirua residents

14 November

Maraeroa Marae, Waitangirua

Mātāwaka

19 November

Maraeroa Marae, Waitangirua

Rānui residents

21 November

Mungavin Hall, Rānui

Canons Creek residents

26 November

Freedom House, Cannons Creek

Accessibility

10 December

Freedom House, Cannons Creek

Cook Islands community

11 December

Nuanua Kindergarten, Cannons Creek

Fiji community

12 December

Nuanua Kindergarten, Cannons Creek

Samoa community

14 December

EFKS Porirua Church Hall, Cannons Creek

Tonga community

16 December

Whānau Manaaki centre, Porirua

Tokelau community

17 December

Pahina O Tokelau Hall, Rānui

Niue community

18 December

Nuanua Kindergarten, Cannons Creek

Tuvalu community

21 December

Tuvalu Hall, Waitangirua

12
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Why some people said they attended the Change is Coming sessions:
Seeking to know
more of what is
happening in my
community
Advocating for
space, a place where
people are more
welcome
Interested in the
importance of
the new spaces
for mokos

The main thing is
the people in this
community

To find out more
about the housing
developments

Representation
of people with
disabilities from a
Pacific perspective

I am here for
enabling and
empowering people
with disabilities

To find out more
about what is
happening in my
community

To listen, learn and
voice my thoughts

Equity, transport
and social housing
Advocating
for women
with disabilities
Have lived in Porirua
for over 50 years

Some key concerns for people:
•

worries about displacement or losing their home

•

unclear on the ‘roll out’ process and really want to know more

•

maintaining deep connections to place and their home – for
some this was their family home

•

unclear on the parties working together in this redevelopment

•

•

affordability and impacts of gentrification in general

lack of clarity about what this development means for
community, and how funding will be allocated

•

lack of communications – people want clear expectations of
the plan

•

not everyone is ready for the change.

•

fear of being disappointed like they were in the last renewal

•

fear of deception and misleading information

Despite these concerns, people are noticing a shift from this
process happening to us, to happening with us eg housing people
having to meet their own objectives has shifted to meeting the
needs of the community.

Validation of Share Your Voice themes at Change is Coming sessions
The Share Your Voice feedback identified key themes and issues
for residents and community stakeholders. People who attended
subsequent engagements were asked to prioritise the topics and
themes that were important to them. They were given six dots
and asked them to prioritise a theme within each topic. Some
chose to do this, while others preferred to put all their dots on
one particular topic and/or theme.
While a comparison showed a similar priority placed on “getting
around” and “parks and open spaces” themes in both the Share
Your Voice and Change is Coming sessions, the other themes
were more diverse. This could be explained by the distinct groups

and their unique preferences. Some groups placed a higher
priority on home ownership while others saw warm, dry homes
as important. Some groups were very conscious of the impact
of climate change and the need for preparation, while others
focused on immediate concerns, such as fixing the infrastructure.
It should be noted that between the sessions, there had been
substantial flooding in eastern Porirua and would have been top
of mind to many people who participated.
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Comparison of the Share Your Voice and Change is Coming priorities, by topic
Environment priorities

Housing priorities
29% 33%

59%

27%
24%
18%

34%
26%

18%
10%

Housing
types

Concerns
about impact
of project

13%

29%

17%
12%

10%

Affordability

Warm, dry
& healthy
homes

Fixing
Clean &
stormwater &
safe
wastewater waterways
systems

More
native
trees &
gardens

Improve the Recycling &
waste
green
minimisation
spaces,
lakes & parks

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

Parks and open spaces priorities

Community facilities priorities
33%

32%
29%

14%

10%

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

33%

16%

28%
19%

36%

37%

27%

24%

21% 22%

16%

15%

17%

9%

Multipurpose
community
venues

Better & more
sports
facilities

Dedicated
Improved
spaces for
access to
groups eg
services eg
health centres youth, seniors &
cultural groups
& libraries

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

More & better
recreation
areas for play,
gatherings &
exercise

Access &
safety in
walkways,
parks & open
spaces

Family/
whānau &
child-friendly
parks

Better connections between
parks, homes,
schools &
nearby suburbs

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

Getting around priorities

Shopping centres priorities

38% 40%

49%

26%

40%
20%

Better & more
frequent
public
transport

16% 19%

Safer,
connected &
accessible
walkways

Accessibility
for shopping
centres &
public
transport

20% 21%
19%

Safer roads &
intersections

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

14
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More variety
of shops,
businesses &
markets

19%

25%
14% 16%

Accessibility
More
of shopping
gathering
centres &
spaces &
parking
places to meet

Share Your Voice sessions
Change is Coming sessions

19%

Safety issues
such as lighting,
beggars &
anti-social
behaviour

Change is Coming – feedback by theme
The following thematic analysis combines the ideas from the
Change is Coming engagement sessions and the Social Pinpoint
online engagement, which is discussed in more detail later in
this report.
An analysis of each Change is Coming session was captured
at the tables by trained scribes and facilitators, along with the
details of the topics and the particular nuances of the groups
who were engaged at those sessions.

“We want better homes that are
clean and dry, safe and secure.”

Housing
Through the Change is Coming sessions, residents had an
opportunity to discuss future housing needs, types and models.
People raised concerns about the prospect of gentrification,
particularly locals being pushed out through price rises, the sale
of state land, and the unique character of eastern Porirua being
lost or diluted.

Many worried about the lack of affordable homes, whether to buy
or to rent, and expressed concern about the future generations
being unable to access home ownership.
Eastern Porirua is characterised by significant cultural diversity
and most see this as a key strength, one that they are proud of
and defines them as a community.
Many people mentioned that they enjoy the multicultural makeup of the population and that they worry this will be negatively
impacted by the project.
Many residents talked about the need for warm, dry, safe and
accessible homes. They had many ideas on a diverse range of
types, models and designs, and how they may be affected by
increased density.

“The development needs to provide
opportunities for home ownership for
locals and their families.”
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Key themes about housing:
Want better homes that
are clean and dry, safe
and secure
Want reassurance on
housing affordability
Want affordable living
Want to be proud of
the houses that they’re
living in. Having a place
they could improve

Do not want the sale of
state land
Want to use quality
products in building
Expect that Kāinga Ora
has the responsibility
to put levers in
place to ensure that
gentrification
doesn’t happen

Home ownership and affordable housing

Want locals to get
access to housing and
home ownership
Understand about
the need for medium
density but conflicting
views on multi-level
houses and apartments
Want to use quality
products in building

Other comments related to people’s concern over eligibility for
home ownership, such as income levels, percentage of the required
deposit, narrow ownership criteria and existing debt levels.
People recommended education programmes, such as financial
literacy, to prepare people for home ownership and suggested a
long lead-in time to ensure people maximise the opportunities
that this project will bring.

“Prepare the community for home
ownership now, especially young people.”

16
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Want homes and
gardens that reflect
themselves

7%

20%

People also expressed concerns about the current housing
affordability issue and the potential for higher house prices as
a negative effect of this project. For private renters, there were
concerns about continuing availability and supply of rental
properties and potential for increased rents.
Other key concerns centred around the fear of gentrification,
breaking up of community, locals being unable to sustain the
rising costs of housing and having to relocate, and the loss of
eastern Porirua’s unique character.

Want to own a home
and young people to
become employed

Key themes about affordable housing
and home ownership

Many people expressed an interest in home ownership
possibilities and want to see more affordable options.
A majority (73%) want to see the provision of more diverse
models of home ownership than what is currently on offer, such
as rent to own, shared equity, more community housing provision,
and clear guidelines prioritising locals in any home ownership
products. One-fifth (20%) expressed concerns about eligibility for
home ownership.

Are excited about
the redevelopment
and opportunities it
will bring

73%

Diversity of options
Eligibility
Financial literacy

“Any new development needs to be for
current residents, ie options for residents
to purchase.”

Housing types

Key themes about different types of housing

Views on housing types varied. The largest percentage of
comments on housing types (39%) are about wanting to see a
variety of housing types, such as a mix of multi-level and single
level homes, co-housing, communal living, retirement villages and
modular housing.

7%

There is also a strong desire for multigenerational homes that are
suitable for the extended whānau (28%), which is a theme that
also came through in the Share Your Voice feedback.

11%

4%
4%
5%

39%

People wanted to see neighbourhood connections and an
integrated community, so that all ages and cultures are
represented and living in eastern Porirua (11%). Some people
expressed a wish to see larger homes (7%) and cultural models
such as papakāinga (5%).
Of those who contributed housing type ideas, 84% wanted to see
these changes in the future, while 16% were worried about the
impact on community members (including a loss of connections
to neighbours and the potentially negative impact for older
people living in multi-storey units).

“We don’t put our put our elderly into a
rest home. I need a bigger home to have
my mum with my family.”

Housing design

28%
Diversity of housing options
Multigenerational
Neighbourliness & integration
Larger homes
Cultural designs
Impact of change
Amenities & communal spaces
Demand

Key themes about the design of housing
2%

There were many contributions to the discussion on the design of
housing. The strongest theme around design relates to amenities,
with 41% of comments focusing on that. Included in amenities
is a desire for open plan living space, more storage, separate
bathrooms, off-street parking and better heating.
There is a strong theme on accessibility throughout the
engagements, and accessibility in design (21%) including features
such as flat sections, single level houses, wide entrances and
providing wet floors.
Diversity of housing options (12%) included comments about
making the best use of the topographical challenges. There is
some acceptance of the need for increased density, but there are
concerns that this will bring increased safety risks, such as noise
issues, fire and anti-social behaviour, and the need to ensure the
design of the new housing takes this into account.
People felt strongly about addressing noise and safety concerns
(9%) and to incorporate cultural designs (6%).

“Living in a beautiful home gives
people pride and happiness, which
makes you want to look after it.”

2%

1%

4%
6%
41%

9%

12%

21%
Amenities, outdoor space & parking
Accessibility
Diversity of housing options
Noise & safety
Cultural designs
Sustainability
Impact of change
Integrated community
Co-design
Pride
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Housing density

Key themes about increasing housing density

Housing density provoked the most discussion, as it is the topic
that signals the most change to the community. People were
concerned about the increase in population and what that might
mean for them, their families and their community. While there is
concern, there is also the realisation that Porirua is growing and
more housing is needed. There was awareness that their children
and grandchildren may have a different view than they do about
living closer together.
The main themes arising from the robust discussions about
increasing density was that it shouldn’t come at the expense of
privacy, safety, access to green space and loss of neighbourhood
connections. There are concerns about the provision of housing
suitable for families, however there was an acknowledgment that
there is an opportunity for more and better options for people
ageing or young families getting on the ladder to home ownership.
There are conflicting views on multi-storey apartments. Many
people don’t seeing this as a suitable option, particularly for
families and older people, while others see this as a positive
development, particularly if the apartments take into account
accessibility needs.
There is an awareness of the social impacts for higher density
housing forms, which don’t provide for outdoor living space,
gardens with veggie patches and space for children to play. There
are concerns about the increase in traffic and the lower level of
parking provisions that may arise from increasing density.
Many creative ideas were put forward about how to redesign a
community to take into account more people and less space.
The ideas included: access to green space, communal areas,
neighbourhood safety, and improving the public transport system.
Many of the people thought that building heights up to three
storeys was acceptable but that they needed to be close to shops
and services.

“It is ok to have a smaller house as
long as it benefits the community, and
more people have a place to live and
can afford it.”

5%

4%

2%1%
24%

6%
6%
6%
20%
13%
13%
Noise, safety & privacy
Outdoor & green space
Diversity of housing options
Neighbourliness & integration
Access to shops & services
Communal spaces
Impact of change
Parking & amenities
Accessible public transport
Walking & cycling connections
Infrastructure

The common desire when discussing housing types, design and
density is to ensure the Porirua Development is done well, in a
holistic way, so the infrastructure supports the change in density
rather than compounding existing issues. Many of the people who
contributed their ideas appeared to have a clear understanding
of the need for growth, but have reservations about the
potentially negative consequences of increasing density without
due consideration to outdoor space, privacy, parking, traffic
management and safety.
There is cautious support for increased density and a strong wish
for the community to be at the centre of future discussions. See the
graph below for a comparison of concern versus desire for change.

Designs

Concerned about change
Desire for change

Density

Concerned about change
Desire for change

Types

Concern versus desire for change to housing

Concerned about change
Desire for change
0
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Getting around

Key themes about getting around

There is a general consensus for those who participated in our
engagements that it is by far easier, quicker and more convenient
to use a car, despite the cost of petrol and maintenance.
The condition of the roads and footpaths are a constant barrier
for those who walk, or use wheelchairs, walkers or prams.
Safety is a concern for many people who report that they worry
about speeding cars, behaviour of drivers at intersections, and
heavy traffic at peak times (20%). Concerns were also raised
about walking at night, unleashed dogs, anti-social behaviour and
bullying while waiting for a bus.

3%
3%

2% 1%

9%

13%
20%

There was support for upgrading the bus stops to make them
safer, more accessible and more usable in wet weather.
There is strong support to invest in walkways, to make them safer,
wider, accessible and connect them to suburbs and streets (17%).
This would encourage people to walk more often.
People wanted to see more cycling and there was support for
separate cycle lanes, driver and cyclist education, and better
cycleway connections.

“Journeys need to be accessible and
use new technology. When designing
for the future everything needs to be
looked at as a whole.”

25%

4%

17%
Public transport
Safety & road safety
Accessways & cycleways
Roads & footpaths
Accessibility
Parking
Information & awareness
Private transport
Eco solutions
Affordability
Topography
Infrastructure

The key things people want us to know about getting around:
Transport system
needs a complete
redesign – from
doorstep to destination
Fix the infrastructure
– that is our highest
priority
Want better public
transport – accessible,
affordable and efficient

Make it safer for us to
walk on the footpaths
and cross the roads
Make the walkways
safer, wider and more
accessible
Better cycleways and
access ways to parks
and other suburbs

Ideas for change include separating the cycle lanes and
walkways from the main roads, increasing accessibility, improving
the lighting, reducing the speed limits and reducing parking,
particularly around schools.
There is also interest in communal responses such as carpooling,
bike sharing, and community transport.

Information made more
available and accessible
Make our environment
accessible for all of us
Consider alternative
transport options such
as e-bikes and scooters

Redesign the
intersections so our
children are safe
Bus routes need
improving and
expanded throughout
eastern Porirua
Make the bus stops and
shelters safer

People suggested alternative transport, such as scooters and
e-bikes, but that care needed to be taken around the elderly and
young children.

“I’ve seen people in wheelchairs having to go
on the road because the footpath is so bad.”
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Public transport

Key themes about public transport

The widespread view from people who participated in the
engagements is that the public transport system that services
eastern Porirua is substandard. Residents express significant
reluctance to use it and this is based on a variety of factors.
The main concern people have about public transport is the lack of
frequency and reliability, with 25% unhappy about the level of service.
The routes are inadequate for those wanting to use the bus network.
For many people, it means a significant distance to walk to the bus
stop, and for some, the gradients of the streets are challenging.

6%

Ideas include improving bus driver awareness of the issues
disabled people have when accessing public transport.
Suggestions include better driver education and increasing the
use of technology for sight impaired and deaf people to ensure
they get real time information. There was support for timetables
being available more widely across multiple channels and
translated into different languages.
The main ideas for change include: expanding the routes;
smaller and more frequent buses; creating bus lanes; investing
in upgrading the bus shelters to be safer, weatherproof, and
accessible; better seating on buses; public toilets near bus stops;
and to get real time information. Other ideas include cheaper
fares, free buses for school children and expanding the Gold Card
(currently operates between 9am and 3pm and after 6.30pm on
weekdays, and any time on weekends and public holidays).

19%

7%

9%
14%

13%

Connectivity to the wider transport network, eg Titahi Bay or Hutt
Valley, is an issue for some people who waste a lot of time waiting
for connections, either for buses or the train.
Accessibility is a very real issue for a significant number of people
who report that footpaths and gradients don’t allow the buses
to kneel (14%). Even when they do, there is inadequate seating.
The physical design of the buses and shelters don’t allow for
wheelchairs, walking frames and prams.

4%

14%
14%
Frequency
Accessibility
Affordability
Routes
Safe bus stops
Connectivity
Safety of public transport
Efficiency
Information

“I don’t want to take the bus
because I’m sick of waiting for it.
By the time it gets to me, it is all
filled up.”

Parks and open spaces

Whānau-centred recreation space

The key themes emerging from the engagements on this topic are:

Very few people could name a favourite park in eastern Porirua
that they visited regularly. When asked what their ideal park is,
most people said “like Aotea Lagoon”.

•

creating parks and recreation spaces centred on whanāu and
communal activities

•

improving the sports facilities

•

making the parks and playgrounds safer and more accessible

•

enhancing the natural environment with planting of native flora

•

more visibility of Ngāti Toa’s history and culture

•

clean and safe waterways and environment

•

running inclusive, fun community and cultural events
and activities

•

preserving the taonga of Bothamley Park and
Cannons Creek lakes.
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The main improvements people wanted to see is more
amenities, such as BBQ areas, umu pits, seating, toilets, water
fountains, better lighting, and trees for natural shade in family
recreational areas (40%). Many saw this as an opportunity to
suggest multipurpose recreational spaces, such as stages for
performance, spaces with exercise equipment, educational spaces
for children. There was also a call for better play equipment.
There were a number of comments about requests for fences around
playgrounds, especially around the main road of Warspite Ave.
Some people want to see another sports venue, such as “Jerry
Collins Stadium” (Porirua Park), and sports facilities that will allow
for rugby, volleyball, netball and basketball (14%). A number of
people discussed the idea of extending Cannons Creek pool.

Bothamley Park

Key themes about parks & open spaces

Bothamley Park is the green heart of Porirua – a stunning green
space with ecological links to Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour,
Pāuatahanui Inlet and Belmont Regional Park.
The park is a favourite to many across the region and it has its
own friends of Bothamley Park group and Facebook page. Many
who contributed to the ideas about Bothamley Park are regular
users of the park and take part in walking, cycling or running
there (14%).
Regular Saturday parkruns are held at the park, along with
special occasion runs (like Christmas, New Year and Halloween
parkruns), buggy walks, community blackberry harvests and
working bees.
Some people expressed concerns about there being unsafe
access to the park, safety within it, and the constant dumping
of rubbish.
Many people want to see activities and events that bring the
community together and to support healthy lifestyles. Other ideas
put forward include organising more community events, such as
Creekfest, Polyfest, cultural and religious celebrations, language
weeks, concerts, art festivals and movie nights (8%).

Community sport and fitness
There was a strong desire to see the growth of community sport
and fitness in eastern Porirua, whether through creating new
multi-purpose/sports facilities or more informal recreational and
fitness activities.

5%

2% 1%

6%

40%

8%

14%
16%
Family & recreation areas
Bothamley Park
Sports facilities
Community events
Safety in parks
Ecology & nature
Accessible parks
Cultural elements
Aotea Lagoon
Education & information
Other
Café/businesses

The key things people want us to know about parks and open spaces:
Want parks to be
accessible for everyone,
all ages and abilities
Safety and access is not
where it needs to be
Bring it back to how it
was 500 years ago

Want more recreational
spaces in the parks
with amenities such
as seating, BBQs and
public toilets
Want to see sports
tournaments again like
kilikiti (Samoan cricket)
Multi-purpose sports
facilities

Using the parks to
teach children about
hunting, gathering and
foraging
Clean up the waterways,
lagoons and lakes
Significance of Ngāti
Toa reflected in the
environment

Bothamley Park is a
taonga, we need to care
for it
Better play and exercise
equipment
Communal areas
that can be used for
festivals and events
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Living well
Community, safety and family life

What will help us to live well
2%

One of the key themes running throughout the engagement
process is the strong connection to community. Many people saw
eastern Porirua as a welcoming and accepting place to belong.
One-third of people (32%) said a safe community was the key to
living well. The main concerns are feeling unsafe on the streets,
roads with inadequate lighting, dark alleyways, stray dogs, antisocial behaviour and dangerous drivers.
People saw more community involvement as the answer to
a number of issues (6%). People also expressed interest in
setting up community gardens, tree-planting, cleaning up the
environment, running youth activities, and neighbourhood
support. There is strong support for community-based education,
with a willingness to share skills and talents (9%).
Festivals and events are a way to reflect cultural diversity. They
are also a way of integrating the community of existing residents
with future residents to come and there is a desire to hold more
events such as these (6%).
There is a strong desire to ensure eastern Porirua stays as
a whānau friendly environment. Some people are concerned
that affordability, rising rents and gentrification might push
families out of the area (5%). Eastern Porirua is home to
multiple generations of families and the hope is that their future
generations will find their home here too.
The main ideas for change include making the roads and
footpaths wider and safer, increasing the level of street lighting,
Porirua Community Guardians, CCTV and more Police presence.
Other ideas include increased services for mental health, alcohol
and drug addiction, and removal of the TABs and bottle stores.

1%

3%
32%

5%

9%
6%
7%
Safe community
Community education & schools
Keep it local – businesses & jobs
Better health services & facilities
More social events & activities
Community ownership
Affordable living
Better & affordable housing
More youth activities
Culturally integrated community
Improved infrastructure
Better community & sports facilities
Variety of shops
Looking after the environment
Other
Maintain our churches
Look after ourselves

The key things people wanted us to know about living well:
Feeling safe
Have accessible
housing that is
affordable for the
community
Importance of children
living well in their home
and with their family
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Keeping the family
grouped together
Embracing Te Whare
Tapa Wha model
of wellbeing in the
community
Good healthcare
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Feeling good about my
home
Ability to practice
my culture
Being happy and living
healthy

Access to education
Support for disabled
and elderly
Uplifting and
empowering the
individual to be the best
version of themselves

Environment

What people said about the environment
2%

Recycling and improving the waste management systems
rated the highest concern to people at 31%. People wanted to
see bigger rubbish bins with recycling centres at the shopping
centres, clearer information on how to recycle, and steps taken
to prevent the dumping of rubbish in the environment. One
participant felt so strongly about litter that they put a pin in the
interactive map to propose rubbish bins at all 52 bus stops in
eastern Porirua.
Green space and planting of native trees was the next topic people
gave as a priority with 17% wanting to see an increase in green
spaces, community gardens and access to nature. People were
conscious of the impact of medium density housing, so wanted
an assurance there would be green spaces incorporated into the
planning and design. People wanted to see tree-lined streets and
attractive streetscapes that reflect the unique cultural essence of
eastern Porirua. People also wanted to see the cultural values of Te
Ao Māori and the Pacific reflected in the physical environment.
A number of people felt that the community need to step up
and act collectively for the good of the environment (10%).
Clean-up days, tree planting and street makeovers are put
forward as examples. Some felt that more was needed to be
done on educating residents about environmental issues, such
as improving the waterways, and climate change (7%). Ideas
for change include using solar power, less reliance on cars and
reducing harmful sprays (7%).

“We are in this community, therefore we
have a shared responsibility to look after
the environment together.”

1%

3%

31%

7%

17%
10%
Recycling & rubbish
Green space & trees
Community response
Eco solutions
Education
Infrastructure
Waterways
Parks
Housing
Accessibility
Government
Other
Cycleways & accessways
Safety
Info
Health

The key things people want us to know about the environment:
The harbour and our
beach are polluted and
our community swim in
it and that’s not good
Prioritise the health
of your family. If your
family environment is
clean, then everything
will follow from that
Do the right thing!

Everything to do
with the environment
is important so we
need to plan with the
environment at the
centre to ensure we
enhance it and don’t
damage it
It’s a good place to
live but we can make it
better together

Make sure we can still
have gardens in new
homes to connect to
nature and grow food
Accessibility for people
with disabilities, as well
as able-bodied people,
to special natural places
Fix the waste and water
systems

Planting more native
trees and increase the
bird life
Treasure our waterways
and clean our duck pond
All of the tracks are
overgrown!
How can people still
”work their land” if they
are in medium density?
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Community facilities and
shopping centres

Key themes about community facilities & activities
2%
6% 2%

Community facilities
A significant number of people (almost half) want to see better
sports facilities (34%) and more sports activities (13%) in eastern
Porirua. Ideas include a multi-purpose sports facility for netball,
volleyball and basketball, and a gym. This could provide fitness
classes, multi-code sports clinics and host sports events.
Arts and culture are intertwined in eastern Porirua and there
were many people who commented on wanting to see art in the
environment. People also expressed a desire for spaces in which
the arts, and more specifically, cultural arts, could thrive (14%).
Ideas include building a Māori and Pacific marae-style facility for
creative and cultural activities, including weaving, crafts, carving,
cooking, a community art gallery, singing, dancing, kapa haka,
music and theatre.
A special mention goes to the Cannons Creek Library, ranked as
one of the community’s treasured community resources. There
was support for expanding the library and using it to run more
programmes and activities.
There is a strong focus on community education, where people
can learn and share their culture and language (11%). People want
to see a space for young people created that focuses on activities
and education, such as a homework club and skill development hub
leading to employment (6%).

34%
7%

11%
13%
11%
Sports facilities
Sports activities
Library & amenities
Community facilities
Health & support services
Cultural facilities & events
Creative spaces & activities
Education programmes
Youth activities
Parking

“We need individual and community
opportunities to share our cultures, skills
and talents.”
Meeting and event space
There is a significant shortage of space for people and groups to
meet and connect in eastern Porirua.
One of the most important messages from those who participated
in the engagements is the need for a community facility that is
free or low cost and flexible, with lots of different sized spaces for
all sorts of groups and activities. People want to see a community
cultural centre that has a strong sense of community ownership.
A key theme throughout the engagement is that people
of eastern Porirua enjoy meeting and connecting through
celebrations, social and cultural activities and performance.
Having little or no access to space puts a burden on those groups
to fundraise or pay for it themselves. It impedes what could be
a step-change in accelerating the development of social and
cultural capital.
There are so many barriers for community and cultural groups
wanting to help themselves by building on their existing strengths.
Consideration needs to be given to a thorough examination of
existing community spaces and potentially bringing forward plans
for a community hub.
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“We need a community hub that
the young and elderly and people
with disabilities can use to support
socialisation and reduce isolation.
The facility needs to be culturally
appropriate for all to access, and be
able to accommodate large numbers.
Porirua is a very diverse multicultural
community and we need to respect
this. The community hub should
employ people in the community.”

The key things people want us to know about shops and community facilities
The community should
be at the heart of
everything
A lot of deaf people rely
on phones so charging
facilities are crucial
Knock down the old,
design and rebuild a more
open and inviting space

We need individual
and community
opportunities to share
our cultures, skills and
talents

Need a supermarket like
Pak’nSave, a butcher,
a florist, clothes and
material shops to cater
for diverse community

Want a place where we
can relax together –
what about a nightclub?

Don’t value much, they
sell sub-standard food
and are run down

We want everyone to
feel included – one way
is through experiencing
food from other cultures

There are lots of cultural
groups to take into
consideration here

Shopping centres

3%

“We want everyone to feel included,
all of the different cultures. One way to
do this is through experiencing food from
other cultures.”

Cannons Creek shops
need a facelift

2%

4%

While people valued the existing shops and the low prices,
there was a consensus that the shopping centres need to be
redesigned, and made safer and more attractive (11%).

People also made multiple requests for a restaurant/café in eastern
Porirua, though often as part of another facility eg expansion of the
library and swimming pool with a café attached to it.

Multi-use youth, family
and disabled facilities
eg meetings/hui, a quiet
space to hang out and
connect, and for sport
and art

Key themes about the shopping centres

Almost half of people participating in the engagement want
to see more variety of shops in the future (47%), such as an
expansion of the markets, a supermarket and butcher, as well as
clothing and material shops.

People wanted to see less of the takeaway shops, pubs and TABs
and more access to healthy food and multi-cultural food options
(10%). People prioritised local business owners and want to see
more locals owning their own businesses, which would employ
local people (6%).

We want to see more
Pasifika shops

47%

6%

10%
11%
Variety & better shops
Redesign of shopping centres
Food: affordable & cultural
Local jobs & businesses
Safety & road safety
Cafes & restaurants
Proximity to shops
Community enterprises
Green & outdoor spaces
Parking
Wifi
Other
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Vision to 2045
As part of the Change is Coming sessions, we asked people to think
about what they wanted their community to look like, sound like
and feel like in 25 years time. Students from Corinna School and
Porirua College were also asked about their vision for the future.

Many looked ahead and thought of their children and mokopuna
and what kind of life they wished for them, while others looked
at the current environment and wanted to see it improved upon.
The responses ranged from aspirational and visionary to practical,
and reflected their day-to-day realities.

A beautiful
Porirua city,
with everyone
getting along
It will be a city
where I will want
to live in for the
rest of my life. It
will be the Pacific
Porirua

Our children will
live well in their new
environment, from
the love and grace
of god

Our community
has grown and has
greater cultural
integration and
appreciation

Vision by theme
More than 430 responses were collected and
we did a thematic analysis to identify what matters most to
people when they think about the future of their community.
Here’s what people said about their vision for eastern Porirua
for 2045:

A place that
is world leading
in terms of
accessibility

Vision for 2045
Improved Accessible & affordable
infrastructure
public transport
4%
3%
A safe community
7%
Well designed parks
& public spaces
8%

Welcoming, connected
& thriving community
26%

Happiness &
wellbeing
9%
Clean &
sustainable
environment
18%

Affordable &
healthy homes
10%
Affordable,
accessible services
& facilities
15%
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A community
where values of
love and looking
after one another
are fostered

Sa

fet

Social Pinpoint

Social Pinpoint findings

To complement the Change is Coming engagements, an online
engagement platform called Social Pinpoint provided two
opportunities for participating online:

Social Pinpoint reached some of those people who don’t usually
attend public engagements. A total of 640 people engaged with
the interactive map, providing 600 online responses and 122
survey responses. Combined, they contributed more than 1,100
ideas. The ideas have been combined into the Change is Coming
thematic analysis though we get a snapshot below about what
people cared about and commented on.
What people commented on using Social Pinpoint
21% 20%

9%
5%
2%

2%

1%

1%

Infrastructure

5%

Community services

6%

Transport

6%

Family & connections

6%

Traffic & parking

Safety & anti-social behaviour

Education & schools

Environment

The Social Pinpoint campaign ran from 8 November to 21 December.

Parks & playgrounds

Social Pinpoint was also available at the Pacific engagements,
which drew a lot of interest from the young people who attended.

6%

Accessibility & mobility

As well as being available to the general public, we also ran
sessions at Corinna School and Porirua College.

Sports facilities

10%

Shops & facilities

The benefits of using Social Pinpoint were that it complemented
the face-to-face engagement and was particularly useful for the
silent voices, those who usually do not participate in traditional
engagement processes. It also meant that we could cater for
people who prefer visual and graphical imagery rather than words
or talking in person.

Housing

2. answer short survey questions on the six themed topics.

Events & activities

1. an interactive map where people could drop a pin in any part
of the designated map area and make a comment
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Community participation
More than 2,300 people participated in the engagements during
2019, and contributed over 5,000 ideas. This included residents,
community and church leaders, primary school and college
students, representatives from community groups, social services
and business owners.
Date

Engagement

Specific session

Number of people participating

Nov–Dec

Change is Coming sessions

Waitangirua, Rānui, Cannons Creek,
former refugee and new migrant
community, accessibility, mātā waka,
Cook Island, Samoan, Niue, Tuvalu
Tonga, Tokelau, Fiji

364 residents attended + 40 organisations

Sept–Dec

Community Info Hub

Visits to the Community Info Hub

Over 150 visitors, 11 groups and one school visit

Dec

Social Pinpoint sessions

Porirua College in three sessions

45 students

Nov–Dec

Social Pinpoint

Online interactive map

640 people engaged, with 600 online
responses

Nov–Dec

Social Pinpoint

Online surveys

122 survey responses

Nov

Social Pinpoint

Interactive map at Corinna School in
nine sessions

90 students

Nov

Waitangirua market

Dots exercise

83 responses

Nov

Change is Coming sessions

Town centre walk and talks

11 residents

Sept

Community event

Opening of the Community Info Hub

70 residents

Aug

CAREERfest

Stall at CAREERfest – word cloud
exercise

154 students from four colleges

June

Porirua College

Map exercise

100 students

June–July

Share Your Voice sessions

Rānui, Cannons Creek, Waitangirua,
Ascot Park, former refugee and new
migrant community, Porirua City
Councillor workshop

340 residents attended

March–April

Ka Mua Ka Muri

Art workshops

120 children from five Cannons Creek schools

Next steps
The feedback is being considered by the Porirua Development
team and their technical consultants as part of the development
of our Spatial Delivery Strategy. We will present this feedback to
the community as part of phase two – Whakaata of the He Ara
engagement process in 2020.

Whakawhānaungatanga –
listen to understand
and connect
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Whakaata –
reflect and confirm
these concepts with the
community

Maramatanga –
enlightenment –
consolidate and
communicate back
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview and aim
The Porirua Development is led by Kāinga Ora and is being delivered in partnership with Porirua City
Council and Ngāti Toa Rangitira. The Porirua Development will see the replacement of approximately
1,500 older Kāinga Ora homes with new warm, dry, healthy homes, for Kāinga Ora customers, and a mix
of market homes over a 25-year period. It includes significant infrastructure upgrades and improvements
to public parks and streets.
As part of the Porirua Development, improvements are being made to water infrastructure (both
stormwater and wastewater), and to the amenity offered in the following connected parks. This is to
support the future increased density:
1. Bothamley Park
2. Cannons Creek Park
3. Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
This project is a community engagement activity and relates to these three public parks – Bothamley
Park, Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. It is being led and undertaken by Kāinga Ora
in partnership with Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council. The aim of this project is for Kāinga Ora
to better understand the community’s views and aspirations to help inform the Draft Parks Landscape
Plan. It is described by Kāinga Ora in the following way:
In 2019 the community told us parks and waterways in eastern Porirua are important,
but they need some work. We’re looking at ways to improve three of these parks.
Bothamley Park is huge, it runs from the railway station through to Ascot Park. It is full
of diverse native wildlife, plants and special places such as the swimming hole and the
blackberry patch, but that wastewater pipe really needs an upgrade. Cannons Creek Park
is located beside Cannons Creek School. Hundreds of locals use the park for sports or
festivals, but we know the bottom end of the park can be a little bit muddy when it rains.
And Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve backing on to the Cannons Creek shops. At the
moment, there is a large duck pond and some wetland planting, but it has the potential
to be a beautiful space for the east. It’s time to improve our taiao, our environment.
We’d like to know how you use these spaces now but more importantly, how we can
make them better for the future. Please share your thoughts with us.
(from their public video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTzBgxJ0W3E)

University of Otago researchers were hired by Kāinga Ora as a contractor for this project, to analyse
information received from the community engagement process and summarise findings in this report.

1.2 Round 1 of community engagement
This project consists of two rounds of community engagement led and undertaken by Kāinga Ora (in
partnership with Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council), with University of Otago researchers
observing the engagement process and providing analysis and a summary of findings.
Reported on here are findings from Round 1 of this community engagement, undertaken during between
6 September and 2 October 2021. Round 1 consisted entirely of an online public survey, working within
the limitations of the Covid-19 restrictions at that time, and associated promotional campaign (to recruit
for survey participants). Findings from Round 1 will be used by Kāinga Ora to help inform a Draft Parks
Landscape Plan and design concepts for proposed water infrastructure improvements, which will be
consulted on during Round 2 of community engagement in November 2021.
1
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1.3 The survey questions
Participants in the survey were given the following information and asked the following questions. Each
participant was able to choose whether they wanted to answer questions about Bothamley Park,
Cannons Creek Park and/or Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. They were able to answer questions about
one, two or all three parks. Some questions pertained to all three parks, while some questions pertained
to only one or two of the parks. All survey participants were asked questions about their demographics.
Porirua Development Parks Project
When you complete this survey, your details will remain anonymous at all times.
The information you provide will be used to inform the draft Parks Landscape Plan for Bothamley Park,
Cannons Creek Park, and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, and the design concepts for proposed water
infrastructure improvements.
It will also be used by University of Otago researchers to better understand the importance of green
space near public and community housing developments. By completing this survey, you are also
consenting for the information you provide (but not your name) to be used in this research project.
•

Please select the park or parks you would like to complete the survey for. The survey for each
park should take less than 5 minutes to complete. (Tick as many boxes as apply)
o Bothamley Park
o Cannons Creek Park
o Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve

•

How do you use Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve now? (Tick
as many boxes as apply)
o For my own exercise/recreation
o For group exercise/recreation
o To walk my dog(s)
o For my child/children to play
o For family gatherings
o To meet up with my friend(s)
o Other (please specify)
If you don’t use Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, why not?
(250 word limit)

•

•

How do you mainly travel to/from Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve? (Tick as many boxes as apply)
o Using footpaths (walking/scooter/mobility scooter etc)
o By bicycle
o By bus or train
o By taxi or Uber
o By motorcycle
o By car/van/truck as passenger
o By car/van/truck as driver
o None of the above

•

What are your favourite place(s) in Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve and why? (250 word limit)
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•

What could be improved in Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
so that you could use the park more, or to do different activities? (250 word limit)

•

What do you think needs to happen to improve the health of the land, the water, the plants and
the wildlife in Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve? (250 word limit)

•

How could Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve be made more
accessible, especially for our elders, children, whānau and people with limited mobility? (Tick as
many boxes as apply)
o More accessible footpaths to and from the park
o More (or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park
o More (or improved) dedicated mobility parking spaces at the park
o More (or improved) accessibility ramps and handrails in and around the park
o More (or improved) lighting I and around the park
o More (or improved) seating in and around the park
o More accessible signage (eg. bigger print, braille, etc.)

•

How would you like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek
Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve? (250 word limit)

•

The wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park will be replaced over the next couple of years. This will
protect the environment, our waterways and the harbour. It will also mean we can build more
houses in eastern Porirua.
Are there any special places that we need to protect while this work is happening? (250 word
limit)

•

Do you have any ideas about how we could reduce the disruption for people who use Bothamley
Park while we are replacing the pipe? (250 word limit)

•

By managing stormwater we can reduce the impact of flooding, protect the environment,
waterways and harbour. One of the proposed options for dealing with stormwater in eastern
Porirua is a wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park.
What are your thoughts about the possibility of this? (250 word limit)

•

Is there anything else you would like to share with us? (250 word limit)

We want to know if a wide range of people who use these parks have done this survey. Can you please
answer a few more questions about you to help us understand this?
•

Are you commenting on behalf of a group?
o Yes
o No

•

If yes, which group?

•

What age group do you fall into?
o Under 15 years
o 15-19 years
o 20-29 years
o 30-39 years
o 40-49 years
o 50-64 years
3
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o
o
o

65-74 years
75+ years
Prefer not to say

•

Which ethnic group(s) do you belong to? (Tick as many boxes as apply)
o Māori
o Samoan
o Cook Island Māori
o Tokelauan
o Tongan
o Niuean
o Fijian
o Tuvaluan
o Pākehā
o New Zealand European
o Other (please specify)
o Prefer not to say

•

What gender(s) do you identify with?
o Male
o Female
o Prefer not to say
o Please specify

•

Do you have any long-term disability or health condition which causes you difficulty with
everyday activities that people your age can usually do?
o Yes
o No
o Prefer not to say

•

What suburb do you live in?
o Ascot Park
o Waitangirua
o Cannons Creek
o Rānui
o Aotea
o Other (please specify)
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2. The participants
2.1 Recruitment
Recruitment of survey participants was led by Kāinga Ora and involved a promotional campaign
commencing from 6 September 2021. Participants are from the wider Porirua community and are
generally users of Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and/or Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Through
Porirua Development’s communication channels – which include targeted emails, invitations asking
people to participate and share with their networks, website updates and Facebook posts – efforts have
been made to recruit local iwi, youth, members of the pan-Pacific community, former refugees and new
migrants, and members of the accessibility community.

2.2 Overview and demographics
There were a total of 231 participants in the survey. Many participants responded to questions about
more than one of the three parks, resulting in 359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley Park,
94 for Cannons Creek Park, and 78 for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve).
The following summary provides an overview of the demographics of participants in Round 1 of this
community engagement: the online survey.

2.2.1 Responses on behalf of a group
Of the 359 responses to the survey, 27 (or 8%) of those were responses on behalf of a group. The
breakdown of these responses and those groups on behalf of whom they were made are summarised in
the table below.

Responses on behalf of a group
PARK
RESPONSES
GROUPS

Bothamley Park

Cannons Creek Park

Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve

TOTAL

14 (8%)

7 (7%)

6 (8%)

27 (8%)

Corrina School
(students age 6-12, part
of Bush Sprouts)

Corrina School
(students age 6-12, part
of Bush Sprouts)

Corrina School
(students age 6-12, part
of Bush Sprouts)

Cancer Society
Wellington Division

Cancer Society
Wellington Division

Cancer Society
Wellington Division

Wellington Rotuman
Group

Wellington Rotuman
Group

Wellington Rotuman
Group

Friends of Cannons Creek

Friends of Cannons Creek

Friends of Cannons
Creek

Nature School NZ Trust

Nature School NZ Trust

Enviroschools (local
network of kaiako and
ākonga) / Environmental
Educators network
Travel Choice
programmes at GWRC
Parkrun
Uso Bike Ride
Preschool in Waitangirua
Me and my buddy
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2.2.2 Age groups of participants
Of the 231 participants in the survey, most fall into the 30-39, 40-49, or 50-64 years age groups,
accounting for 73%.
Less than 5% of participants were 20-29 years, less than 10% were under 20 years, and only 9% fall into
the age group of those under 15 years. Yet, as per 2018 census data, the median age of Porirua’s general
population is 35.1 years; it is a relatively young population compared with other parts of the region and
country. Survey participants are on average older than Porirua’s relatively young general population, and
there may be some important feedback missing from younger park users.
There was also a relatively small response from those aged 65 years and older, accounting for only 7% of
participants.
During Round 2 of engagement and in response to the Draft Landscape Plan, it will be important to
ensure that younger participants in particular, but also older participants are recruited and are able to
give their feedback so as to more accurately represent the population of Porirua.
The breakdown of age groups across Round 1 participants are summarised alongside Porirua’s general
population in the table below.

Age group of participants
PARK

Bothamley
Park

Cannons
Creek Park

Cannons
Creek Lakes
Reserve

TOTAL

PORIRUA

Under 15 years

5 (5%)

7 (13%)

1 (2%)

11 (9%)

24%

15-19 years

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

7%

20-29 years

6 (6%)

2 (4%)

2 (4%)

6 (5%)

13%

30-39 years

24 (24%)

13 (23%)

11 (23%)

26 (20%)

13%

40-49 years

26 (26%)

14 (25%)

15 (31%)

30 (23%)

14%

50-64 years

30 (29%)

14 (25%)

17 (35%)

38 (30%)

18%

65-74 years

5 (5%)

0 (0%)

2 (4%)

5 (4%)

7%

75+ years

2 (2%)

2 (4%)

0 (0%)

4 (3%)

4%

Prefer not to say

4 (4%)

3 (5%)

0 (0%)

7 (6%)

N/A (not
responded +
group response)

85

38

30

103

Included in Section 4.1 of this report, different travel modes used by participants to travel to/from the
three parks are considered across these different age groups.
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2.2.3 Ethnicity of participants
Of the 231 participants in the survey, 49% identify as Pacific peoples, and 17% identify as Māori. Notably,
Pacific peoples’ survey response rate was much higher than other ethnicities, reflecting Porirua’s
relatively high Pacific peoples population reported by the 2018 census.
These response rates reflect the successful, targeted recruitment effort that aimed to ensure diverse
cultural perspectives were captured in the survey.

Ethnicity of participants
PARK

Bothamley
Park

Cannons Creek
Park

Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve

TOTAL

PORIRUA

Māori

17%

24%

22%

17%

22%

Pacific peoples

32%

73%

41%

49%

26%

NZ European / Pākehā

56%

32%

46%

47%

62%

Asian

3%

3%

2%

3%

9%

Other

2%

5%

4%

3%

1%

Prefer not to say

9%

3%

2%

9%

1%

Furthermore, a detailed breakdown of ethnicity in the below table shows the diversity within participants
identifying as Pacific peoples (as Samoan, Cook Island Māori, Tokelauan, Tongan, Niuean, Fijian or
Tuvaluan). Between the three parks, Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve had notably
higher response rates from participants identifying as Samoan.

Ethnicity of participants (detailed breakdown)
PARK

Bothamley Park

Cannons Creek Park

Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve

TOTAL

Māori

20 (17%)

15 (24%)

12 (22%)

25 (17%)

Samoan

21 (18%)

24 (38%)

16 (30%)

33 (23%)

Cook Island Māori

3 (3%)

7 (11%)

2 (4%)

9 (6%)

Tokelauan

5 (4%)

4 (6%)

0 (0%)

9 (6%)

Tongan

2 (2%)

2 (3%)

1 (2%)

4 (3%)

Niuean

2 (2%)

3 (5%)

3 (6%)

6 (4%)

Fijian

2 (2%)

5 (8%)

0 (0%)

7 (5%)

Tuvaluan

3 (3%)

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

4 (3%)

65 (56%)

20 (32%)

25 (46%)

68 (47%)

Asian

4 (3%)

2 (3%)

1 (2%)

5 (2%)

Other

2 (2%)

3 (5%)

2 (4%)

4 (3%)

10 (9%)

2 (3%)

1 (2%)

13 (9%)

NZ European / Pākehā

Prefer not to say
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2.2.4 Gender of participants
Of the 231 participants in the survey, almost two thirds (64%) identify as female, and approximately one
third (36%) identify as male, with the rest specifying ‘other’ or preferring not to say.
Of those four who who specified ‘other’, three did not specify how they identify in terms of gender. One
specified identifying as Non-Binary, Takatāpui, Trans-Masc.

Gender of participants
PARK

Bothamley Park

Cannons Creek Park

Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve

TOTAL

Male

36 (35%)

16 (29%)

13 (27%)

43 (36%)

Female

59 (57%)

36 (66%)

34 (71%)

75 (64%)

Other (please specify)

3 (3%)

2 (4%)

1 (2%)

4 (3%)

Prefer not to say

7 (7%)

2 (4%)

0 (0%)

9 (8%)

2.2.5 Long-term disability or health conditions affecting participants
Of the 231 participants in the survey, 12 (9%) specify having a long-term disability or health conditions
affecting them. While this is a relatively small percentage, maintaining or improving access to the parks
for those less able or with long-term health conditions is important for their wellbeing (and, by extension,
the wellbeing of their whanau and communities of which they are a part). Furthermore, those living with
a long-term disability or health conditions may be harder to reach than other groups.
During Round 2 of engagement and in response to the Draft Landscape Plan, it will be important to
ensure that participants of all abilities are recruited and are able to give their feedback in a meaningful
way.

Long-term disability or health conditions affecting participants
PARK

Bothamley Park

Cannons Creek Park

Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve

TOTAL

Yes

8 (8%)

4 (7%)

4 (9%)

12 (9%)

No

83 (82%)

46 (84%)

40 (87%)

101 (79%)

Prefer not to say

10 (10%)

4 (9%)

2 (4%)

14 (11%)

72

5

26

114

N/A (not responded +
group response)
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3. Executive summary
As part of the Porirua Development and in the lead-up to improvements being made to water
infrastructure and amenity in three connected public parks – Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve – Kāinga Ora reached out to the local community for their views via a public
survey.
In response, 231 participants took part in the survey, 27 (8%) of which were on behalf of a group. Since
many participants responded to questions about more than one of the three parks, there were a total of
359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley Park, 94 for Cannons Creek Park, and 78 for
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve).
The majority (73%) of participants were aged 30-64 years; less than 10% of participants were under 20
years, less than 5% were 20-29 years, and only 7% were over the age of 65 years. 49% identify as Pacific
peoples and 17% identify as Māori, while 47% identify as New Zealand European (or Pākehā), 3% identify
as Asian, and 12% identity is ‘other’ or prefer not to say. Notably, Pacific peoples’ survey response rate
was much higher than other ethnicities, which reflects Porirua’s relatively high Pacific peoples population
reported by the 2018 census. Almost two thirds (64%) of participants identify as female, and
approximately one third (36%) identify as male. 9% of participants specify having a long-term disability or
health condition affecting them.
The most prevalent uses of the three parks are for group exercise or recreation (including sports), and for
individual exercise or recreation (including walking, cycling and swimming). Together, individual and
group exercise or recreation account for 79% of responses across all three parks. The parks are also used
regularly for children’s play and learning, including school/children programmes (Enviroschools, Nature
Play, Bush Sprouts, etc.). Less common, but still important, are uses of the parks for walking pets,
meeting up with friends, and spending time with family.
A number of responses to the survey also indicate that all three parks are an important part of
commuting or other walking and cycling routes through Porirua; upgrading, maintaining and improving
linkages between tracks throughout the parks will not only support the popular individual and group
exercise activities, but also enhance the local transport and recreation network.
Significantly, the three parks are also important for hosting events and festivals (such as Parkrun or
Creekfest), and for school/children programmes (such Enviroschools, Nature Play, Bush Sprouts, etc.).
There is scope for improving each park’s capacity to play this important role of host for cultural, social,
recreational and educational events within the wider community.
As specified by participants, the most significant reasons why the parks are not used by some (or not
used more often) are because they feel unsafe and/or they are unpleasant or impractical to use in poor
weather, or because they do not accommodate a wide enough variety of uses. The parks suffer from
overflowing sewage pipes and muddy or eroding tracks; poor water quality and associated odours;
rubbish dumping; a recent history of attacks; being poorly lit during winter, early mornings or evenings; a
lack of shelter and seating; having some relatively poor sightlines or areas for entrapment; and being
used by unauthorised vehicles (such as motorcycles or dirt bikes) and stray or roaming dogs.
All three parks are accessed primarily by active travel modes: participants using footpaths (for walking, or
using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.) or cycling. Less common, but still prevalent is access by
car/van/truck either as a driver or as a passenger. Public transport is not a common mode of travel
to/from any of the parks.
Participants love spending time in the parks’ walking/cycling tracks and immersing themselves in nature,
enjoying the relative peace and quiet and big native tree canopies, spending time by (or in) the water,
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utilising Bothamley Park’s community harvest areas, Cannon Creek Park’s fields and wide open spaces,
and Cannon Creek Lake Reserve’s lake or ‘duck pond’ and surrounding wetland area with boardwalk.
To improve, increase and/or diversify uses across the parks, survey participants have requested
improvements to and better maintenance of the walking/cycling tracks (including effective drainage,
mitigation of flooding/erosion, regrading, smoothing and widening in places for access), as well as better
ongoing monitoring, management and maintenance throughout the parks. They highlight significant
problems with rubbish, foul odours, poor track conditions and poor water quality (including sewage
overflowing onto the tracks), and management of illegal vehicles or roaming dogs that deter
more/different park uses from occurring. Participants also report safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design) considerations – including more or better lighting – so as to improve
perceptions and experiences of the park as a safe place to spend time alone or with others, including
children. Other improvements should include continued planting and restoration efforts, more and/or
improved facilities (including toilets, bins, sheltered picnic/BBQ areas, seating and water stations), and
playgrounds or areas for children/youth to play, adventure and learn. Better signage and wayfinding are
highlighted as another area for improvement throughout all parks (but especially in Bothamley Park).
To improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in all three parks, participants reiterated that
improvements need to be made to the water quality of the stream and lake or ‘duck pond’ (including
stopping sewage from overflowing). They also reiterated the need for better ongoing monitoring and
maintenance, so as to ensure that rubbish, weeds and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. As
indicated in some other responses, such monitoring and maintenance of the parks could be supported by
educating and working with locals to understand the environmental impacts of everyday actions (such as
littering), and to learn about the history and importance of the area (including mana whenua values and
stewardship of the land). Similarly, native planting/restoration (including weed and predator control)
should continue to happen and even increase where possible, and such efforts already underway by
volunteers and school groups should be further supported and built on.
To improve the accessibility of all three parks, the top three improvements indicated in survey responses
were for more (or improved) seating in and around the park, more accessible footpaths to and from the
park, and more (or improved) lighting in and around the park. Additionally, there could be more (or
improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park, mobility parking spaces, accessibility ramps
and handrails, and more accessible signage (e.g., with larger fonts, braille, Te Reo translations, etc.).
To bring our cultures and stories to life in the three parks, many responses suggested signs/boards at key
points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area and/or share info about local
flora/fauna. These could be complemented and extended by online storytelling and promotion (e.g., with
use of QR codes). A number of other responses suggested artworks or other opportunities for cultural
expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists. Others suggested that indigenous or historic
and/or cultural planting initiatives could be used to help tell stories in each park. Whether it’s
signs/boards, artworks, plantings or any other culture-sharing/story-telling initiatives, responses
underscored the importance of developing these in partnership with local iwi and mana whenua, and
through engaging or collaborating with Pacific peoples, the wider community, local schools and children.
Increasing each park’s capacity to host storytelling sessions, events and/or festivals would also be a
positive way to share cultures and stories. For example, there could be sheltered picnic areas (including
hangi/umu pits, or perhaps resembling a Samoan fale) around the parks.
When queried about any special places that need protection while work to replace the wastewater pipe
in Bothamley Pipe is underway over the next couple of years, most responses said the stream and
associated stream life, waterways and wetlands should be protected. Others said that all of Bothamley
Park should be protected; there should be minimal intrusion to vegetation, the natural environment and
wildlife while work is happening. Some others mentioned the community harvest areas needing
protection. Also important to those who responded was protection of the popular weekly Parkrun event;
efforts should be made to ensure this event can continue while work is happening.
10
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To reduce the disruption for people who use Bothamley Park while the wastewater pipe is being
replaced, responses said that tracks (for walking/running/cycling) throughout the park should remain
usable; or, if this is not possible for sections of track, then new/temporary alternatives need to be
provided with clear signage. Other responses underscored the importance of good, proactive, regular
communication with the local community and users of Bothamley Park. A range of tools could be useful
for doing so, such as social media, newsletters, local newspaper, notices, signs, health and safety
advisories, etc. Similarly, careful planning and consultation with the local community about how best to
schedule, stage and/or stagger the works is crucial. This is to maintain park access by avoiding high-use
days/times, avoiding events, and minimising the length of time works are underway.
When queried about the idea of introducing a wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park to help
manage stormwater in Porirua, a large majority of responses (70%) supported the idea. Many responses
give suggestions on how the wetland could be achieved, and a number of responses indicate the
participant being unsure or needing more information.
For an overview of feedback received specific to each park – Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve – and recommendations, see the Conclusion.
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4. How the three parks are used
4.1 Overview of how the three parks are used
There were 359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley Park, 94 for Cannons Creek Park, and 78
for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve). When combined, it is useful to get an overview of how the three parks
are predominantly used.
Considering the ticked boxes alone, almost half of responses specify that the parks are used for individual
exercise or recreation. A quarter of responses specify that the parks are used for group exercise or
recreation. Together, individual and group exercise or recreation account for 79% of responses. 16% of
responses specify using the parks for children to play, and 13% specify using the parks to walk dogs. Less
participants the parks for meeting up with friends (10%) or for family gatherings (7%).
When considering responses about ‘other’ uses of the parks (16%), some of the other percentages can be
adjusted if the specified use is broadened or clarified. If ‘my own exercise/recreation’ is understood to
include walking, cycling and swimming, then over half of the responses specify this use. If ‘group
exercise/recreation’ is understood to include sports, then more than a quarter of responses specify this
use. Three of the other types of uses also increase slightly if ‘walk my dog(s)’ is expanded to include other
types of pets, if ‘my child/children to play’ includes responses about play activities specified by those
children (e.g., playing hide ‘n seek, making forts, etc.), and if ‘family gatherings’ is understood to include
walks or excursions with family members.
The below table summarises these responses (both the original breakdown from ticked boxes, and
adjusted figures to include ‘other’ responses).
Of particular note in the ‘other’ responses are three uses that are significant and should be kept front-ofmind across the three parks: (1) Commuting/passing through, (2) Events/festivals, and (3) School/children
programmes (Enviroschools, Nature Play, Bush Sprouts, etc.).

How Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Park are used
How do you use __________ now?

Responses
(ticked boxes)

Responses
(adjusted to include
‘other’ responses)

For my own exercise/recreation

171/359 (48%)

186/359 (52%)

For group exercise/recreation

91/359 (25%)

98/359 (27%)

To walk my dog(s)

47/359 (13%)

49/359 (14%)

For my child/children to play

58/359 (16%)

62/359 (17%)

For family gatherings

26/359 (7%)

28/359 (8%)

To meet up with my friend(s)

37/359 (10%)

37/359 (10%)

Other (please specify)

59/359 (16%)

Commuting/passing through
Events/festivals (Parkrun, Creekfest, etc.)
School/children programmes (Enviroschools, Nature Play,
Bush Sprouts, etc.)
Community harvesting (blackberry, etc.)
Nature (being in, exploring, etc.)
Conservation activities
Creativity (storytelling, photography, etc.)
12

16/359 (5%)
13/359 (4%)
10/359 (3%)
9/359 (3%)
6/359 (2%)
4/359 (1%)
3/359 (1%)
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4.2 How Bothamley Park is used
There were 187 total responses for Bothamley Park. In the same way that responses about use were
summarised for all three parks, responses specific to Bothamley Park are summarised in the below table.
Use of Bothamley Park for individual and group exercise or recreation is higher than the average for all
three parks. When adjusted to include ‘other’ responses, individual exercise or recreation accounts for
61% of responses, indicating this is the most prevalent use of the park right now. Together, individual and
group exercise or recreation account for 93% of responses. Responses indicating use of Bothamley Park
for family gatherings are only 4%, suggesting there may be barriers to this use.
Unique to Bothamley Park are the community harvesting and its popular weekly Parkrun event.

How Bothamley Park is used
How do you use Bothamley Park now?

Responses
(ticked boxes)

Responses
(adjusted to include
‘other’ responses)

For my own exercise/recreation

101/187 (54%)

114/187 (61%)

For group exercise/recreation

59/187 (32%)

60/187 (32%)

To walk my dog(s)

33/187 (18%)

34/187 (18%)

For my child/children to play

31/187 (17%)

34/187 (18%)

For family gatherings

7/187 (4%)

8/187 (4%)

To meet up with my friend(s)

18/187 (10%)

18/187 (10%)

Other (please specify)

31/187 (17%)

Conservation activities
School/children programmes (Enviroschools, Nature Play,
Bush Sprouts, etc.)
Nature (being in, exploring, etc.)
Creativity (storytelling, photography, etc.)
Community harvesting (blackberry, etc.)
Events/festivals (Parkrun, etc.)
Commuting/passing through

2/187 (1%)
7/187 (4%)
5/187 (3%)
3/187 (2%)
9/187 (5%)
5/187 (3%)
7/187 (4%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field about ‘other’ uses; they capture
unique sentiments about how Bothamley Park is currently used by participants:
Usually supporting groups of kaiako and ākonga from local Enviroschools to spend time
in this local nature space in their wider neighbourhood.
Or to go on walks with the kids, my kids enjoy the walk!
We have hosted the Community Blackberry Harvest and harvested blackberries
throughout the blackberry season, also have harvested elderflowers and elderberries in
season too.
Corinna School uses Bothamley Park for exercise, recreation and play as part of our Bush
Sprouts programmes. In the past we have also looked at the health of the stream and
the recreational benefits of such an area.
As an accessway to get from the eastern suburbs through to the centre of Porirua and
the train station. The roads are too dangerous, so I use the park instead.
13
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4.3 How Cannons Creek Park is used
There were 94 total responses for Cannons Creek Park. In the same way that responses about use were
summarised for all three parks and Bothamley Park, responses specific to Cannons Creek Park are
summarised in the below table. Use of Cannons Creek Park for individual exercise or recreation is lower
than the average for all three parks, but its use for group exercise or recreation is higher than the average
for all three parks and similar to that of Bothamley Park. When adjusted to include ‘other’ responses,
individual exercise or recreation accounts for 41% of responses, indicating this is the most prevalent use
of the park right now (even though it is lower than the average for all three parks). Together, individual
and group exercise or recreation account for 73% of responses. Responses indicating use of Cannons
Creek Park for family gatherings and meeting up with friends are both higher than the average for all
three parks, suggesting that this is a relative strength of the park which could be built on.
Unique to Cannons Creek Park are its support of group sports, its use as a connector through to other
places (including Bothamley Park, nearby shops, walkways, etc.) and its Creekfest event.

How Cannons Creek Park is used
How do you use Cannons Creek Park now?

Responses
(ticked boxes)

Responses
(adjusted to include
‘other’ responses)

For my own exercise/recreation

37/94 (39%)

39/94 (41%)

For group exercise/recreation

24/94 (26%)

30/94 (32%)

To walk my dog(s)

9/94 (10%)

10/94 (11%)

For my child/children to play

14/94 (15%)

15/94 (16%)

For family gatherings

14/94 (15%)

15/94 (16%)

To meet up with my friend(s)

14/94 (15%)

14/94 (15%)

Other (please specify)

20/94 (21%)

Nature (being in, exploring, etc.)
Events/festivals (Creekfest, etc.)
Commuting/passing through

1/94 (1%)
8/94 (9%)
6/94 (6%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field about ‘other’ uses; they capture
unique sentiments about how Cannons Creek Park is currently used by participants:
Cross country, sports – soccer, touch, rugby, Creekfest
Athletics, Flag Tag (Game), Hide n Seek,
Have walked through the park with school groups walking to the Cannons Creek Pool for
swimming. Taking part in Creek Fest.
To access Bothamley Park
General short cut to the "old road" walkways, or through the roads that connect Caster
Crescent and Cannons Creek Shops.
To walk through on my way to the shops or work and I always go to CreekFest
Attend community or group activities e.g. Creek Fest, watch any group sports
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4.4 How Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is used
There were 78 total responses for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. In the same way that responses about
use were summarised in previous sections, responses specific to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve are
summarised in the below table. Similar to Cannons Creek Park, use of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve for
individual exercise or recreation is lower (42%) than the average for all three parks, but is the most
prevalent use of the reserve right now. Its use for group exercise/recreation is accounts for only 10% of
responses (notably lower than the other two parks), suggesting this may not be the reserve’s strength.
Together, individual and group exercise or recreation account for 62% of responses. Responses indicating
use of the reserve for family gatherings or to meet up with friends are only 6%, suggesting that there
could be barriers to this use occurring.
In the case of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, the ‘other’ responses did not result in an increase to any of
the original tick box responses, so the adjusted percentages in this case remain the same as original
percentages.
Unique to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve are its lake or ‘duck pond’ and its connectivity to Belmont
Regional Park.

How Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is used
How do you use Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve now?

Responses
(ticked boxes)

Responses
(adjusted to include
‘other’ responses)

For my own exercise/recreation
For group exercise/recreation
To walk my dog(s)
For my child/children to play
For family gatherings
To meet up with my friend(s)
Other (please specify)
Conservation activities
School/children programmes (Enviroschools, Nature Play,
Bush Sprouts, etc.)
Commuting/passing through

33/78 (42%)
8/78 (10%)
5/78 (6%)
13/78 (17%)
5/78 (6%)
5/78 (6%)
9/78 (12%)

33/78 (42%)
8/78 (10%)
5/78 (6%)
13/78 (17%)
5/78 (6%)
5/78 (6%)
2/78 (3%)
3/78 (4%)
3/78 (4%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field about ‘other’ uses; they capture
unique sentiments about how Cannons Creek Park is currently used by participants:
ECE centre local walks
For group nature play - many local schools, on a weekly basis
Another entrance to get to Belmont Regional Park to watch the ducks at the duck pond.
We have very rarely used this park, except to walk through once or twice on the way
back from walking up in the regenerating bush behind.
I’ve been on a conservation volunteers exercise.
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5. Barriers to park use
5.1 Why Bothamley Park is not used by some
Following on from the first question about current uses of each park, participants who don’t use each
park were asked to specify why. There were 17 responses to this question about Bothamley Park.
More than half of these responses about Bothamley Park specify non-use due to feeling unsafe. Reasons
why people feel unsafe range and include the park being poorly lit during winter, early mornings or
evenings; relatively poor sightlines or areas for entrapment; the presence of unauthorised vehicles such
as motorcycles or dirt bikes; roaming dogs; and knowledge of recent attacks in the area.
Another significant reason for non-use is the perception or experience that Bothamley Park is unpleasant
or impractical to use in poor weather (particularly after it rains). Responses indicate muddy tracks,
overflowing sewage pipes, and having no place to shelter as being problematic.
A smaller subset of responses to this question indicate non-use due to Bothamley Park not
accommodating what that person wants to spend their time doing, or due to not living in the area.

Why Bothamley Park is not used by some
If you don’t use Bothamley Park now, why not?

Responses

It feels unsafe

9/17 (53%)

It’s unpleasant or impractical to use in poor weather

6/17 (36%)

I don’t like it or it doesn’t accommodate what I spend my time doing

3/17 (18%)

I don’t live in the area

1/17 (6%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about why some barriers people experience to using Bothamley Park:
I use it infrequently because of the worry about my safety. There are places where you
cannot be seen.
I don't use it when there has been flooding and the sewerage pipes have overflowed.
Not often, too many dirt bikes going through with disregard for children making it
unsafe. Unsafe for single women.
I don’t use it after the rain because sewage rises up onto the track
Feels unsafe. Roaming dangerous dogs.
It's dark and there's nowhere to sit or shelter from the rain.
I have not been using this as much as I don't feel. Safe walking there on my own after
there were reports people were attacked in the park.
I try to avoid it now due to the dirt bikes and motorcycles that use it. It's incredibly
dangerous especially with children or pets.
I choose not to walk my dogs there as there are a lot of roaming dogs of unknown
temperament in the park.
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5.2 Why Cannons Creek Park is not used by some
There were 11 responses to the question about why some participants are not using Cannons Creek Park.
From these responses, the most significant reason for non-use of Cannons Creek Park is that it does not
accommodate what some people spend their time doing. Responses indicate that these people are too
busy working, volunteering or doing other activities to spend their time in the park; that they perceive of
there being nothing interesting to do in the park; or that they simply do not like the park.
Another important reason for non-use is the perception or experience that (like Bothamley Park)
Cannons Creek Park is unpleasant or impractical to use in poor weather (particularly after it rains).
Responses indicate boggy or muddy fields being problematic.
A smaller subset of responses to this question indicate non-use due to Cannons Creek Park feeling
unsafe, or due to not living in the area.

Why Cannons Creek Park is not used by some
If you don’t use Cannons Creek Park now, why not?

Responses

It feels unsafe

1/11 (9%)

It’s unpleasant or impractical to use in poor weather

2/11 (18%)

I do not like it or it doesn’t accommodate what I spend my time doing

7/11 (63%)

I don’t live in the area

1/11 (9%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about why some barriers people experience to using Cannons Creek Park:
It is boggy during the winter
Don’t use it a lot but it did have a great cricket pitch and a bit of funding to combine with
Cricket Wellington to get local school kids playing cricket (or Kilikili) would be awesome.
Happy to discuss this further
Too busy doing work/ community work
Definitely not well lit at night or cold wet days. There used to be turn offs to different
streets. These have been overgrown or too dangerous to walk through due to broken
glass etc.
There is nothing there just empty fields
I hardly go to the creek so I wouldn’t use this park
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5.3 Why Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is not used by some
There were 9 responses to the question about why some participants are not using Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve.
From these responses, the most significant reason for non-use of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is that the
area and/or lake are dirty. Responses indicate the lake’s current state as smelly, littered and uninviting.
Another important reason for non-use is due to safety concerns. Reasons why people feel unsafe range
and are sometimes related to the lake’s poor maintenance.
A smaller subset of responses to this question indicate non-use due to not living in the area.

Why Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is not used by some
If you don’t use Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve now, why not?

Responses

It feels unsafe

5/9 (56%)

The area and/or lake are dirty.

6/9 (67%)

I don’t live in the area

2/9 (22%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about why some barriers people experience to using Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve:
Lake is dirty
I currently don't use it as it doesn't feel safe for me and my family, or clean.
The current state of the ponds leaves a lot to be desired. Also it seems to not be such a
safe place to go with family. Hidden away.
I very seldom use the lakes as it always seems very sad and littered
It feels unsafe, hidden and uninviting.
Not a safe place to walk on your own, sometimes it smells bad and too many school kids
wagging under the trees.
The place is not inviting, doesn't look clean and sometimes people don't look friendly the
winter
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6. How participants travel to/from the three parks
6.1 Overview of how participants travel to/from the three parks
As previously noted, there were 359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley Park, 94 for
Cannons Creek Park, and 78 for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve). For understanding uses across all three
parks, it is also useful to get an overview of how participants travel to/from all three parks.
Almost half (44%) of responses to this query specify that participants travel to/from the parks via
footpaths (by walking or using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.).
18% of responses specify traveling by bicycle
to/from the parks.
Both of these modes of travel – via footpaths
and by bicycle – are notable in relation to the
significant use of the three parks (especially
Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park) as
part of commuter routes or as pleasant places
to pass through to other places on foot or by
bicycle. The parks should be considered as
integral linkages within the wider walking and
cycling catchment areas.
When travelling by car/van/truck as a
passenger (16%) and as a driver (18%) are
combined, then this mode of vehicular travel
accounts for 34% of responses. So, the second
most common mode of travel (after via
footpaths) to/from the three parks is by car,
van or truck.
Very few responses (3%) indicate travel to/from the three parks by public transport (bus or train). And
even fewer responses (1% or less than 1%) indicate travel by taxi/Uber or motorcycle.
These results are summarised in the below table.

Travel to/from Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park / Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How do you mainly travel to/from __________?

Responses

Using footpaths (walking/scooter/mobility scooter etc)

157/359 (44%)

By bicycle

66/359 (18%)

By bus or train

11/359 (3%)

By taxi or Uber

3/359 (<1%)

By motorcycle

4/359 (1%)

By car/van/truck as passenger

57/359 (16%)

By car/van/truck as driver

63/359 (18%)
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For further understanding how participants travel to/from all three parks, it is useful to consider how
different travel modes are used across participant age groups. As the below graph shows, active travel
(using footpaths or by bicycle) is popular across all age ranges, albeit less so with the small group of
participants aged 75 years or older (who alternatively use public transport, or travel by taxi, uber or
motorcycle).
Participants most likely to choose active transport modes are those aged 20-29 years (>70%). Other
participant age groups for whom active transport is used by the majority (>50%) are those aged 30-39
years and 40-49 years. Participants under 15 years or aged 50-74 years are a bit more likely to rely on
travel by car/van/truck (either as a driver or as a passenger).

Travel mode by age group
Prefer not to say
75 or older
65-74 years
50-64 years
40-49 years
30-39 years
20-29 years
15-19 years
under 15 years
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Using footpaths

By bicycle

By bus or train

By taxi or Uber

By motorcycle

By car/van/truck as passenger

90%

100%

By car/van/truck as driver

Again the popularity amongst participants of active modes of travel – via footpaths or by bicycle – are
notable in relation to the significant use of all three parks as part of commuter routes or to pass through
en route elsewhere, as integral linkages within Porirua. Moving forward, it will be important to maintain
and build on the capacity for all three parks to contribute to surrounding pedestrian and cycle networks
across all age groups.
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6.2 How participants travel to/from Bothamley Park
There were 187 total responses for Bothamley Park. In the same way that responses about how
participants travel to/from all three parks were summarised for all three parks, responses specific to
Bothamley Park are summarised in the below table.
Similar to, but slightly higher (47%) than the combined average is the use of footpaths to travel to/from
Bothamley Park. Use of a bicycle is also slightly higher (22%) than the combined average.
Travelling to/from Bothamley Park by car/van/truck, either as a passenger or as a driver, accounts for
34% of responses, the same as the combined average for all three parks.

Travel to/from Bothamley Park
How do you mainly travel to/from Bothamley Park?

Responses

Using footpaths (walking/scooter/mobility scooter etc)

87/187 (47%)

By bicycle

41/187 (22%)

By bus or train

4/187 (2%)

By taxi or Uber

1/187 (<1%)

By motorcycle

2/187 (1%)

By car/van/truck as passenger

26/187 (14%)

By car/van/truck as driver

37/187 (20%)

6.3 How participants travel to/from Cannons Creek Park
There were 94 total responses for Cannons Creek Park. Responses about how participants travel to/from
Cannons Creek Park are summarised in the below table.
Similar to, but slightly lower (37%) than the combined average is the use of footpaths to travel to/from
Cannons Creek Park. Use of a bicycle is also slightly lower (17%) than the combined average.
Travelling to/from Cannons Creek Park by car/van/truck, either as a passenger or as a driver, accounts for
40% of responses, higher than the combined average for all three parks.
A slightly higher percentage of responses (7%) than the combined average indicate travel to/from
Cannons Creek Park by public transport (bus or train).

Travel to/from Cannons Creek Park
How do you mainly travel to/from Cannons Creek Park?

Responses

Using footpaths (walking/scooter/mobility scooter etc)

35/94 (37%)

By bicycle

16/94 (17%)

By bus or train

7/94 (7%)

By taxi or Uber

2/94 (2%)

By motorcycle

1/94 (1%)

By car/van/truck as passenger

23/94 (24%)

By car/van/truck as driver

15/94 (16%)
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6.4 How participants travel to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
There were 78 total responses for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Responses about how participants travel
to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve are summarised in the below table.
Similar to, but slightly higher (45%) than the combined average is the use of footpaths to travel to/from
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Use of a bicycle is also slightly lower (12%) than the combined average.
Travelling to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve by car/van/truck, either as a passenger or as a driver,
accounts for 24% of responses, lower than the combined average for all three parks.
No responses indicate travel to/from Cannons Creek Park by public transport (bus or train), by taxi or
Uber.

Travel to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How do you mainly travel to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve?

Responses

Using footpaths (walking/scooter/mobility scooter etc)

35/78 (45%)

By bicycle

9/78 (12%)

By bus or train

0/78 (0%)

By taxi or Uber

0/78 (0%)

By motorcycle

1/78 (1%)

By car/van/truck as passenger

8/78 (10%)

By car/van/truck as driver

11/78 (14%)
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7. Favourite places in each park
7.1 Favourite places in Bothamley Park
When queried about their favourite place(s) in Bothamley Park, participants gave 108 responses, as
summarised in the table below.
Almost half (49%) of these responses indicated the walking/cycling tracks as participants’ favourite places
in the park. This supports above-mentioned findings about use of Bothamley Park as part of a wider
network of walking and cycling routes in Porirua.
The next significant theme of responses (27%) had to do with being in nature – enjoying the relative
peace and quiet away from built areas, escaping into the wild areas and enjoying the natural shelter of
big native tree canopies. Similarly, another significant theme of responses (26%) had to do with enjoying
water and being near the creek – including the path alongside it, the log bridge crossing, the waterfall,
places for swimming, and knowledge of the creek’s role as an important natural habit for native fish and
wildlife.
Almost a quarter (22%) of responses mention the community harvest areas – blackberry bushes, apple
trees, elderberry trees, etc. – as being favourite places within Bothamley Park. The existence and
maintenance of these areas are important to who responded to this question.
A number of responses (11%) indicate that the whole of Bothamley Park – or too many places to name
within it – are favourited. A similar number of responses (10%) indicate the park’s open, accessible grassy
areas as favourite places for resting, having picnics, and gathering with others.
A few notable responses also indicated the potential for Bothamley Park to be enjoyed by children and
youth, for play and/or for learning.

Favourite places in Bothamley Park
What are your favourite place(s) in Bothamley Park and why?

Responses

The walking/cycling tracks (many are interconnected, some are wide, some have
tree canopy, logs, bridges, etc.)

53/108 (49%)

Nature (wild reserves, glades, big native trees, natural shelter/canopy, peaceful
escape from built areas)

29/108 (27%)

The creek area (including wetlands, fish, water hole, waterfall, log bridge and the
path alongside the creek)

28/108 (26%)

Community harvest areas (for apple/blackberry picking, etc.)

24/108 (22%)

The whole thing, or I have many favourite places in Bothamley Park.

12/108 (11%)

The open, accessible grassy areas – sometimes with seating (for picnics, resting,
gathering with others, etc.)

11/108 (10%)

That it is the place where Parkrun happens

9/108 (8%)

The “old road” section

6/108 (6%)

The big hill (for sliding down)

2/108 (2%)

The areas that are accessible/usable for local schools/schoolchildren to learn/play

2/108 (2%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about favourite places in Bothamley Park:
There are a number of favourite places. The park is very peaceful. I especially like
walking along the track and seeing the large native trees, hearing the babbling stream
and a chatter of bird life.
Blackberry bush because it's edible and it's yummy! Swimming in the bomb hole because
it's fun! Sliding down the hill because it's also fun and it's fast! The logs because it takes
you over to the other side!
Love running the variety of tracks, great to have lots of options.
Enjoy the entire breadth of the park because it connects to most parts of Porirua if you
know where you’re going.
Each of the local schools seems to have an accessible point in the park. Alongside the
creek is nice, good gradient. I really love the fact that it connects to so many schools in
East Porirua, (but there are navigation problems).
I guess for sentimental reasons, I grew up in Porirua and we always walked through the
"old road". You can still get from one end of Porirua to the other through the turn offs
to particular streets. Great way to avoid the busy neighbourhoods and roads.
The logs along the track and turn off to Aotea block instead of walking straight through.
My class installed logs and we planted lots of trees with different schools. The whole
path is enjoyable.
I regularly run the Porirua Parkrun so that is my favourite part of the park – the Parkrun
course.
On the Rānui side, past the first pipe crossing that kids walk across there is a section with
the stream and the pine trees. You can hear the water, it's peaceful, quiet and stunning
to walk alongside.
Love the whole park. Really great space. Love that the track is wide, well-formed and is
well compacted gravel (lose gravel is terrible for kids biking and prams, pavement is
terrible for running).
The Old Road for going on walks because the surroundings are beautiful and sometimes
I can be down there and not see any other people. It's like a hidden taonga right in the
middle of suburbia. Also the community blackberry patch because of the community
connections that provides
The area with the tall trees, when the wind blows it makes a lovely sound and smell. The
water area (in the middle) is a nice place to stop for the dogs
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7.2 Favourite places in Cannons Creek Park
When queried about their favourite place(s) in Cannons Creek Park, participants gave 45 responses, as
summarised in the table below.
More than half (53%) of these responses indicated the fields and big, wide open spaces as participants’
favourite places in the park. These fields are unique to Cannons Creek Park amongst the three parks and
are likely a strength that can be built on through upgrades and improved maintenance.
The next significant theme of responses (11%) indicated the walking/cycling tracks as a favourite aspect
of Cannons Creek Park. 9% of responses indicated liking the whole park or having too many favourite
places within it to name. 7% of responses named the indicated the enjoyment of being near water, and
another 7% indicated the cricket oval and pitch as a favourite place.
Smaller percentages of responses indicated nature itself, the “old road” section, nearby shops and the
changing/toilet facilities as being favourite places in the park.

Favourite places in Cannons Creek Park
What are your favourite place(s) in Cannons Creek Park and why?

Responses

The fields and big, wide open spaces (good for playing/watching sports, exercise,
feeling free).

24/45 (53%)

The walking/cycling tracks (good accessways).

5/45 (11%)

The whole thing / I have many favourite places in Cannons Creek Park.

4/45 (9%)

Near the water (the lakes reserve, creek, etc.)

3/45 (7%)

The cricket oval and pitch.

3/45 (7%)

Nature (native vegetation, bird life, monarch butterflies).

2/45 (4%)

The “old road” section.

2/45 (4%)

The nearby shops.

2/45 (4%)

The changing/toilet facilities.

1/45 (2%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about favourite places in Cannons Creek Park:
The cricket pitch, we always have our church Kilikiti competitions there on a public
holiday. Everyone has a great time there.
The blue house because whenever you need to go and change there's a changing room
inside there and if you need to go toilet there's is a boy and girl toilet on the other side
I run around the oval nearest the Cannons Creek school entrance. Love it better than
running on hard concrete.
The Shops, the park and also the cage where the courts are. These are places that
resonate a lot with our younger tamariki where they are able to come together and just
enjoy being in each other’s presence. Somewhere for people to come together and just
be in the midst of fellowship.
It’s a walkway to/from Bothamley walkway. It’s open so you can see danger coming and
get to safety.
I just like the wide-open space and I like the sports fields because often see kids having
a great time playing sports there
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7.3 Favourite places in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
When queried about their favourite place(s) in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, participants gave 38
responses, as summarised in the table below.
More than half (58%) of these responses indicated the lake or duck pond surrounding wetland area with
the boardwalk as being a favourite place. This area is unique to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve amongst
the three parks and is a strength that can be built on through upgrades and improved maintenance.
The same percentage (58%) of responses indicated the walking/cycling tracks as participants’ favourite
places in the reserve, including its connectivity to Belmont Regional Park
The next significant theme of responses (24%) indicated nature itself (especially the Kahikatea and
Kōwhai trees), while 8% indicated the hills for climbing and great views, and 5% indicated the whole of
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve as a favourite place.

Favourite places in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
What are your favourite place(s) in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve and why?

Responses

The lake / duck pond / wetland area with boardwalk.

22/38 (58%)

The walking/cycling tracks (including access to Belmont Regional Park).

22/38 (58%)

Nature (native trees, esp. Kahikatea and Kōwhai trees, peaceful escape from built areas).

9/38 (24%)

The hills for climbing and great views.

3/38 (8%)

The whole thing / I have many favourite places in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve.

2/38 (5%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about favourite places in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve:
I like the trees especially the kahikatea trees at the end of the reserve.
Up top at the high points are magical views, and a rewarding climb up. We love the big
climbing tree up the top by the old barnados building. There are some great hills for
climbing up and down all around the lakes. The loop walk and the bridge/pipe over the
stream are favourite places for our akonga to play.
The seating on the edge of the pond. Such a peaceful place.
The Duck Pond or Lake Lookout as some of us know it has a lot of cool memories but
seems to be forgotten and mistreated. The whole place is good for me just needs a
massive clean-up and be more family friendly
The child loves to feed the ducks. I love the wetland type area with the boardwalks. It's
beautiful.
Being able to access Belmont Regional Park
All of it especially the boardwalks and loops around the lake, the Kōwhai grove also really
love the new gravelled path leading up to Belmont walk
I love the view of the lake from Warspite Ave when standing on the footpath looking at
it because it reminds me of going and playing in the water as kids
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8. Improvements for more/different park uses
8.1 Improvements to Bothamley Park
When queried about what could be improved in Bothamley Park so that the park could be used more, or
for different activities, participants gave 110 responses.
Almost a third (29%) of these responses indicated that improvements and/or better maintenance of the
walking/cycling tracks are needed. Similarly, more than a quarter (26%) of responses indicated that
better ongoing maintenance is needed throughout Bothamley Park. There are significant problems with
rubbish, foul odours, poor track conditions, etc. that deter more/different park uses from occurring.
The next significant themes of responses (19%) indicated that safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design) considerations are needed. A number of responses describe feeling unsafe in
Bothamley Park, which discourages more/different park uses from occurring.
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Improvements to Bothamley Park
What could be improved in Bothamley Park so you could use the park more, or
to do different activities?

Responses

Some tracks in particular need to be improved / better maintained (drainage, mitigate
flooding/erosion, regrade, smooth and widen in places for access)

32/110 (29%)

Better ongoing maintenance needed (clear rubbish, manage weeds, etc.).

29/110 (26%)

Safety / CPTED improvements/considerations needed.

21/110 (19%)

Improve water quality of stream and swimming areas (including stopping sewage
from overflowing).

17/110 (16%)

More/improved lighting is needed (safety, winter/early mornings/evenings).

17/110 (16%)

More/improved facilities, playgrounds and/or areas are needed for children/youth
play/adventure/learning.

17/110 (16%)

Toilets are needed (near an entrance / car park).

16/110 (15%)

Entry areas into Bothamley Park should be improved (to be safer, more secure,
universally accessible, and to maximise usability – e.g., include facilities/shelters to
enable use by schools and ECE groups, etc.)

15/110 (14%)

Increase native planting/restoration, native wildlife.

14/110 (13%)

More sheltered picnic / BBQ areas are needed (for gatherings).

13/110 (12%)

More/improved wayfinding (including maps and signage) is needed in.

13/110 (12%)

Dirt bikes/motorcycles inside the park are a problem and need to be dealt with.

13/110 (12%)

More bins needed (to help with managing rubbish and compost).

12/110 (11%)

Improve connectivity of tracks throughout and to/from Bothamley Park (esp. Ascot
Park connection, and a bridge/stream crossing near Champion Street entrance to
complete walking circuit/loop).

11/110 (10%)

More/improved community gardening/farming/harvest areas and fruit trees.

9/110 (8%)

More seating needed throughout (including along tracks for less able to rest).

9/110 (8%)

Water fountains / filling stations are needed.

8/110 (7%)

Create designated tracks for mountain biking.

8/110 (7%)

Create information signs/boards about history of area and local flora/fauna.

6/110 (6%)

Include artworks and opportunities for cultural expression in Bothamley Park.

5/110 (5%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about improvements that could be made Bothamley Park:
CPTED - Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design and Urban Tactical Design to
make Bothamley Park safer and the last thing we don't Bothamley Park appearing on
Police Ten-7 after 2 assaults incidents. We need to be and feel safe when we going
through Bothamley Park! As I recall there was a male youth arson lit some parts in
Bothamley Park.
Lighting, bins, information boards, seating, picnic chairs tables
Water quality and sewerage overflows onto the track and into the stream.
In some ways having more safe entrances from the Cannons Creek side, like at the point
of the Community Harvest Patch (in the middle of the park). Perhaps improving the
network of tracks, so like it's possible to do a walking circuit within the park. Improved
signage and wayfinding would be helpful for all, but especially to orientate
people/families new to the park. Making a feature of places to picnic. Let's have visual
symbols and art of our communities and of tangata whenua in our park.
More native plantings. More grassed areas. Maintain the blackberry patch. More fruit
trees.
One more bridge/crossing over the stream at the Champion Street entrance closest to
Mepham place. It would make for a perfect uninterrupted loop around the new
pathways through Aotea. And also the dirt path coming from the same entrance
between the 2 bridges is always getting flooded, breaks the rhythm of a great run.
Directional signage in the park and also signage throughout Porirua East to help
navigate the Many adjacent pathways and entrances into the park.
Safety in the upper area. It feels dangerous to walk alone.
The road is subsiding in several places and it would be great to save this wonderful route
from falling into the river.
Rubbish in the streams especially from Meptham Place to the entry on Champion street,
it looks like a rubbish dump in places. And riparian planting all along the stream banks
in these areas. It becomes very muddy and boggy after rain on the path.
I've played in the stream when I was a child in the 1970s but not sure I'd let children play
there now as it has rubbish and looks polluted. A water hole might be nice if the water is
clean enough to swim in. The entrance from Bellona Place is not accessible for my
disabled sister and the other entrances are too far from my mother's place for her to
walk there. It would be great if there was a short loop walk option but I can't think where
that could go. It's unlikely that even with lighting I would ever use it at night even though
I used to use it as a short cut to Papakowhai as a teenager. Improve the playground that
backs onto the park.
Create spaces to stop and sit along the stream to perhaps use as a place to have
snack/picnic etc. Dedicated riding track at beginner level for kids and families to use.
I would like to see an outdoor classroom/toilets/kitchen space created at the entrance
to Bothamley Park across from Driver Crescent, that can be utilised by all the ECE's and
Schools in the neighbourhood.
Create more artwork throughout the track. There may be opportunities to do carving in
the Park. More signage.
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Parking, picnic areas, water fill up areas, bathroom, more exits and entry areas in case
you need to get out quickly, elderly need more exits
Mountain bike track along the hill to remove the faster bikes from the main path. Better
prevention of the illegal motorbikes. Better management of dogs off leads
Toilet(s) would be helpful although cost consideration for council. Perhaps more rubbish
bins in central part of park (there are close to road exits), so may not be easy to feasible
clear out.
Regrade the surface as it has been battered quite a bit over the last couple of years.
It would be great to have a playground at the Champion Street entrance as there is space
for it and a lot of children use the park. Maybe some more seats along the way for
stopping. Also pedestrian access at Champion Street, across to Windley Street is not
practical
There aren’t many benches to sit and enjoy the park, there aren’t many rubbish bins
either. There is rubbish on the ground and in the stream. There are also pipes that
overflow when it rains which puts sewage and muck on the path and streams
More lighting, perhaps some security cameras. There is also a large muddy section
walking from Ascot Park by the dog park. A pedestrian crossing on Warspite would be
good too.
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8.2 Improvements to Cannons Creek Park
When queried about what could be improved in Cannons Creek Park so that the park could be used
more, or for different activities, participants gave 52 responses.
A quarter (25%) of these responses indicated that the park could benefit from a playground and nearby
family-friendly facilities.
Almost a quarter (23%) of responses indicated that additional amenities or facilities were needed,
generally speaking, to diversify the range of uses that Cannons Creek Park can support (including
events/festivals, performances, community uses, etc.).
Nearly as many (19%) of responses indicated that the fields themselves need to be improved and/or
better maintained, and 15% of responses indicated that better maintenance is needed throughout the
park.
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Improvements to Cannons Creek Park
What could be improved in Cannons Creek Park so you could use the park more,
or to do different activities?

Responses

A playground and nearby family-friendly facilities would be nice.

13/52 (25%)

Additional amenities or facilities to support a more diverse range of uses (including
events/festivals, performances, community uses, etc.).

12/52 (23%)

Improve quality/maintenance of fields (esp. after rainfall when soggy/unusable).

10/52 (19%)

Better ongoing maintenance needed (esp. of toilets, rubbish and illegal dumping).

8/52 (15%)

More/improved tracks to connect to/from Cannons Creek Park (esp. around fields and
to connect with Bothamley Park).

8/52 (15%)

More/improved lighting is needed (for safety, winter/early mornings/evenings).

7/52 (13%)

Safety / CPTED improvements/considerations needed.

5/52 (10%)

More bins needed (to help with managing rubbish and compost).

4/52 (8%)

More seating needed throughout (including for less able to rest).

4/52 (8%)

More sheltered picnic / BBQ areas are needed (for gatherings).

3/52 (6%)

Improve planting (esp. of native species).

3/52 (6%)

Sheltered areas are needed.

2/52 (4%)

Water fountains / filling stations are needed.

2/52 (4%)

Create information signs/boards about history of area and local flora/fauna.

1/52 (2%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about improvements that could be made Cannons Creek Park:
A children's play park would be great, better connections between the sports fields and
the bush would also encourage us to use it for more than just sports
More bench seating so elderly and not so mobile people can come for a walk and
pause/rest if needed. Presence of Community Guardians and Maori Wardens – so whole
community can see that there are people watching out for you and your safety.
I would like to see same lighting compare to the top field as that one has bright white
lights. CCTV cameras perhaps outside the pavilion - to stop people dumped stolen
vehicles etc
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Better drainage of grassed areas. Having some parts of the perimeter planted in native
trees. A few more features. A children's playground.
A large perimeter walking track with access to Bothamley park
A kid’s playground would be nice, More rubbish bins around the area public toilets
The grounds, especially for sports. League season, the grounds are a swamp. Tag season
... what happened?? Sorting the grounds would be awesome
Maybe make it bit more adult friendly too or family friendly – could maybe also have a
couple more seats or some coffee stalls around where adults can also have something
nearby for them and their kids
More signage with Information boards highlighting history of the area and the Park
Better paths along the side of the fields and from houses into the park
Exercise equipment like at Aotea Lagoon, building for community use community gym?
Lighting. It needs more lighting.
It would be great to see Creekfest come back, that was a great event.
Sometimes there is rubbish and glass bottles on the ground. There are very few rubbish
bins and the cricket pitch is in need of repair. Sometimes the kids have to play rugby on
the cricket pitch and that’s really dangerous.
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8.3 Improvements to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
When queried about what could be improved in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve so that the park could be
used more, or for different activities, participants gave 27 responses.
More than half (52%) of these responses indicated that safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design) considerations are needed. A number of responses describe feeling unsafe in
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, which discourages more/different park uses from occurring.
More than a third (37%) of responses indicated that the water quality of the lake/pond and creek needs
to be improved and better monitored/maintained (including stopping sewage from overflowing). The
same percentage (37%) of responses indicated that better maintenance is needed throughout.
Almost a third (30%) of responses indicated that the tracks and boardwalk need to be improved and/or
better maintained (including effective drainage, mitigation of flooding/erosion, regrading, smoothing and
widening in places for access).
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Improvements to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
What could be improved in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve so you could use the
park more, or to do different activities?

Responses

Safety / CPTED improvements/considerations needed.

14/27 (52%)

Improve water quality of lake/pond and creek (including stopping sewage from
overflowing).

10/27 (37%)

Better ongoing maintenance needed (clear rubbish, manage weeds, etc.).

10/27 (37%)

Tracks and boardwalk need to be improved / better maintained (drainage, mitigate
flooding/erosion, regrade, smooth and widen in places for access)

8/27 (30%)

Additional amenities or facilities to support a more diverse range of uses (including
those which make it more family-friendly).

6/27 (22%)

More/improved lighting is needed (for safety, winter/early mornings/evenings).

5/27 (19%)

Improve connectivity of tracks throughout and to/from Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve.

4/27 (15%)

Improve planting (esp. of native species).

4/27 (15%)

More bins needed (to help with managing rubbish and compost).

3/27 (11%)

More sheltered picnic / BBQ areas are needed (for gatherings).

2/27 (7%)

More seating needed throughout (including along tracks for less able to rest).

2/27 (7%)

Create information signs/boards about history of area and local flora/fauna.

1/27 (4%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about improvements that could be made Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve:
Plant more trees! I would love to see a kahikatea forest. Upgrade the board walk. This
should remove the muddy section before the start of the boardwalk.
Make it feel safer, use lighting to deter late night activity that is used for a drinking
hideout for groups. Currently it’s not well lit. Rubbish is a regular site (everyday there's
rubbish). Diamond fencing has a prison-ish feel to it... therefore adds to the dodgy
appearance. Access is down steep ramps, not easy for less physically able. The waterway
is choked with weed and sludge looking. Some of the paving is muddy and slippery. Some
of the benches are obviously used as a sleeping area for those in need. Lafe area could
do with a water feature and or lighting installation. More areas to sit especially for those
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less physically able. A small jetty extending over the lake. Needs lighting to be artfully
considered (ambient and interesting). Up lighting on trees for example. Think like an
Aotearoa centric botanic gardens. Like New Plymouth. Have the opportunity to hold
lakeside market stalls perhaps, like they have in Sydney Dockside.
The duck pond needs a clean – it is full of weeds and rubbish – sadly.
Make it more family friendly, a place to meet up with friends, clean up the space, maybe
an overbridge, an interactive activity so people can look after this space, better access
and make it more beautiful
Huge clean up needed. There are dangerous piles of rubbish everywhere in Cannons
Creek lakes. Everywhere is affected, and particularly the slopes below the houses, where
people have been dumping their rubbish for years. It needs many rubbish bins for the
homeless people to put their beer cans in. The paths around the lake get very muddy in
the winter/wet, so better drainage, or perhaps building the paths up higher is important.
Really, cleaning it up would open it up for more exploration and activities for the children
and families that use it.
Better lighting and make it safer for us – women and girls to walk through there safely
so that we don't get assaulted/raped. Put some more rubbish bins to stop people
clumping their rubbish including inside the duck pond – install CCTV cameras.
A walking running track connecting to Waihora Park top of Bothamley Park
If we had a well-made walkway from Cannons Creek Lakes to Lower Hutt/Petone (under
the new motorway), I think people could use this for day outings on mountain bikes and
hikes. It would also be a very useful emergency route for people to get back home from
Porirua to the Hutt Valley and vice versa if the motorways were closed due to an
earthquake or other emergency. Very keen to discuss this further
Drainage on foot paths
Sense of security, space that is inviting to explore.
Clean Up. If the lake stays, do we need safety measures around it. Sort out the smell if it
still exists. Set up picnic area, make it family friendly. Need to bury the ugly stigma
around it and give it a new life.
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9. Improvements for the health of the land, water,
plants and wildlife
9.1 Improving health of land/water/plants/wildlife of Bothamley Park
When queried about what needs to happen to improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife
in Bothamley Park, participants gave 103 responses.
Almost half (47%) of these responses indicated that improvements need to be made to the water quality
of the stream and swimming areas (including stopping sewage from overflowing). A similar percentage
(45%) indicated that better ongoing monitoring and maintenance are needed, so as to ensure that
rubbish, weeds and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. As indicated in some other responses,
such monitoring and maintenance of the park could be supported by educating and working with locals
to understand the environmental impacts of everyday actions (such as littering), and to learn about the
history and importance of the area (including mana whenua values and stewardship of the land).
42% of responses indicate that native planting/restoration should continue to happen and even increase
where possible. As indicated in some other responses, such planting/restoration efforts are already being
undertaken by volunteers and school groups, and there is scope for such efforts to be further supported
and built on.
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Improving health of land/water/plants/wildlife of Bothamley Park
What do you think needs to happen to improve the health of the land, the
water, the plants and wildlife in Bothamley Park?

Responses

Improve water quality of stream and swimming areas (including stopping sewage
from overflowing).

48/103 (47%)

Better ongoing monitoring and maintenance needed (clear rubbish, manage weeds,
etc.).

45/103 (45%)

Increase native planting/restoration, encourage native wildlife, and consider
removing pine trees.

43/103 (42%)

Upgrade pipe infrastructure / sewerage system (prevent overflows, leaks,
contamination, etc.).

19/103 (18%)

Improve and/or better enforce rules about park behaviour (dirt bikes, littering, dogs,
etc.)

15/103 (15%)

Improve access and encouraging more/regular use of the park so that it is well loved
and looked after.

10/103 (10%)

Improve/increase predator control.

9/103 (9%)

Educational/collaborative programmes about environmental impacts of everyday
actions (such as littering), about the history and importance of the area (including
mana whenua values and stewardship of the land).

7/103 (7%)

Support and build on the great community, school and volunteer work that is already
being done in the park (e.g., restoration/planting programmes, community clean-ups,
working bees, etc.)

7/103 (7%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about what needs to happen to improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in
Bothamley Park:
Upgrading the sewerage system to prevent overflows and leaks.
Put up signs (no damaging trees) strict rules to follow no flower picking and no littering
Less rubbish and pollution of the stream!
Rubbish collection especially after a downpour. River edges need stabilising. Trees and
harekeke.
Keep up the good work on weed control, pest trapping and revegetation. Would like to
see a diversity of vegetation retained, it's nice to have a mix of exotic and native plants.
Retain some of the pine trees for shelter and shade, the pine needles also provide a nice
running surface.
Ensure no spills into the waterway. Also add drainage to areas prone to getting boggy.
There is definitely a lot of scope for restoration of the streambanks with native plantings
which would enhance the health of the stream. Enviroschools would love to support our
Porirua East based schools and ece to be involved with the restoration of this area.
Keep up the regeneration, promote the park to encourage people to use it, more use,
and more people will look after it. It really is a treasure that I think a lot of people don't
even know is there. Or they've heard bad press, so stay away. The more people there,
the safer it will probably be.
Mainly by improving the wastewater and stormwater pipes throughout the park. Also
work on removing invasive weeds, ground creepers, old man's beard particularly
alongside streams and the tracks. Removing the rubbish throughout the park which has
accumulated over the years. There's a huge amount down the hillsides and through the
streams, especially noticed when exploring along the stream banks and 'off track'. Help
our local communities to understand the Maori history and significance of this area and
also continuing education for our communities on what is the indigenous wildlife and
plants in Bothamley Park.
Simply a volunteer cleaning group to be maintained sustained, maybe every fortnight a
clean, maybe we could have automatic feeders for wildlife too, the waters would be
fantastic if we could swim in them, that would be amazing, A PORIRUA LAKE
(SWIMMABLE)
Continue to encourage schools to participate in planting trees and make it a competition.
Whoever plants the most trees get a free day at the zoo or something.
Regular community clean ups. Working bees, plant more natives, control the rabbit
population I have noticed an increase in the last 5 years
Regular stream clearing and water testing is vital. The plantings done in recent years are
exemplary! Could a notice be placed reminding people to respect the walkway and never
pollute it with litter?
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9.2 Improving health of land/water/plants/wildlife of Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve
When queried about what needs to happen to improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife
in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, participants gave 37 responses.
Almost half (43%) of these responses indicated that better ongoing monitoring and maintenance are
needed, so as to ensure that rubbish, weeds and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. A similar
percentage (38%) indicated that improvements need to be made to the water quality of the lake or ‘duck
pond’ (including stopping sewage from overflowing).
Similar to Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve could also benefit from supporting and building
on planting/restoration efforts that are already being undertaken by volunteers and school groups; as
well as from educating and working with locals to understand the environmental impacts of everyday
actions (such as littering), and to learn about the history and importance of the area (including mana
whenua values and stewardship of the land).
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Improving health of land/water/plants/wildlife of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
What do you think needs to happen to improve the health of the land, the
water, the plants and wildlife in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve?

Responses

Better ongoing monitoring and maintenance needed (clear rubbish, manage weeds,
etc.).

16/37 (43%)

Improve water quality of lake, stream and wetland areas (including stopping sewage
from overflowing).

14/37 (38%)

Increase native planting/restoration, encourage native wildlife, and consider
removing pine trees.

14/37 (38%)

Support and build on the great community, school and volunteer work that is already
being done in the park (e.g., restoration/planting programmes, community clean-ups,
working bees, etc.)

7/37 (19%)

Educational/collaborative programmes about environmental impacts of everyday
actions (such as littering), about the history and importance of the area (including
mana whenua values and stewardship of the land).

4/37 (11%)

Improve access and encouraging more/regular use of the park so that it is well loved
and looked after.

3/37 (8%)

Improve and/or better enforce rules about park behaviour (dirt bikes, littering, dogs,
etc.)

2/37 (5%)

Upgrade pipe infrastructure / sewerage system (prevent overflows, leaks,
contamination, etc.).

1/37 (3%)

Improve/increase predator control.

1/37 (3%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about what needs to happen to improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve:
Education around dumping rubbish, work on the infrastructure so it is more secure and
sound, traps for pests, education to cat owners around the damage they do to our native
environment
Educational programme and link it to preschools and schools so they become kaitiaki
Co-construction of a plan in partnership with Ngati Toa, seeking and using their advice
and expertise. Consult with other people who are expert in restoring natural
environments in urban areas.
Increase riparian planting to manage the pH level of the water. Test water levels
regularly for pollution. Control pests: plants and animals.
Support for the local planting group (Friends of Maararoa), planting of larger areas of
native forest around the waterways that flow into the lakes
These all need to be monitored by staff or wardens esp the PCC to overlook the health of
the reserve for all to feel safe in – they're safe already but there is always room for
improvement.
Have a sign that says BE CONSIDERATE DO NOT LITTTER HERE!
More regular checks for rubbish
Native plantings, making the pond a native wetland rather than a dirty duck pond
Better drainage, water flow of the lake, schools could adopt a spot put in their artwork
that fits with the wildness of the area
Clean up the water starting from above the lakes in Belmont Regional Park, clean up the
lakes and plant more natives to help keep the water clean and attract more birds
Better fish passage connection to Kenepuru Stream, more rubbish removal.
Trees. Many many more trees planted.
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10. Accessibility improvements
10.1 Overview of how the three parks could be made more accessible
As previously noted, there were 359 total responses to the survey (187 for Bothamley Park, 94 for
Cannons Creek Park, and 78 for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve). For understanding accessibility
improvements that could be made, it is also useful to get an overview of these improvement needs
across all three parks.
In response to a query about how each park could be made more accessible – especially for our elders,
children, whānau and people with limited mobility – responses indicate that the top three improvements
could be more (or improved) seating in and around the park (43%), more accessible footpaths to and
from the park (41%), and more (or improved) lighting in and around the park (36%). Responses were also
supportive of other accessibility improvements across all three parks, as summarised in the below table.

Accessibility improvements to Bothamley Park / Cannons Creek Park /
Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How could __________ be made more accessible, especially for our elders,
children, whānau and people with limited mobility?

Responses

More accessible footpaths to and from the park

147/359 (41%)

More (or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park

95/359 (26%)

More (or improved) dedicated mobility parking spaces at the park

71/359 (20%)

More (or improved) accessibility ramps and handrails in and around the park

80/359 (22%)

More (or improved) lighting in and around the park

128/359 (36%)

More (or improved) seating in and around the park

156/359 (43%)

More accessible signage (e.g., bigger print, braille, etc.)

85/359 (24%)
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10.2 How Bothamley Park could be made more accessible
There were 187 total responses for Bothamley Park. In the same way that responses about ways to
improve accessibility were summarised for all three parks, responses specific to Bothamley Park are
summarised in the below table. Similar to the average about all three parks, responses indicate that the
top three improvements to Bothamley Park could be more (or improved) seating in and around the park
(44%), more accessible footpaths to and from the park (39%), and more (or improved) lighting in and
around the park (33%).

Accessibility improvements to Bothamley Park
How could Bothamley Park be made more accessible, especially for our elders,
children, whānau and people with limited mobility?

Responses

More accessible footpaths to and from the park

73/187 (39%)

More (or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park

50/187 (27%)

More (or improved) dedicated mobility parking spaces at the park

28/187 (15%)

More (or improved) accessibility ramps and handrails in and around the park

28/187 (15%)

More (or improved) lighting in and around the park

61/187 (33%)

More (or improved) seating in and around the park

83/187 (44%)

More accessible signage (e.g., bigger print, braille, etc.)

43/187 (23%)

10.3 How Cannons Creek Park could be made more accessible
There were 94 total responses for Cannons Creek Park. In the same way that responses about ways to
improve accessibility were summarised for all three parks and for Bothamley Park, responses specific to
Cannons Creek Park are summarised in the below table. Similar to the average about all three parks,
responses indicate that the top three improvements to Cannons Creek Park could be more (or improved)
seating in and around the park (46%), more accessible footpaths to and from the park (47%), and more
(or improved) lighting in and around the park (41%).

Accessibility improvements to Cannons Creek Park
How could Cannons Creek Park be made more accessible, especially for our
elders, children, whānau and people with limited mobility?

Responses

More accessible footpaths to and from the park

44/94 (47%)

More (or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park

26/94 (28%)

More (or improved) dedicated mobility parking spaces at the park

24/94 (26%)

More (or improved) accessibility ramps and handrails in and around the park

26/94 (28%)

More (or improved) lighting in and around the park

39/94 (41%)

More (or improved) seating in and around the park

43/94 (46%)

More accessible signage (e.g., bigger print, braille, etc.)

22/94 (23%)
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10.4 How Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve could be made more
accessible
There were 94 total responses for Cannons Creek Park. In the same way that responses about ways to
improve accessibility were summarised previously, responses specific to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
are summarised in the below table. Similar to the average about all three parks, responses indicate that
the top three improvements to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve could be more (or improved) seating in and
around the park (38%), more accessible footpaths to and from the park (38%), and more (or improved)
lighting in and around the park (36%).

Accessibility improvements to Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How could Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve be made more accessible, especially
for our elders, children, whānau and people with limited mobility?

Responses

More accessible footpaths to and from the park

30/78 (38%)

More (or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park

19/78 (24%)

More (or improved) dedicated mobility parking spaces at the park

19/78 (24%)

More (or improved) accessibility ramps and handrails in and around the park

26/78 (33%)

More (or improved) lighting in and around the park

28/78 (36%)

More (or improved) seating in and around the park

30/78 (38%)

More accessible signage (e.g., bigger print, braille, etc.)

20/78 (26%)
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11. Bringing our cultures and stories to life in each park
11.1 Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park
When queried about how participants would like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley
Park, 74 responses were given.
Almost half (47%) of these responses suggested signs/boards at key points (such as park entrances) and
along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area and/or info about local flora/fauna. These
could be complemented and extended by online storytelling and promotion (e.g., with use of QR codes).
Almost a quarter (22%) of the responses suggested artworks or other opportunities for cultural
expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists.
20% of the responses underscored the importance of developing any culture-sharing and/or story-telling
initiatives in partnership with local iwi and mana whenua. 14% of responses also underscored the
importance of engaging or collaborating with the community, local schools and children in any efforts to
share cultures and stories in Bothamley Park.
14% of responses suggested that indigenous or historic and/or cultural planting initiatives could be used
to help tell stories in the park.
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park
How would you like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park?

Responses

With signs/boards at key points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of
area or info about local flora/fauna (maybe w/ QR codes, more info online).

35/74 (47%)

Through artworks and opportunities for cultural expression (esp. w/ local artists).

16/74 (22%)

In partnership with local iwi / mana whenua, revealing pre-colonial histories and
celebrate Māori stories.

15/74 (20%)

By engaging with local schools / children (perhaps with outdoor classrooms).

10/74 (14%)

Through indigenous or historic / cultural planting and wildlife (which can help to tell
cultural stories).

10/74 (14%)

By hosting storytelling sessions / events / festivals.

7/74 (9%)

Incorporate Te Reo language into signs, information, etc.

6/74 (8%)

Online (through websites, social media and/or news agencies).

6/74 (8%)

By improving access and encouraging more / regular use of the park.

4/74 (5%)

By providing sheltered picnic areas (including hangi / umu pits, or perhaps resembling a
Samoan fale).

4/74 (5%)

In consultation with local Pasifika community, revealing and celebrating Pasifika stories.

3/74 (4%)

By sharing photos, images and/or visual symbols.

3/74 (4%)

Rename the park to reflect culture (e.g., original Te Reo Māori name, or new name
developed by local iwi)

2/74 (3%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about how participants envision bringing our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park:
Incorporate Te Reo into signage, have story telling sessions by the local iwi as a
community event, incorporating a wildlife reserve to help improve species numbers
which educates the community about what once was
It would great to get some of the local schools involved – maybe create information
boards with stories by local children – telling people about what the park means to them.
Changing the name of the park to reflect the culture in the area
Guided walks and information boards
Supporting local artists to create artworks in and for the Park would be a great
opportunity for local tamariki & rangatahi to be involved alongside them to incorporate
lots of diverse contributions to design work. These should include Ngāti Toa Rangatira
narratives which provides the opportunity to support the Aotearoa Histories curriculum
and Place based education pedagogy. Also Pasifika & migrant community artworks
reflecting the local community should be included to support a sense of belonging and
connection. Creating a space that provides some shelter could also be used for
performing arts events
As note earlier with visual symbols and artworks, sculptures from. But also important is
how communities and families are intentionally invited and enabled to use the park in
different ways over time. Let's continue celebrate to what can be harvested sustainably
in the park in a responsible manner by our communities, like the blackberries,
elderberries, apples, pears, kawakawa, puha, pinecones.
In consultation with Ngāti Toa use signage to tell the story of settlement in Porirua,
similar to installation at Pataka. Create outdoor classroom similar to Kaitawa Reserve,
Paraparaumu.
Digital stories. Storytelling sessions in summer. Images and history panels. Manea in
northland although expensive and big is a great model.
Erect a big tomokanga gateway with the Ngāti Toa story of the area and information
displayed. Get schools involved there are many close to the park. Promote as walking
route from Waitangirua to the centre
Revitalise the tales of Waitangirua as Ngāti Toa recounts its cultural history. Embed that
in any future upgrades. I know Cannons Creek has a legend of the Tuna. How can that
be manifested in the walkway? Potential eco-system to bring back Tuna perhaps. Having
signposts in Te Reo, using Ngāti Toa as experts to advise. In terms of Pacific. The "old
road" was the vital link to get to church most weekends. Along the way there are turn
offs to key churches around Porirua. Perhaps signage to show turn off to PIC etc. Just
thoughts.
At every entry and exit point maybe have a storyboard that links to the park.
Maybe ask each Ethnic group to have a space to plant some of their native plants (if they
are here) of their island homes.
Pou, carvings, natural artwork
Play and picnic areas. Stages. Hangi / umu pits.
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11.2 Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Park
When queried about how participants would like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Park, 39 responses were given.
More than a quarter (28%) of these responses suggested artworks or other opportunities for cultural
expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists
18% of responses mentioned the importance of engaging with the full diversity of local communities and
residents (including local sports clubs/teams) when developing culture-sharing and/or story-telling
initiatives. 15% of responses also underscored the importance of engaging or collaborating with local
schools and children in any efforts to share cultures and stories in Cannons Creek Park.
10% of responses suggested signs/boards at key points (such as park entrances) and along the tracks to
share stories, provide history of the area and/or info about local flora/fauna. These could be
complemented and extended by online storytelling and promotion (e.g., with use of QR codes).
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Park
How would you like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Park?

Responses

Through artworks and opportunities for cultural expression (esp. w/ local artists).

11/39 (28%)

In consultation with full diversity of local communities and residents (including local
sports club / teams).

7/39 (18%)

By hosting storytelling sessions / events / festivals.

7/39 (18%)

By engaging with local schools / children (perhaps with outdoor classrooms).

6/39 (15%)

With signs/boards at key points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of
area or info about local flora/fauna (maybe w/ QR codes, more info online).

4/39 (10%)

By improving access and encouraging more / regular use of the park.

3/39 (8%)

By providing sheltered picnic areas (including hangi / umu pits, or perhaps resembling a
Samoan fale).

3/39 (8%)

Through a museum, library and/or book shop.

3/39 (8%)

In partnership with local iwi / mana whenua, revealing pre-colonial histories and
celebrate Māori stories.

2/39 (5%)

Online (through websites, social media and/or news agencies).

2/39 (5%)

In consultation with local Pasifika community, revealing and celebrating Pasifika stories.

1/39 (3%)

Through indigenous or historic / cultural planting and wildlife (which can help to tell
cultural stories).

1/39 (3%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about how participants envision bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Park:
People are the culture, so whatever encourages more people to interact with the space.
The building there is prime for murals
1. Designated kilikiti field for family and church competitions 2. Community zumba or
similar through summer/Christmas holidays 3. Inter-school "Island Games" like old Top
Town
Include stories from each ethnic group
Talking Poles and reflected in the environment – carvings etc
Make a book shop, a statue, a mini library
Have the news come and find out about the cultures, talk about it in a newspaper
Tell More of the history of the area pre & post-colonial. Ecological info on Flora & fauna
from a Te Ao Maori perspective.
Maybe if they put more cultural things up – flags – artwork
Have a classroom in Cannon Creek to share stories about our culture
In consultation with Ngāti Toa develop similar resources and signage telling the story of
migration and early life in Porirua. Signage to create outdoor classroom activities such
as in Kaitawa Reserve, Paraparaumu
More signage of the local teams based there
Maybe have a Samoa fale for family picnics
Maybe some native planting, a picnic seating area, playground .... all to encourage more
use of the area. Plants and any developed area could reflect our multicultural
community. Gotta have toilets too
Include the voices of all people of all different walks of life - LGBTQA+, Asian Community,
Pacific and Māori, elderly and Youth to find out what everyone would like to see
Engage local schools to be creative. There are five primary schools in close proximity that
could be of use in this area.
Artwork or signage that tells people about the history of the park and the area
More events there – like Creekfest a couple of years back. Promote use of the space
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11.3 Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve
When queried about how participants would like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve, 25 responses were given.
More than a quarter (28%) of these responses suggested signs/boards at key points (such as park
entrances) and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area and/or info about local
flora/fauna. These could be complemented and extended by online storytelling and promotion (e.g., with
use of QR codes). The same percentage (28%) suggested artworks or other opportunities for cultural
expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists.
24% of the responses underscored the importance of developing any culture-sharing and/or story-telling
initiatives in partnership with local iwi / mana whenua.
20% of responses also underscored the importance of engaging or collaborating with local schools /
children in any efforts to share cultures and stories in Bothamley Park.
18% of responses suggested the power of storytelling through dedicated sessions, events and/or
festivals.
These and other response themes are summarised in the table below.

Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How would you like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve?

Responses

With signs/boards at key points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history
of area or info about local flora/fauna (maybe w/ QR codes, more info online).

7/25 (28%)

Through artworks and opportunities for cultural expression (esp. w/ local artists).

7/25 (28%)

In partnership with local iwi / mana whenua, revealing pre-colonial histories and
celebrate Māori stories.

6/25 (24%)

By hosting storytelling sessions / events / festivals.

5/25 (20%)

By sharing photos, images and/or visual symbols.

3/25 (12%)

By engaging with local schools / children (perhaps with outdoor classrooms).

3/25 (12%)

In consultation with full diversity of local communities and residents (including
volunteers).

2/25 (8%)

Through indigenous or historic / cultural planting and wildlife (which can help to tell
cultural stories).

1/25 (4%)

By improving access and encouraging more / regular use of the park.

1/25 (4%)

Incorporate Te Reo language into signs, information, etc.

1/25 (4%)
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The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments about how participants envision bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve:
Te Reo in signage, storytelling events by local iwi hosted at the location, events in general
hosted in the location, where applicable art
Encourage people to use it by making it clean safe and interesting. People are the culture.
Encourage them to use it and you'll bring culture to the space.
Mythology etc as this is a unique place
In consultation with Ngati Toa develop signage telling people about the history and
settlement of Cannons Creek. Similar to resources at hospital and at Pataka exhibition.
outdoor classroom activities and signage so tamariki can learn about the plants and
animals who live in the reserve.
Images. Signs. Videos of kaumatua and elders talking. Perhaps online. Puppet shows.
Storytelling sessions.
Some culturally inclusive murals in places that won’t get tagged would be nice
Since Cannons Creek is filled with so many health and social services and a shopping
centre, I wonder if there is an opportunity to hold a focus festival down there. Pulling
the people to the space and showing off what some many not know if in their own
backyard.
Maybe add some pou that reflects the various communities here in Porirua. Kids to make
mosaic artwork to add some colour and culture.
Pou, carvings, history and information posts
Tell the local story of watercress tuna
Maybe share photos and hear about the wonderful work done by the volunteers?
A festival celebrating diversity
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12. Wastewater pipe replacement in Bothamley Park
12.1 Special places to protect while work is happening
The wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park will be replaced over the next couple of years. This will protect
the environment, our waterways and the harbour. It will also mean we can build more houses in eastern
Porirua.
When queried about any special places that need protection while this work is happening, participants
gave 66 responses, as summarised in the table below.
More than a third (35%) of these responses said that the stream and associated stream life, waterways
and wetlands should be protected while the wastewater pipe is being replaced. While 23% of responses
weren’t sure or couldn’t think of anything in need of protection, 21% of responses said that all of
Bothamley Park should be protected; there should be minimal intrusion to vegetation, the natural
environment and wildlife while work is happening.
20% of responses expressed concern about the popular weekly Parkrun event being able to continue
while work is happening; it will be important to ensure that this community need is looked after. 11% of
responses mentioned the community harvest areas needing protection while work is happening.

Special places to protect in Bothamley Park while wastewater pipe replaced
Are there any special places that we need to protect while this work is happening?

Responses

Stream/stream life/waterways/wetlands/waterhole should be protected.

23/66 (35%)

Don’t know, unsure or can’t think of anything in need of protection.

15/66 (23%)

All of Bothamley Park should be protected – minimal intrusion to vegetation/natural
environment/wildlife.

14/66 (21%)

Walking/running/bicycle paths through park should be protected (or new/temporary
alternatives provided).

13/66 (20%)

Community harvest areas (for apple/blackberry picking, etc.) should be protected.

7/66 (11%)

Murals/artworks need to be protected.

1/66 (2%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments or concerns about what needs protecting in Bothamley Park while the wastewater pipe is
being replaced:
The stream.
Places like the Community Harvest Patch, but also the many native trees which have
been planted in recent years. Also the stream life like the kokopu and tuna.
Consider all the modes of walking, biking etc when setting up temporary traffic
management or short-term alternative paths.
I am concerned that these workings will pollute the stream, killing what little fauna there
is, and will damage the stream sides and existing plantings. There needs to be controlled
access so that people can still enjoy other parts of the park while the work is done.
Existing native plants need to be protected. It is an opportunity to remove some of the
more dangerous trees at the same time.
The Parkrun course please.
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12.2 Reducing disruption while work is happening
Following on from the previous question, participants were queried about any ideas to reduce the
disruption for people who use Bothamley Park while the wastewater pipe is being replaced. There were
68 responses, as summarised in the table below.
More than a third (38%) of these responses said that tracks (for walking/running/cycling) throughout the
park should be remain usable while the work is happening. If this is not possible for sections of track,
then new/temporary alternatives need to be provided.
More than a quarter (29%) of responses underscored the importance of good, proactive, regular
communication with the local community and users of Bothamley Park. They have suggested a range of
tools for doing so, such as social media, newsletters, local newspaper, notices, signs, health and safety
advisories, etc.
Similarly, a quarter (25%) of responses underscore the importance of carefully planning and consulting
with the local community about how best to schedule, stage and/or stagger the works. This is to maintain
park access by avoiding high-use days/times, avoiding events, and minimising length of time works are
underway.

How to reduce disruption in Bothamley Park while wastewater pipe replaced
Do you have any ideas about how we could reduce the disruption for people who
use Bothamley Park while we are replacing the pipe?

Responses

Ensure the walking/running/bicycle tracks through park are usable (or new/temporary
alternatives provided).

26/68 (38%)

Good, proactive, regular communication with local community is key.

20/68 (29%)

Carefully plan/consult with local community and thoughtfully schedule/stage/stagger
works.

17/68 (25%)

Don’t know, unsure or can’t think of anything to reduce disruption.

5/68 (7%)

Ensure key events (like Parkrun or Community Harvest) can still happen.

4/68 (6%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments or concerns about minimising disruption in Bothamley Park while the wastewater pipe is
being replaced:
Staggering sections of work so that limited areas are affected at any one time, meaning
there are still accessible areas. The areas of works & areas of accessibility should be
clearly communicated/ indicated to the community.
Put up a signages around each entrance to Bothamley Park including a letter box drop –
newsletter to residents & put a notice in the local newspaper - Kapi-Mana News.
You will need to have alternative pathways to still make it accessible
Ensure Parkrun can still happen!
Disruption is inevitable. Better to do it well and quickly, and to take the opportunity to
remove some trees and restore the stream as it would have been prior to farming /
urbanisation. Just keep us well informed. (PCC is pretty good at that.)
Find alternative venues for regular events, schedule work in parts of the park at times
that it won't be as disruptive i.e. don't block access to the blackberry patch when it is
harvest season and the community event is due to be held.
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13. Stormwater management in Cannons Creek Park
13.1 Participant thoughts about a wetland in Cannons Creek Park
By managing stormwater we can reduce the impact of flooding, protect the environment, waterways and
harbour. One of the proposed options for dealing with stormwater in eastern Porirua is a wetland at the
bottom of Cannons Creek Park.
When queried their thoughts on the possibility of a wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park,
participants gave 43 responses, as summarised in the table below.
An overwhelming majority (70%) of these responses are in support of this idea. Almost half (44%) of
responses give suggestions on how a wetland in Cannons Creek Park could be achieved. And nearly a
quarter (21%) of responses indicate the participant being unsure or needing more information.
Only 9% of responses indicate a lack of support for this idea.

Bringing our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
How would you like to bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek
Lakes Reserve?

Responses

Think it’s a good idea.

30/43 (70%)

Have suggestions on how it could be done.

19/43 (44%)

Unsure or need more information.

9/43 (21%)

Think it’s a bad idea, not needed or that other work should be a priority.

4/43 (9%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture unique
sentiments what participants think about the idea of a wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park:
That would be great but you'll need amenities to support the increased visitor numbers
(e.g. better toilets)
It's a sensible idea and should be socialised with the local schools, churches, community
groups so they can be part of the education, planting and sustainability of such a
wetland.
Sounds great. Perhaps it can have a board walk through it too.
Speak with Porirua School re their wetland project.
It would be good to build terraces on the banks for supporters to watch the games
Ok but what does a 'wetland' look like and what is it?
Would be good if it has dry pathways / board walks. Fencing to keep rubbish out of it
(like a low predator fence for stopping windblown rubbish), in addition to more bins.
Would be good to keep the small weed like trees which the monarch butterflies love (not
sure what these are called about 3-4 small trees around 4m high on the edge of the park
at the lower end).
That would be great! Just as long as it doesn't take away too much space from the park
itself, but a wetland would be great, I am guessing it would take away some excess water
from going into Bothamley Park and causing issues there.
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14. Additional feedback about the parks
14.1 Additional feedback about Bothamley Park
At the end of the survey, participants were asked if there was anything else they would like to share
about Bothamley Park, eliciting 56 responses.
More than a quarter (27%) of these responses emphasise how great Bothamley Park already is and/or its
potential to be even more.
While 20% of responses indicate uncertainty or don’t give any additional feedback, there are a range of
other good ideas capture in the table below as themes.

Additional feedback about Bothamley Park
Is there anything else you would like to share with us?

Responses

Bothamley Park is good/great and has potential to be even more.

15/56 (27%)

Don’t know, unsure or can’t think of anything else.

11/56 (20%)

Safety and/or accessibility improvements/considerations needed.

9/56 (16%)

Good management, consultation/engagement/communication re: works is key (e.g., for
Parkrun continuing).

9/56 (16%)

Protecting/enhancing environment/area needed (because it’s an important place, to
support wildlife, etc.).

8/56 (14%)

More/better use of Bothamley Park could be encouraged by engaging/funding local
groups (particularly children and youth).

7/56 (13%)

Better/dedicated ongoing maintenance needed.

1/56 (2%)

Te Reo Maori name needed.

1/56 (2%)

Muddy tracks (when it rains) are a problem and need to be dealt with.

1/56 (2%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture additional unique
sentiments or concerns about Bothamley Park:
The Parkrun community is a very valuable community asset, hopefully consideration can
be given to minimising the number of weeks/months that we won't be able to use the
park.
It would be nice to have a te reo name for the park too.
Bothamley Park has the potential to be the main arterial pedestrian & cycling connection
between porirua east / whitby and porirua railway station and porirua city centre and at
the same time being the 'lungs' of the city - it’s a treasure - don't screw it up
Bothamley Park is an important and health-giving place for lots of families from all the
suburbs around the park, especially for accessing from our homes. Please remember its
importance as a 'third place' or neutral meeting ground. It is a place of bringing diverse
communities in contact with each other and to enjoy the place together.
Some funding put into encouraging local school kids to take part in Sat morning Parkrun
or USO bike rides would be great so locals learn to enjoy the park. Enjoying nature is an
acquired taste!
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Use local groups and individuals to promote its use, while the park run is awesome for
the park how many of its participants are from Porirua, let alone the East. The potential
is there.
I have had a wonderful time Foraging in Bothamley park it was a great way to meet new
people and catch up with friends the place is sheltered and so good for mental health
being in nature.
Corinna School has a long connection to Bothamley Park, especially the area around the
Old Road.
I know that the park is place where our youth feel they wish to congregate. Perhaps
including their views in how they would like the park to be shaped would be ideal.
Parkrun is great. I like the feel that the Park isn't like a manicured urban park but rather
an open space of nature that we can access. Please don't clutter it with signboards or
other evidence of human intervention. Maybe a few benches or informal seats to sit and
enjoy the space would be good. Keep it as natural and wild as you can please.
Might be good to consider a small safety barrier on the corner just after the black berry
patch where there is about a 6m overhung drop to the stream.
The park is special - it is one of the few flat gravel tracks in the City and wider Wellington
region. Gravel tracks are easier to run on for people with sore joints. So more inclusive
for older people or unfit people to be recreating than harder surfaces such as concrete
or asphalt.
Love being able to access this park with my whanau so close to home, also a place I used
growing up
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14.2 Additional feedback about Cannons Creek Park
At the end of the survey, participants were asked if there was anything else they would like to share
about Cannons Creek Park, eliciting 25 responses as summarised below.
Almost half (48%) of these responses indicate uncertainty or don’t give any additional feedback.
Nevertheless, almost a third (32%) of responses make a strong statement about Cannons Creek Park
being underutilised at the moment; it could benefit from being able a more diverse range of uses in
addition to sports (e.g., playgrounds or water features for kids, environmental features, camping
grounds, wetlands, etc.).
12% of responses indicate that safety and/or accessibility improvements or considerations are needed.

Additional feedback about Cannons Creek Park
Is there anything else you would like to share with us?

Responses

Don’t know, unsure or can’t think of anything else.

12/25 (48%)

Cannons Creek Park is underutilised and could benefit from being able to support a more
diverse range of uses in addition to sports

8/25 (32%)

Safety and/or accessibility improvements/considerations needed.

3/25 (12%)

Cannons Creek Park is good/great and has potential to be even more.

1/25 (4%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture additional unique
sentiments or concerns about Cannons Creek Park:
Make it appealing for people who also aren't involved in the sporting activities there too.
What could be cool for local youth growing up is use the water ladder (stream in concrete
steps) to run a permanent (but robust) micro hydro plant which could power electric cars
in Cannons Creek shopping centre carpark and
A swimmable lake in Porirua, wow we also need a camping grounds too hmm
I find the space underutilised. I wonder if competing with Porirua Park is the issue.
I love the hugeness of the area for sports but a wetland would be great as the far end is
not used much
Could improve access from Worchester St.
Another area that has vulnerable access points for authorised vehicles. Ensure these
points are made inaccessible to these persons.
More native plants are needed, and safety is very important especially for those of us
with children who have disabilities.
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14.3 Additional feedback about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
At the end of the survey, participants were asked if there was anything else they would like to share
about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, eliciting 15 responses.
40% of these responses indicate uncertainty or don’t give any additional feedback. Nevertheless, almost a
quarter (20%) of responses indicate that safety and/or accessibility improvements or considerations are
needed, and other useful feedback is summarised below.

Additional feedback about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
Is there anything else you would like to share with us?

Responses

Don’t know, unsure or can’t think of anything else.

6/15 (40%)

Safety and/or accessibility improvements/considerations needed.

3/15 (20%)

Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve doesn’t feel good or safe to spend time in.

2/15 (13%)

Good management, consultation/engagement/communication re: works is key (esp. re:
Te Tiriti O Waitangi).

2/15 (13%)

Protecting/enhancing environment/area needed (because it’s an important place, to
support wildlife, etc.).

2/15 (13%)

Better ongoing maintenance needed.

1/15 (7%)

Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is good/great and has potential to be even more.

1/15 (7%)

More amenities needed (e.g., water fountains, shelter, benches, toilets, etc.)

1/15 (7%)

The following quotes are a sampling from the open-ended response field; they capture additional unique
sentiments or concerns about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve:
Please ensure that there is ample time for consultation and take a power sharing
perspective honouring Te Tiriti O Waitangi. In our area face to face consultation will give
you the most helpful information as many people don't have easy access to internet
connections and if they do, it's on credit and they won't use it to fill out online surveys or
Facebook consultation. Early Childhood services should be included in any consultation
in the same way that our local schools are.
This could be the entrance to a very fine walking /biking track from Porirua to the Hutt
Valley and join up with the Hutt River and Rimutaka cycle ways
Can easily be misused by young people and those who don't take any responsibility,
gangs. Have been too afraid to go there early evening though it would be a nice walk
Again another area that has access points that are vulnerable to unauthorised vehicles
making it unsafe.
Put a net to catch jumpers under new TG bridge.
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15. Conclusion
While the Executive Summary provides an overview of feedback received across all three connected
public parks, this conclusion provides an overview of feedback received specific to each park – Bothamley
Park, Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Following these summaries is a brief note on
recommendations.

15.1 Summary of feedback for Bothamley Park
In response to Kāinga Ora’s call for feedback via a public survey about three connected public parks in
Porirua, Bothamley Park received 187 responses, 14 (8%) of which were on behalf of a group (including
Corrina School, Cancer Society Wellington Division, Wellington Rotuman Group, Friends of Cannon Creek,
Nature School NZ Trust, Enviroschools, Environmental Educators, Travel Choice programmes at GWRC,
Parkrun and Uso Bike Ride). The majority (79%) of participants providing feedback on Bothamley Park
were aged 30-64 years; only 5% of participants were under 20 years, 6% were 20-29 years, and 7% over
the age of 65 years. 17% of responses about Bothamley Park came from those identifying as Māori, 32%
as Pacific peoples, 56% as New Zealand European (or Pākehā), 3% as Asian, and 11% as ‘other’ or
preferring not to say. 8% of responses about Bothamley Park specify having a long-term disability or
health condition affecting them.
The most prevalent uses of Bothamley Park are for individual and group exercise or recreation (including
Parkrun, sports, walking, cycling and swimming). 93% of responses indicate using the park for these
purposes. Parkrun is a popular weekly event, which will need to be supported and enabled to happen
into the future, both during any upgrade works and after upgrades are completed. Another important
activity unique to Bothamley Park is its community harvesting (of apples, blackberries, etc.); maintaining
space and support for this and related activities (such as community gardening) will be important moving
forward. Bothamley Park is also used and supported by a number of school/children groups in the area,
so any efforts to support or enhance these groups’ use of the park for play, education, restoration, etc.
will be of significant benefit to the community.
A number of responses to the survey also indicate Bothamley Park as an important part of commuting or
other walking and cycling routes through Porirua; upgrading, maintaining and improving linkages
between tracks throughout Bothamley Park will not only support the popular individual and group
exercise activities, but also enhance the local transport network and its accessibility for those living in and
using the area.
Other uses of Bothamley Park include for walking dogs or pets and for children to play. Less common uses
of the park are for family gatherings (4%) or meeting up with friends (10%). There may be barriers to such
uses occurring more often, including a lack of access, feelings of safety and/or supportive infrastructure
or amenities (such as covered BBQ and seating areas, toilets, etc.).
As specified by participants, the most significant reasons why Bothamley Park is not used by some (or not
used more often) are because it feels unsafe and/or it is unpleasant or impractical to use in poor
weather. The park suffers from overflowing sewage pipes and muddy or eroding tracks; poor water
quality and associated odours; rubbish dumping; a recent history of attacks; being poorly lit during
winter, early mornings or evenings; a lack of shelter and seating; having some relatively poor sightlines or
areas for entrapment; and being used by unauthorised vehicles (such as motorcycles or dirt bikes) and
stray or roaming dogs.
Bothamley Park is accessed primarily by active travel modes: participants using footpaths (for walking, or
using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.) or cycling. Less common, but still prevalent is access by
car/van/truck either as a driver or as a passenger. Public transport is not a common mode of travel
to/from the park.
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Participants love spending time on Bothamley Park’s walking/cycling tracks (notably the “old road”
section) and immersing themselves in nature, enjoying the relative peace and quiet and big native tree
canopies. Participants also love the area around the creek, including the path alongside it, the log bridge
crossing, the waterfall, places for swimming, and knowledge of the creek’s role as an important natural
habit for native fish and wildlife. A number of participants consider the community harvest areas –
blackberry bushes, apple trees, elderberry trees, etc. – as being favourite places within Bothamley Park.
Others enjoy the park’s big, accessible open areas for resting, having picnics, and gathering with others.
To improve, increase and/or diversify uses of Bothamley Park, improvements to and better maintenance
of the walking/cycling tracks are needed (including effective drainage, mitigation of flooding/erosion,
regrading, smoothing and widening in places for access), as well as better ongoing maintenance
throughout the park. There are significant problems with rubbish, foul odours, poor track conditions and
poor water quality (including sewage overflowing onto the tracks) that deter more/different park uses
from occurring. Also needed are safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental Design)
considerations – including more or better lighting – so as to improve perceptions and experiences of the
park as a safe place to spend time alone or with others, including children. Other improvements should
include continued planting and restoration efforts, more and/or improved facilities (especially sheltered
picnic/BBQ areas, seating and water stations), and playgrounds or areas for children/youth to play,
adventure and learn. Public toilets are needed. More bins and regular rubbish collection are needed.
Entryways into Bothamley Park should also be improved, so as to be safer, more secure, universally
accessible, and to maximise usability (e.g., include facilities/shelters to enable use by schools and ECE
groups, etc.). Better signage and wayfinding are highlighted as another area for improvement, as is better
connectivity of track network throughout the park, including possibly dedicated mountain biking tracks
(including easy ones for those just learning). Also needed is better management of dirt bikes or
motorcycles, as well as stray or roaming dogs.
To improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in Bothamley Park, participants reiterated
that improvements need to be made to the water quality of the stream and swimming areas (including
stopping sewage from overflowing). They also reiterated the need for better ongoing monitoring and
maintenance, so as to ensure that rubbish, weeds and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. As
indicated in some other responses, such monitoring and maintenance of the park could be supported by
educating and working with locals to understand the environmental impacts of everyday actions (such as
littering), and to learn about the history and importance of the area (including mana whenua values and
stewardship of the land). Similarly, native planting/restoration (including weed and predator control)
should continue to happen and even increase where possible, and such efforts already underway by
volunteers and school groups should be further supported and built on.
To improve the accessibility of Bothamley Park, the top three improvements indicated in responses were
for more (or improved) seating in and around the park, more accessible footpaths to and from the park,
and more (or improved) lighting in and around the park. Additionally, there could be more (or improved)
pedestrian crossing points to and from the park, mobility parking spaces, accessibility ramps and
handrails, and more accessible signage (e.g., with larger fonts, braille, Te Reo translations, etc.).
To bring our cultures and stories to life in Bothamley Park, many responses suggested signs/boards at key
points (such as park entrances) and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area and/or
share info about local flora/fauna. These could be complemented and extended by online storytelling and
promotion (e.g., with use of QR codes). A number of other responses suggested artworks or other
opportunities for cultural expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists. Others suggested
that indigenous or historic and/or cultural planting initiatives could be used to help tell stories in the
park. Whether it’s signs/boards, artworks, plantings or any other culture-sharing/story-telling initiatives,
responses underscored the importance of developing these in partnership with local iwi and mana
whenua, and through engaging or collaborating with Pacific peoples, the wider community, local schools
and children. Increasing the park’s capacity to host storytelling sessions, events and/or festivals would also be
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a positive way to share cultures and stories. For example, there could be sheltered picnic areas (including
hangi/umu pits, or perhaps resembling a Samoan fale) around the park.

When queried about any special places that need protection while work to replace the wastewater pipe
in Bothamley Pipe is underway over the next couple of years, most responses said the stream and
associated stream life, waterways and wetlands should be protected. Others said that all of Bothamley
Park should be protected; there should be minimal intrusion to vegetation, the natural environment and
wildlife while work is happening. Some others mentioned the community harvest areas needing
protection. Also important to those who responded was protection of the popular weekly Parkrun event;
efforts should be made to ensure it can continue while work is happening.
To reduce the disruption for people who use Bothamley Park while the wastewater pipe is being
replaced, responses said that tracks (for walking/running/cycling) throughout the park should remain
usable; or, if this is not possible for sections of track, then new/temporary alternatives need to be
provided with clear signage. Other responses underscored the importance of good, proactive, regular
communication with the local community and users of Bothamley Park. A range of tools could be useful
for doing so, such as social media, newsletters, local newspaper, notices, signs, health and safety
advisories, etc. Similarly, careful planning and consultation with the local community about how best to
schedule, stage and/or stagger the works is crucial. This is to maintain park access by avoiding high-use
days/times, avoiding events, and minimising the length of time works are underway.

15.2 Summary of feedback for Cannons Creek Park
In response to Kāinga Ora’s call for feedback via a public survey about three connected public parks in
Porirua, Cannons Creek Park received 94 responses, 7 (7%) of which were on behalf of a group (including
Corrina School, Cancer Society Wellington Division, Wellington Rotuman Group and Friends of Cannon
Creek). The majority (73%) of participants providing feedback on Cannons Creek Park were aged 30-64
years; 15% of participants were under 20 years, 4% were 20-29 years, and 4% were over the age of 65
years. 24% of responses about Cannons Park came from those identifying as Māori, 73% as Pacific
peoples, 32% as New Zealand European (or Pākehā), 3% as Asian, and 8% as ‘other’ or preferring not to
say. 7% of responses about Cannons Creek Park specify having a long-term disability or health condition
affecting them.
The most prevalent uses of Cannons Creek Park are for individual and group exercise or recreation
(particularly group sports, but also walking and cycling). 73% of responses indicate using the park for
these purposes. Responses indicating use of Cannons Creek Park for family gatherings and meeting up
with friends are both higher than the average for all three parks, suggesting that this is a relative strength
of the park which could be built on. Creekfest has been a popular weekly event, and a number of
responses ask for it to be held again. The park is also used and supported by a number of school/children
groups in the area, so any efforts to support or enhance these groups’ use of the park for play, education,
restoration, etc. will be of significant benefit to the community.
A number of responses to the survey also indicate Cannons Creek Park as an important part of
commuting or other walking and cycling routes through Porirua (particularly for access to Bothamley
Park, nearby shops, and connecting walkways); upgrading, maintaining and improving linkages between
tracks within and to/from the park will not only support the popular individual and group exercise
activities, but also enhance the local transport network and its accessibility for those living in and using
the area.
As specified by participants, the most significant reason why Cannons Creek Park is not used by some (or
not used more often) is because it does not accommodate a wide enough variety of uses. While many
people love playing in or otherwise using the park’s fields, some others perceive of the park as lacking
infrastructure or amenity to support more diverse activities. Another important reason for non-use is the
perception or experience that (like Bothamley Park) Cannons Creek Park is unpleasant or impractical to
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use in poor weather (particularly after it rains). Responses indicate boggy or muddy fields being
problematic. A smaller subset of responses to this question indicate non-use of Cannons Creek Park due
to it feeling unsafe.
Like Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park is accessed primarily by active travel modes: participants using
footpaths (for walking, or using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.) or cycling. Less common, but still
prevalent is access by car/van/truck either as a driver or as a passenger. Public transport is not a common
mode of travel to/from the park.
Participants love playing sports on Cannon Creek Park’s fields (including the cricket oval and pitch) and
otherwise enjoying the big, wide open spaces it offers. They also love the walking/cycling tracks, but
would like to see some improvements made particularly to the linkages around fields and to other
destinations accessed via the park. The changing/toilet facilities are also indicated as an important
amenity within the park.
To improve, increase and/or diversify uses of Cannons Creek Park, many responses indicated the need for
more and/or improved facilities, particularly a playground for children and nearby family-friendly facilities
(including seating, sheltered areas and water stations). Also significant were responses indicating the
need for the fields to be upgraded and/or better maintained, so as to prevent them from becoming
soggy, muddy and unusable in the event of rain or wet winter days. Like Bothamley Park, improvements
to and better maintenance of the walking/cycling tracks are also needed, as well as better ongoing
maintenance throughout the park (especially of the changing/toilet facilities, rubbish and illegal
dumping). Also needed are safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental Design)
considerations – including more or better lighting – so as to improve perceptions and experiences of the
park as a safe place to spend time alone or with others, including children. Other improvements should
also include continued planting and restoration efforts.
To improve the accessibility of Cannons Creek Park, the top three improvements indicated in responses
were for more (or improved) seating in and around the park, more accessible footpaths to and from the
park, and more (or improved) lighting in and around the park. Additionally, there could be more (or
improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park, mobility parking spaces, accessibility ramps
and handrails, and more accessible signage (e.g., with larger fonts, braille, Te Reo translations, etc.).
To bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Park, many responses suggested artworks or
other opportunities for cultural expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists. Some others
suggested signs/boards at key points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area
and/or share info about local flora/fauna, potentially complemented and extended by online storytelling
and promotion (e.g., with use of QR codes). Others suggested that indigenous or historic and/or cultural
planting initiatives could be used to help tell stories in the park. Whether it’s artworks, signs/boards,
plantings or any other culture-sharing/story-telling initiatives, responses underscored the importance of
developing these in partnership with local iwi and mana whenua, and through engaging or collaborating
with the full diversity of local communities and residents, including local sports clubs/teams, Pacific
peoples, local schools and children. Increasing the park’s capacity to host storytelling sessions, events
and/or festivals would also be a positive way to share cultures and stories. For example, there could be
sheltered picnic areas (including hangi/umu pits, or perhaps resembling a Samoan fale) around the park.
When queried about the idea of introducing a wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park to help
manage stormwater in Porirua, a large majority of responses (70%) supported the idea. Many responses
give suggestions on how the wetland could be achieved, and a number of responses indicate the
participant being unsure or needing more information.
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15.3 Summary of feedback for Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve
In response to Kāinga Ora’s call for feedback via a public survey about three connected public parks in
Porirua, Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve received 78 responses, 6 (8%) of which were on behalf of a group
(including Corrina School, Cancer Society Wellington Division, Wellington Rotuman Group, Friends of
Cannon Creek, Nature School NZ Trust and a preschool in Waitangirua). The majority (89%) of
participants providing feedback on Cannons Creek Park were aged 30-64 years; only 2% of participants
were under 20 years, 4% were 20-29 years, and 4% were over the age of 65 years. 22% of responses
about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve came from those identifying as Māori, 41% as Pacific peoples, 46% as
New Zealand European (or Pākehā), 2% as Asian, and 6% as ‘other’ or preferring not to say. 9% of
responses about Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve specify having a long-term disability or health condition
affecting them.
The most prevalent use of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is for individual exercise or recreation (including
walking and cycling, particularly walking along the boardwalk surrounding the lake or ‘duck pond’). 43%
of responses indicate using the park for such purposes. Unlike the other two parks, group exercise or
recreation (such as sports) is not very popular (only 10% of responses indicated this as a way in which
they use the reserve). Other uses of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve include for walking dogs or pets and
for children to play. Less common uses are for family gatherings (6%) or meeting up with friends (6%).
There may be barriers to such uses occurring more often, including a lack of access, feelings of safety
and/or supportive infrastructure or amenities (such as covered BBQ and seating areas, toilets, etc.).
The reserve is also used and supported by some school/children groups in the area, so (as with the other
two parks) any efforts to support or enhance these groups’ use of the park for play, education,
restoration, etc. will be of significant benefit to the community.
Some responses to the survey also indicate Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve as an important part of way of
accessing other areas, particularly Belmont Regional Park. Maintaining and improving linkages between
tracks within and to/from the reserve will not only support the popular individual and group exercise
activities, but also enhance the local transport and recreational network.
As specified by participants, the most significant reasons why Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is not used by
some (or not used more often) are because (like Bothamley Park) it feels unsafe and/or it is unpleasant or
impractical to use in poor weather. The reserve suffers from a dirty lake or ‘duck pond’ with poor water
quality and a foul odour; rubbish dumping; and being poorly lit during winter, early mornings or evenings.
Like Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park, Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve is accessed primarily by
active travel modes: participants using footpaths (for walking, or using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.)
or cycling. Less common, but still prevalent is access by car/van/truck either as a driver or as a passenger.
No participants indicated accessing the reserve by public transport.
Even though it needs cleaning and improved maintenance, participants love the lake or ‘duck pond’ and
surrounding wetland area with boardwalk. They also love the network of walking/cycling tracks
throughout the reserve, including its connectivity to Belmont Regional Park. Many love simply being in
nature and surrounded by native trees – particularly the Kahikatea and Kōwhai trees – in the reserve.
To improve, increase and/or diversify uses of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, the most significant amount
of responses had to do with the need for safety or CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design) considerations – including more or better lighting – so as to improve perceptions and experiences
of the park as a safe place to spend time alone or with others, including children. Also of high importance
is the need to improve water quality of the lake or ‘duck pond’, including stopping sewage from
overflowing and the foul odour that accompanies this. And like the other two parks, improvements to
and better maintenance of the walking/cycling tracks are also needed (including effective drainage,
mitigation of flooding/erosion, regrading, smoothing and widening in places for access), as well as better
ongoing maintenance throughout the reserve (especially of rubbish and weeds). Other improvements
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should also include continued planting and restoration efforts, and possibly more sheltered picnic or BBQ
areas.
To improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, participants
reiterated the need for better ongoing monitoring and maintenance, so as to ensure that rubbish, weeds
and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. They also reiterated that improvements need to be
made to the water quality of the lake or ‘duck pond’ and surrounding wetland areas. Similar to
Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve could also benefit from supporting and building on
planting/restoration efforts that are already being undertaken by volunteers and school groups; as well
as from educating and working with locals to understand the environmental impacts of everyday actions
(such as littering), and to learn about the history and importance of the area (including mana whenua
values and stewardship of the land).
To improve the accessibility of Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, the top three improvements indicated in
responses were for more (or improved) seating in and around the park, more accessible footpaths to and
from the park, and more (or improved) lighting in and around the park. Additionally, there could be more
(or improved) pedestrian crossing points to and from the park, mobility parking spaces, accessibility
ramps and handrails, and more accessible signage (e.g., with larger fonts, braille, Te Reo translations,
etc.).
To bring our cultures and stories to life in Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve, many responses suggested
signs/boards at key points and along the tracks to share stories, provide history of the area and/or share
info about local flora/fauna. These could be complemented and extended by online storytelling and
promotion (e.g., with use of QR codes). A number of other responses suggested artworks or other
opportunities for cultural expression, particularly with the involvement of local artists. Others suggested
that indigenous or historic and/or cultural planting initiatives could be used to help tell stories in the
park. Whether it’s signs/boards, artworks, plantings or any other culture-sharing/story-telling initiatives,
responses underscored the importance of developing these in partnership with local iwi and mana
whenua, and through engaging or collaborating with Pacific peoples, the wider community, local schools
and children. Increasing the reserve’s capacity to host storytelling sessions, events and/or festivals would also
be a positive way to share cultures and stories. For example, there could be sheltered picnic areas (including
hangi/umu pits, or perhaps resembling a Samoan fale) around the reserve.

15.4 Recommendations
As part of the development of Porirua and in undertaking improvements to water infrastructure and
amenity in three connected public parks – Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes
Reserve – Kāinga Ora (in partnership with Porirua City Council and Ngāti Toa Rangitira) have a
responsibility to heed the feedback received via a public survey and summarised in this report.
Feedback strongly supports the need and desire for improvements to water infrastructure across the
three parks – including replacement of the wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park and introduction of a
wetland at the bottom of Cannons Creek Park to help manage stormwater in Porirua, but also
improvements to and/or ongoing monitoring/maintenance of water quality (including the prevention and
removal of any rubbish getting into the water). Those undertaking works to achieve these improvements
should be mindful of protecting special places and minimising disruption while these works are
underway, aiming for minimal intrusion to natural flora and fauna, harvest areas, tracks/access and the
important Parkrun event. Good, proactive, regular communication with the local community and park
users, as well as careful planning and consultation with the local community about how best to schedule,
stage and/or stagger the works is crucial. This is to maintain park access by avoiding high-use days/times,
avoiding events, and minimising length of time works are underway.
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Feedback also suggests that any improvements to the parks need to support and/or enhance their most
prevalent uses – such as group exercise or recreation (including sports) and for individual exercise or
recreation (including walking, cycling and swimming) – but also support emerging uses or those
important to certain groups within the wider community (such as events/festivals, children’s play and
learning, including school/children programmes, walking pets, meeting up with friends, and spending
time with family).
Significantly, any improvements to the parks should seek to upgrade, maintain and improve linkages
between tracks throughout the parks. This will not only support the popular individual and group exercise
activities, but also enhance the local transport and recreation network, as many participants mentioned
the important role the parks and their tracks play in commuting and/or connecting to the wider
pedestrian/cycle network. This is underscored by the fact that all three parks are accessed primarily by
active travel modes: participants using footpaths (for walking, or using scooters, mobility scooters, etc.)
or cycling.
Any improvements should also look to support and increase capacity for the parks to host cultural, social,
recreational and educational events.
To improve park usage, safety and accessibility must be addressed comprehensively as a priority. This
means improving better maintaining the walking/cycling tracks (including effective drainage, mitigation
of flooding/erosion, regrading, smoothing and widening in places for access); better ongoing monitoring,
management and maintenance throughout the parks; dealing with rubbish and sewage, illegal vehicles
and roaming dogs; improving the lighting, and improving the facilities (including toilets, bins, sheltered
picnic/BBQ areas, seating and water stations). This also means ensuring that all three parks can be used
for a multitude of reasons and by a multitude of users, including children/youth and school/educational
groups.
To improve the health of the land, water, plants and wildlife in all three parks, improvements need to be
made to the water quality of the stream and lake or ‘duck pond’ (including stopping sewage from
overflowing). And again, better ongoing monitoring and maintenance are needed, so as to ensure that
rubbish, weeds and other problems are dealt with and mitigated. Kāinga Ora (in partnership with Porirua
City Council and Ngāti Toa Rangitira) have an important opportunity here to help educate and work with
locals to understand the environmental impacts of everyday actions (such as littering), and to learn about
the history and importance of the area (including mana whenua values and stewardship of the land).
Similarly, there is an opportunity to support and build on native planting/restoration efforts already
underway by volunteers and school groups.
To improve their accessibility, all three parks require more (or improved) seating, more accessible
footpaths, and more (or improved) lighting. Additionally, there could be more (or improved) pedestrian
crossing points, mobility parking spaces, accessibility ramps and handrails, and more accessible signage
(e.g., with larger fonts, braille, Te Reo translations, etc.).
To bring our cultures and stories to life in the three parks, Kāinga Ora (in partnership with Porirua City
Council and Ngāti Toa Rangitira) have a responsibility to partner with local iwi and mana whenua, and
engage or collaborate with Pacific peoples, the wider community, local schools and children. Such
partnerships, engagements and collaborations may result in meaningful interventions, such as
signs/boards at key points and along the tracks, artworks, indigenous planting initiatives, or storytelling
sessions, events and/or festivals.

During Round 2 of engagement and in response to the Draft Landscape Plan, it will be important to
ensure participants from all age groups (particularly children/youth), all ethnicities (particularly Māori
and Pacific peoples) and of all abilities (particularly those with a long-term disability or health condition)
are effectively recruited and are able to give their feedback in a meaningful way.
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Introduction
Overview and aim
Porirua Development is a partnership between Kāinga Ora Ngāti Toa Rangatira (Ngāti Toa) and Porirua City
Council. Porirua Development will see over 2,000 new homes and another 2,000 existing homes upgraded
bringing more home ownership opportunities, deliver new jobs and business opportunities for locals while also
attracting new people to move to Porirua.
But, Porirua Development is so much more than building warm, dry and healthy homes. It’s about creating a
resilient and happy community where families can thrive – from this generation to the next .The programme
encompasses the total wellbeing of the area, from its people through to its roads; waterways and reserves.
As part of the Government’s commitment to the Porirua Development, Minister Woods, alongside strategic
partner’s Ngāti Toa and Porirua City Council announced the Government will be allocating $136 million of the
Housing Acceleration Fund to the Porirua Development. This funding will enable the construction of a new water
tank (reservoir), wetland, and a new sewage pipe through Bothamley Park.
To support the consent application, Porirua Development sought community feedback in order to create a draft
Parks Landscape plan that would set the direction on how we could enhance amenity offered in: Bothamley
Park, Cannons Creek Park, and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve; three parks linked by the same catchment area.
Between September and December we held two rounds of community engagement to learn more about how
they and our partners thought the three parks could be enhanced, as well as their thoughts on the proposed
water infrastructure upgrades in the parks.
Engagement with Ngāti Toa has been held separate to this wider community engagement and is ongoing. The
information provided by Ngāti Toa to date is largely aligned to the communities aspirations, reconnecting iwi
with the place, improving water quality to mitigate downstream effects on Te Awarua o Porirua/ Porirua
Harbour and habitat revitalisation.
Reported here are findings from round two of this community engagement, undertaken during between 16
November and 13 December 2021. Round one consisted of an online public survey, working within the
limitations of the Covid-19 restrictions at that time, and associated promotional campaign (to recruit for survey
participants). One workshop was held with a local school who had completed the survey and invited Kāinga Ora
to discuss this project with students.
Findings from Round one will be used by Porirua Development to help inform a draft Parks Landscape Plan and
design concepts for proposed water infrastructure improvements.
The purpose of the round two engagement was to share the findings from the round one engagement with the
community and to check in that we have heard them correctly, and to understand what’s most important to
them. It was intended that this round would have a combination of in-person workshops as well as online
sessions. However this engagement round was predominantly online in response to community group feedback.
Due to Covid-19, many groups preferred to engage online and were therefore sent a survey. There were inperson sessions held with two primary schools, observing strict Health and Safety (H & S) protocols and Covid19 guidelines. Responses from these sessions were entered into the questionnaire by Kāinga Ora after the event.
There was also a low key presence in Bothamley and Cannons Creek Parks one Saturday to coincide with
community sports activity. Some of those that we engaged with at this engagement then completed the online
survey.
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Findings from Round one of Community engagement
The survey was open from early September to early October 2021, and was completed by 231 participants. It
aimed to understand how the community currently use each space and their aspirations for the parks. The
responses showed that the most prevalent uses of the three parks are for group exercise or recreation (including
sports), and for individual exercise or recreation (including walking, cycling and swimming).
A number of responses to the survey also indicated that all three parks are an important part of commuting or
other walking and cycling routes through Porirua. The three parks are also important for hosting events and
festivals (such as Parkrun or Creekfest), and for school/children programmes (such Enviroschools, Nature Play,
Bush Sprouts, etc.).
The most significant reasons why the parks are not used by some (or not used more often) are because they feel
unsafe and/or they are unpleasant or impractical to use in poor weather, or because they do not accommodate
a wide enough variety of uses. The parks suffer from overflowing wastewater pipes and muddy or eroding tracks;
poor water quality and associated odours; rubbish dumping; a recent history of attacks; being poorly lit during
winter, early mornings or evenings; a lack of shelter and seating; having some relatively poor sightlines or areas
for entrapment; and being used by unauthorised vehicles (such as motorcycles or dirt bikes) and stray or roaming
dogs.
More detail of the findings are available in the full report ‘Porirua Development Parks Project – Draft Landscape
Plan Community Engagement – Findings from Round one’, 5 November 2021, prepared by the University of
Otago.

Round two survey questions
Participants in the survey were given the following information and asked the following questions.
“When you complete this survey, your details will remain anonymous at all times. The information you provide
will be used to inform the draft Parks Landscape Plan for Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park, and Cannons
Creek Lakes Reserve, and the design concepts for proposed water infrastructure improvements.
The community told us that the environment, access and pathways, safety and park activities are important. In
addition, that cultural identity and practices should be reflected through the parks. What we would like to know
now is: have we heard you correctly, have we missed anything and what is most important to you?”
We have grouped the responses into five key themes. These reflect the issues that you/the community have
raised and helps us to identify and prioritise what improvements can be made to the parks. Please tick all boxes
that you agree with. Do you think there are any themes missing?







Environment and waterways
Access and pathways
Safety
Facilities and activities
Identity and education
Other

If you answered 'other' in the previous question, please let us know what theme(s) that you do not agree with,
or if there is a theme(s) missing, please comment below.
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To help us design and plan for the three parks, we’d like to understand what is most important to you.
Please either drag and drop the following, or use the drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and
5 being lower.






Environment and waterways
Access and pathways
Safety
Facilities and activities
Identity and education

Within each of the 5 themes, we want to understand a bit more about what’s important to you.
1. Environment and waterways.
Opportunities to improve this can include the following. Please either drag and drop the following, or use the
drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and 6 being lower.







Staged removal of some of the pine trees that are in poor condition, shading houses, and to open views
through the park
Plant more native trees and vegetation
Replace leaking wastewater pipes to improve stream water quality
Improve water quality for recreation, plants and wildlife
Support regular community clean ups to reduce rubbish in the parks
Provide educational opportunities about plants, wildlife and caring for our environment

2. Access and pathways.
Opportunities to improve this can include the following. Please either drag and drop the following, or use the
drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and 3 being lower.




Improve existing entrances and existing paths so that they are in good condition.
Create new entrances and paths within the parks for recreation and to connect surrounding neighbourhoods
Install new signage within each park to help you find your way around

3. Facilities and activities.
Opportunities to improve these can include the following. Please either drag and drop the following, or use the
drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and 7 being lower.








Shelters to rest, gather and provide shade and protection from the weather
More usable spaces to gather and for events
Public toilets
BBQ areas
Seating
Bike maintenance stations
Play/nature play
4. Safety
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Opportunities to improve this can include the following. Please either drag and drop the following, or use the
drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and 4 being lower.





Discourage motorbikes from travelling through the parks
Improve lighting in areas where it is safe to use after dark and/or and where there are facilities
Improve water quality for recreation and kai moana in specific locations
Provide better water management solutions for when it rains

5. Identity and education
Opportunities to improve this can include the following. Please either drag and drop the following, or use the
drop down box to rank the themes, with 1 being high and 6 being lower.







Enable cultural practices, in specific areas, such as mahinga kai (food harvesting) (garden, cultivation, foodgathering place) rongoā (traditional herbal remedies) and raranga (creating places to weave).
Story-telling signage in the parks to share history, culture and identities of the area
‘Mobile Storytelling’ for example, an app on your phone that could provide you with information and videos
about the park and community while you travel through the park
Shelters at key points in the park that combine information about the parks and the community with a place
to gather and rest
Signage at entrances to the parks that provide information about the park and the community
Art within the park by local artists

Regarding the wastewater pipe replacement, what do you think of this proposal? Please tell us the good things
you like, or bad things you seek to have changed. You can read about the proposal here
Is there anything else you would like to share with us?
Did you complete the first parks survey in September- October this year? (Y/N)
What age bracket do you fall into?
 Under 15 years
 15-19 years
 20-29 years
 30-39 years
 40-49 years
 50-64 years
 65-74 years
 75+ years
Which ethnic group(s) do you belong to? (tick as many boxes as apply)
 Māori
 Samoan
 Cook Island Māori
 Tokelauan
 Tongan
 Niuean
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Fijian
Tuvaluan
Pākehā
New Zealand European
Other
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Executive summary
The purpose of the round two engagement was to report back to the community on the outcome of
the round one engagement; to check that we have correctly understood what they told us; check if
there was anything else they want to tell us; and to help identify what’s most important to them. This
information will then be used to budget, stage and design the parks.
There were 98 responses to the survey. To understand who we reached for the parks engagement,
participants were asked if they participated in the round one engagement, For 63.5% (61 participants)
of round two participants, this was their first time engaging on the Parks Project. Combined with
participants from round one engagement, a total of 292 participants have engaged with us on this
project.
The majority (51%) of participants were aged 39 or younger. Significantly, 37% were aged under 15
which is a big improvement for this demographic which was identified as an important demographic
for round two. Of the 98 participants, 58 provided the ethnicity that they identify with. 82% (36) identify
as New Zealand European or Pākehā, with 25% (18) identifying as Pacific Peoples, and 18% (10) identify
as Māori. Further engagement with Ngāti Toa is planned.
The five themes identified from feedback in the first round of engagement are as follows: access and
pathways; environment and waterways; safety; facilities and activities; and identity and education.
Participants were asked if they agreed with these themes and if there was anything missing. The
support for each theme was very high, ranging from 67% to 87.5%. The theme identified by 50% of
participants as most important was ‘environment and waterways’, followed by ‘safety’, with 28%. This
is also reflective of the two themes that are most important to Māori participants.
To help inform the funding, staging and improvements for the parks upgrades, participants were asked
to rank the improvement opportunities identified for each theme.
For improvements to ‘environment and waterways’, 47% of respondents identified ‘replacing the
leaking wastewater pipe to improve stream quality’ as most important. This is also reflective of what’s
most important to Māori participants with 50% identifying the pipe replacement as most important.
Regarding improvements to ‘access and pathways’ 58% of participants identified ‘improve existing
entrances and existing paths so that they are in good condition’ as most important, compared to 21%
ranking ‘create new entrances and paths within the parks for recreation’. This likely reflects the desire
to see a focus on the existing pathways being improved before new ones are added.
Although ‘facilities and activities’ were identified as having a lower level of importance than
environmental improvements, 79% participants agreed that it was a theme that needs to be addressed.
Of the responses, 83% ranked ‘shelters to rest, gather and provide shade and protection from the
weather’ as being most important, or second or third most important. Toilets were identified as most
important by 35% of participants, and a further 15% identified it as second or third most important.
Toilets were also mentioned numerous times in the comments as being needed. ‘Seating’, ‘more usable
spaces’ also featured highly in the top three most important facilities.
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‘Safety’ was identified as being an important theme to participants. Of the four opportunities for
improvements to safety, 40% ranked ‘discourage motorbikes from travelling through the parks’ as
being most important. This was also most important to Māori participants. Additional comments were
also made concerning this issue. 52% identified lighting as being most important, or second most
important.
Respondents were given a list of six opportunities that could help improve ‘identity and education’, the
three most important were ‘story-telling signage in the parks to share history, culture and identities of
the area’ (78% ranked in top three most important) ‘enable cultural practices, in specific areas, such as
mahinga kai (food harvesting) (garden, cultivation, food-gathering place) rongoā (traditional herbal
remedies) and raranga (creating places to weave)’ (72% ranked in top three most important), and
‘shelters at key points in the park that combine information about the parks and the community with
a place to gather and rest’ (52% ranked in top three most important). Those ranked least important
were ‘mobile story-telling for example, an app on your phone’ and ‘signage at entrances to the parks
that provide information about the park and the community.’
Given the concerns raised in the first round of engagement around regular flooding, poor water quality,
rubbish dumping and safety concerns, it is understandable that fixing these are what’s most important
to the community. They want to see the wastewater pipe replaced to improve stream quality, existing
paths improved, more native trees and vegetation, and motorbikes no longer using the parks.
We know from the first round of engagement that the community loves these parks and want to use
them (more). Fixing these issues will make the parks more usable. Facilities and activities, identity and
education are also important to the community as these have been identified as two of the five themes
from round one engagement, and delivering on the opportunities identified for these will certainly
increase the popularity and usability of each park.
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Survey Participants
Recruitment
Recruitment of survey participants was led by Kāinga Ora and involved a promotional campaign
commencing from 6 September 2021. Participants are from the wider Porirua community and are
generally users of Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and/or Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. Through
Porirua Development’s communication channels – which include targeted emails, invitations asking
people to participate and share with their networks, website updates and Facebook posts – efforts have
been made to recruit local iwi, youth, members of the pan-Pacific community, former refugees and
new migrants, and members of the accessibility community1.

Overview and demographics
There were a total of 98 participants who completed the survey in round two. The following summary
provides an overview of the demographics of participants in round two of this engagement with the
online survey.

Age of participants
Of the 98 participants in the survey, 92 responded to this question. Most fall into the under 15, followed
by 40-49, and 50-64 years age groups. Significantly, 34 response (37%) were under 15 years old
compared to 9% of the first round of engagement. An intentional drive to increase participation of this
demographic was made for this round of engagement which included a visit to two local primary
schools to go through the survey questions with students, which were then entered into the
questionnaire after the event. There were no responses from the 15-19 year age bracket. Of the Māori
participants, 50% are aged 0-29 years, and 50% aged 40-64 years. The breakdown of age groups across
all round two participants are summarised in the table below.

1

Our Te Kurutao Senior Advisor contacted local iwi, and our Pacific Advisor contacted members of the pan-Pacific
community and church youth groups on behalf of the Parks Project. We also contacted the local college and Te Roopu
tiaki Rangatahi to recruit youth participants; Porirua Multicultural Council, English Language Partners Porirua and
Changemakers, to recruit former refugee and new migrant participants; and, Vaka Tautua, Oasis Café and Disabled
Persons Assembly to recruit members of the accessibility community
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Ethnicity of participants
Of the 56 of the 98 that responded to this question, 50% identify as New Zealand European, 32.1% as
Pākehā, 25 % Pacific Peoples, and 17.9% Māori. Further engagement with Ngāti Toa is planned. The
table below gives more detail:
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Participation in round one and round two Engagement
Respondents were asked if they had participated in round one of the engagement. Of those
respondents, 36.5% responded that they did, and 63.5% responded that they did not. Having such a
significant number of first time respondents to the round two survey has helped the overall reach of
this engagement activity.
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Round two survey Responses
The five key themes
Feedback from the first round of engagement was grouped into five key themes, reflecting the issues
raised by the community. We asked if they agreed with these themes and if there was anything missing.
The support for each theme was very high, ranging from 67% to 87.5%. Comments added to these were
around agreement with all of these, and the desire for public toilets to be included and commuting
connections/links. The table below shows the breakdown.
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Order of Importance of the five themes
Participants were provided with the five themes and asked to rank them in order of importance. The
‘environment and waterways’ was ranked 1 - most important by 50% of respondents, with ‘safety’
being most important to 28% of respondents. ‘Access and pathways’ which was ranked most important
by 15% of respondents. Less than 10 respondents (6%) identified ‘facilities and activities’ or ‘identity
and education’ as being most important. Within these results, 60% of Māori participants also identified
‘environment and waterways’ as most important, with safety second most important (30%) and ‘access
and pathways’ third most important (10%).
I M P O R TA N C E O F E A C H T H E M E
Environment and waterways

Access and pathways

Safety

Facilities and activities

Identity and education

70%
58%

60%
50%
50%
41%

41%

40%
30%

25%

24%
19%

20%
20%

21%

16%

13%14%

10%

32%

30%

28%

14%
11%12%

7% 7%

6%

7%

0%

0%

3%

0%
1

2

3

4

5

Participants were then asked questions related to each of these themes to better understand their
priorities.

Environment and waterways
Respondents were given six opportunities that could help improve the environment and waterways,
and were asked to rank their importance, with one being high importance and five being low. Of the
responses from Māori participants, 40% ranked ‘replacing the leaking wastewater pipe to improve
stream quality’ as most important, with 47% (45 responses) of total participants ranking it most
important. This was followed by ‘planting more native trees and vegetation’ as being most important
to 23% (22 responses) of all participants.
Of the 6 opportunities the two that ranked as least important (sixth were ‘provide educational
opportunities about plants, wildlife and caring for our environment’ that was ranked 6th by 49% or
respondents and ‘staged removal of some of the pine trees…’ ranked sixth by 39% of respondents. Also
ranked low was ‘support more regular community clean ups to reduce rubbish in the parks’, where one
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respondent ranked it most important, compared to 71 respondents ranking it fourth or fifth (74%). The
table below shows how these opportunities were ranked.
This was the most important to respondents
with 65% ranking it as most important or
second most important.

Planting more native trees and vegetation was
ranked most important to 23% of respondents.

Staged removal of some pine trees was not
considered the most important, almost 40% of
respondents considered it to be least
important

Improving water quality was second most
important to 39% of respondents, and the top
three most important for 82% of respondents

Although the rubbish in the parks is a concern
to users, the opportunity to support more
regular community clean ups was not
considered important to respondents, with
68% ranking it second least important or least
important.
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Providing educational opportunities was not ranked
as important as the other opportunities, but it was a
theme in the open ended responses from a number
of respondents. This highlights the importance of
the physical works to improve the park itself.

Access and pathways
Respondents were given three opportunities that could help improve access and pathways, and were
asked to rank their importance, with one being high importance and three being low. Of the responses,
‘improve existing entrances and existing paths so that they are in good condition’ was ranked most
important by 58% of all participants and by 70% of Māori participants, compared to 21% of all
participants ranking ‘create new entrances and paths within the parks for recreation…’ as most
important, and a further 21% ranking ‘install new signage with each park…’ as most important. It is very
close between these two for second and third most/least important.
Improving existing entrances and paths was most
important to the majority (58%) of respondents

Installing new signage was identified as most
important to 21% of respondents.

Creating new entrances and paths was identified
as least important by 45% of respondents with
improving the existing ones being more
important.
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Facilities and activities
Respondents were given a list of seven opportunities that could help improve facilities and activities,
and were asked to rank their importance, with one being high importance and seven being low. Of the
responses, 83% ranked ‘shelters to rest, gather and provide shade…’ as being most important, or
second or third most important. Public toilets were ranked most important by 35% of participants.
‘seating’, ‘more usable spaces’ also featured highly in the top three most important. ‘Bike maintenance
stations’ were ranked seventh, least important by 60% of respondents. ‘BBQ areas’ was also ranked as
less important.
For Māori participants, the following three received the same amount of votes as most important (three
each): public toilets, seating and shelters. This was followed by ‘improve lighting’, and ‘better water
management’ where these were identified by two participants as being most important.
The need for public toilets was also raised a number
of times in the qualitative feedback received. This
was identified as most important by 35% of
respondents.

Similar to the number identifying public toilets as
most important, 33% identified shelter to rest as
most important. This was the top three most
important to 83% of respondents, compared to 51%
of respondents identifying public toilets as their top
three most important.

Although the need for play/nature play was also
mentioned in the qualitative feedback provided,
it was only identified as most important by 15%
of respondents. Almost a quarter of respondents
identified it as fourth most important.
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Comparing

Seating

with

Play/Nature

play,

although more respondents identified Play/Nature
play as more important of the two, 59% identified
Seating in their top three most important
compared to 40% identifying Play/Nature play as
their top three most important.

Of the respondents, 55% identified more usable
space in their top three most important. Only 6%
identified it as most important.

Bike maintenance stations did not rate highly in
the top five most important, with 50% identifying
it as the least important.

BBQ areas was not rated most important by any
respondents, and 48% ranked it 6th most
important.

Safety
Respondents were given a list of four opportunities that could help improve safety, and were asked to
rank their importance, with 1 being high importance and four being low. Of the responses, 40% ranked
‘discourage motorbikes from travelling through the parks’ as being most important. This was the same
for Māori participants where 40% identified this issues as most important, along with improving water
quality (40%). 21% of overall participants identified ‘improve water quality…’ as most important, and a
further 21% identified ‘provide better water management solutions for when it rains’ as most
important. ‘Improving lighting in areas…’ was most important to 17% of all participants.
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Motorbikes travelling through the parks has been
highlighted as an issue. This is reflected in this
being ranked most important by 40% of
respondents and a further 22% identified it as
second most important.

Improving water quality was identified as most
important or second most important by 48% of
respondents compared to 38% identifying
providing better water management for when it
rains as most important or second most
important.

Providing better water management solutions for
when it rains was ranked most important for 21%
of respondents, compared to 18% identifying
improving lighting as most important. However,
looking at the percentage of respondents that
ranked these most or second most important,
Improving lighting is more important, which was
52%, with 38% for the water management.
Improving lighting was ranked most important by
the least amount of respondents, with 18%
identifying this as most important, compared to
40% for addressing the motorbikes travelling
through the park. However, an additional 34%
ranked it as second most important which is a
total of 52%, which is close to the 62% that
identified the motorbikes as most or second most
important.

Identity and education
Participants were given a list of six opportunities that could help improve ‘identity and education’, and
were asked to rank their importance, with 1 being high importance and 6 being low. Of the responses,
the three most important were ‘story-telling signage…’ (78% ranked in top three most important)
‘enable cultural practices…’ (72% ranked in top three most important), and ‘shelters at key points..’
(52% ranked in top three most important). Those ranked least important were ‘mobile story-telling…’
and ‘signage at entrances…’ For Māori participants ‘enable cultural practices was identified as most
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important by 40%, with story-telling signage at 30%, and mobile storytelling being most important for
20%.
Enabling cultural practices in specific areas
was identified by 35% of respondents as
being most important. Combining this with
second and third most important, this was
72% of respondents, slightly lower than 78%
identifying story-telling signage as top three
most important (23% identified this as most
important).

Story telling signage was identified in the top
three

most

important

by

78%

of

respondents, with 23% of respondents
identifying it as most important.

A fifth of respondents (21%) identified
Shelters at key points as most important. It
was in the top three for 54% of respondents.

Signage at entrances to the park was
identified as less important than storytelling
signage and shelters with 30% identifying it
as top three most important compared to
over 70% for storytelling signage and
shelter.
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Mobile storytelling was identified as the
least important and second least important
by 59% of respondents. Just 6% identified it
as most important.

Art within the park was only identified by 2%
of respondents as most important, with a
further 32% identifying it in their top three
most important.

Replacement of wastewater pipes
Respondents were asked what they thought about the replacement of wastewater pipes, asking them
to tell us the good things, or bad things they’d like to see changed. All comments were supportive of
the replacement. Some of the additional comments made are below:
“Glad you are moving the pipe away from the stream as much as possible. Also glad you are proposing
to upgrade the park at the same time”.
“It's something that needs to be done, should've been done long time ago. For me it's important that
Bothamley Park can stay open while this is being done so we can continue walking, running and biking
here. We use it several times a week and I would love if Parkrun can keep on going”.
“Plans need to minimise impact on the native bush flora and fauna, and not disrupt the park users too
much.”
“I think special attention should be paid to the open cut trenching areas to ensure further damage to
stream doesn’t happen. It’s not clear if some of the existing pipe crossings will be removed. I hope they
will: I support the project because it will help with the water quality.”
“This is essential. The wastewater/sewage that discharges into the waterways needs to be stopped
completely, not just minimised. The sewage on the pathway needs to be cleaned up after every spillage
now, as it is a serious health hazard.”
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Any other feedback?
Respondents were asked an open ended question to share any other feedback with us. There were 50
comments submitted, with the general themes being the need for toilets, a desire for a dedicated space
for learning, a focus on planting and concerns around the motorbikes in the parks. Below is an example
of some of the comments received:
“Just wanted to ask that a good amount of resource goes into the planting plan and ecosystem
development. Good understanding of the ecosystem is what will provide the best long term
improvements.”
“The most disappointing thing about Bothamley Park is the motorbikes that use it on a daily basis. It’s
only a matter of time before someone is struck by one. Calling *555 isn’t going to stop them. The
council needs to be more proactive with the help of police.”
“I would like more focus on nature/play areas and making this accessible to local schools and
kindergartens, through outdoor learning spaces with shelter, toilets and possibly even the ability to
light a fire in a brazier (with concrete pad underneath).”
“Our kids are going to be the kaitiaki of these parks, we need to make dedicated spaces for them to
learn. To learn about the environment & caring for it, to learn about the history, to learn in through
schools and community especially from our elders, to learn the old ways.”
“We want a toilet so we don’t have to go home just to go to the toilet, put words and pictures on signs
so everyone can understand them, can events only be for community not private events, there’s
rubbish and everyone just walks past it – put bins in the parks would be a good solution.”
“I am thankful that you are doing this for us.”

Conclusion
The number of participants in round two engagement (98) is lower than participants in the first round
(231), however, across both rounds of engagement, participation levels are acceptable given the Covid19 restrictions in place at the time, and the community’s hesitance to meeting in-person or online.
Given the current poor condition of each park due to regular flooding, poor water quality, rubbish
dumping and safety concerns, it is understandable that fixing these spaces are what’s most important
to the community. They want to see the wastewater pipes replaced to improve stream quality, existing
paths improved, more native trees and vegetation, and motorbikes no longer using the parks.
We know from the first round of engagement that the community love these parks and want to use
them (more). Fixing the environment, waterways and safety will make the parks more usable. That’s
not to say that facilities and activities, identity and education are not important to the community.
These have been identified as two of the five themes from round one engagement, and delivering on
the opportunities identified for these will certainly increase the popularity and usability of the parks.
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The need for toilets has been communicated strongly, as has the need for shelter, seating, and spaces
for events.
Of the five themes, over 40% of participants ranked ‘access and pathways’ as second most important
(environment and waterways ranking most important) reflecting a desire to see the existing entrances
and paths improved before creating new ones.
To help enhance ‘identity and education’ through the parks, ‘storytelling signage in the parks to share
history, culture and identities’ and ‘enabling cultural practices in specific areas, such as mahanga kai’
were identified as more important. ‘Mobile story-telling’ and ‘signage at entrances to the parks that
provide information about the park and the community’ were identified as less important
The understanding of community priorities within these themes provides us with the information to
further develop the draft Parks Landscape Plan, and the staging and budgeting of the improvement
works.
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APPENDIX 4 Invitation to participate in public
engagement to Order in Council listed
entities

Email Title: Eastern Porirua infrastructure upgrades - opportunity for input
Kia Ora [Organisation contact name],
The [Organisation name] is invited to help inform and shape major public infrastructure investments being
progressed in eastern Porirua, Wellington.
Kāinga Ora, Porirua City Council and Ngāti Toa Rangatira are working in partnership towards major upgrades of
wastewater and stormwater assets in eastern Porirua. Under the auspices of Porirua Development, the upgrades
are part of a broader longer-term programme of public investment into eastern Porirua over the next 20 years.
Please see https://poriruadevelopment.co.nz for an overview.
The specific matters we invite your organisation's input on are wastewater and stormwater upgrades progressing
under the Covid-19 Recovery (Fast Track Consenting) Act 2020. The proposed infrastructure works are sited in
Porirua within Bothamley Park (a major wastewater pipe replacement) and Cannons Creek Park (proposals for
stormwater improvements via a created wetland).
Under Fast Track Consenting your organisation will formally be given opportunity to comment during 2022. This
will follow acceptance of the statutory applications via the Environmental Protection Authority and is anticipated
to occur in early to mid-2022. In advance of this formal step, you are invited to be involved with two rounds of
public engagement occurring in 2021.
The first of these has commenced. This is as part of a wider consultation on the future of eastern Porirua
parks. Specific questions are included on the wastewater pipe replacement and stormwater wetland concept
within two of them. Please see https://poriruadevelopment.co.nz/parksproject for more detail.
The first round of engagement is to raise awareness of the community and stakeholders and to build on earlier
consultation from 2019. Water quality, water management and environmental impacts were previously identified
as issues. We seek to enable early feedback to inform the current infrastructure design work that is underway in
advance of formally applying for statutory approvals in 2022.
The first round runs until 4th October 2021. Additional information on this can be found
at https://poriruadevelopment.co.nz/parksproject/faqs/. Covid 19 level restrictions mean we are focussed online, via email and through phone communications.
A second round of consultation and engagement is proposed to occur starting in mid to late November 2021. We
intend to provide firmed up options for the wastewater pipe replacement, and approach to improving stormwater
management. Feedback from the first round will be used to shape these.
Should you find it helpful, we can provide individual briefings and arrange discussions on specific topics. Email and
phone contact information is provided below.
Ngā mihi
Graham Spargo
Stakeholder and Consents Manager
Te Aranga Alliance
Mob: +64 272 493 493
Email: graham.spargo@tearanga.co.nz
On behalf of:

William Pennington

Project Director
Eastern Porirua

Email: william.pennington@kāingaora.govt.nz

Sensitivity: General

APPENDIX 5 November to December 2021 Round 2
Invitation to Participate

Email Title: Eastern Porirua wastewater pipe upgrade - consultation
Kia ora [Name]
The [Organisation name] is invited to help inform a further round of public consultation for major public
infrastructure investments being progressed in eastern Porirua, Wellington. We have noted that you indicated you
were interested in engaging with this round.
Kāinga Ora, Porirua City Council and Ngāti Toa Rangatira are working in partnership towards major upgrades of
wastewater and stormwater assets in eastern Porirua. Under the auspices of Porirua Development, the upgrades
are part of a broader longer-term programme of public investment into eastern Porirua over the next 20
years. Please see https://poriruadevelopment.co.nz for an overview.
Feedback from an initial round of public feedback across September 2021 has helped guide our infrastructure
design work. The current engagement through to 6th December 2021 includes a focus on replacing the major
wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park, eastern Porirua. Your input will help finalise the current infrastructure design
work in advance of formally applying for statutory approvals in 2022.
Set out are our proposals for the replacement wastewater pipe route and approach to building it. Feedback and
comments are invited. Please see https://poriruadevelopment.co.nz/parksproject/upgrading-the-wastewaterpipes/ for more detail.
The wastewater pipe replacement is progressing under the Covid-19 Recovery (Fast Track Consenting) Act
2020. Your organisation will formally be given opportunity to comment during 2022 once the application is
lodged. This will be via the Environmental Protection Authority and is anticipated to occur in mid-2022. The
current engagement round is in advance of this formal step.
Covid 19 level restrictions mean we are focussed on-line, via email and through phone communications. Should
you find it helpful, we can provide individual briefings and arrange discussions on specific topics. Email and phone
contact information is provided below.

Hannah Payne-Harker
Senior Planner

Graham Spargo
Stakeholder & Consenting Manager

On behalf of:

William Pennington
Project Director
Eastern Porirua

Email: william.pennington@kāingaora.govt.nz

Sensitivity: General

APPENDIX 6 Letter to Adjacent Residents and Property
Owners

In partnership with

3 November 2021

Kia ora resident,

You may have noticed our teams completing surveying work throughout Bothamley Park.
We are looking at replacing the current wastewater pipe through the park to not only protect the
environment but also ensure the pipe will last for generations.
As a resident who lives near the park, we wanted to let you know that we have almost completed our
investigation work and we will be looking to apply for resource consent under the Fast-Track Act to
upgrade the wastewater pipe in 2022.
As part of our application process, we wanted to give you a heads up as a resident living near the park,
you will receive a letter from the Environmental Protection Authority and/or Porirua City Council about
this resource consent application while it is being processed in mid-2022. This letter will provide you
with an opportunity to share your thoughts about the proposed pipe upgrade.
To support the wastewater pipe upgrade, we are also looking at ways to enhance Bothamley Park,
as well as Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. We will be seeking community
feedback in November and encourage you to have a look. More information about the engagement
and the pipe upgrade on the Porirua Development’s website poriruadevelopment.co.nz/parksproject.
If you have any questions or concerns please reach out to the project’s Senior Stakeholder Manager
Josh Clark via email josh.clark@tearanga.co.nz or phone 0800 532 726. We’re more than happy to have
a chat about the application process or proposed works.

Ngā mihi nui

Josh Clark
Senior Stakeholder Manager
Key agencies involved in the resource consent application:
Porirua Development - led by Kāinga Ora are focused on quality outcomes for tenants, community and
how neighbourhoods can be improved to make it easier for people to come together. The development
is delivered in partnership between Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council.
Te Aranga – civil and infrastructure experts hired by Porirua Development to design apply for consent
and construct a new wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park. Their work is delivered in partnership with
Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council.

Porirua City Council – local council that owns and maintains Bothamely Park.
Environmental Protection Agency – the agency that will receive and consider the Fast-Track application
to upgrade Bothamley Park wastewater pipe.

In partnership with

3 November 2021

Kia ora property owner,

We are looking at replacing the current wastewater pipe through Bothamley Park to not only protect
the environment but also ensure the pipe will last for generations.
As the owner of property near the park, we wanted to let you know that we have almost completed
our investigation work and we will be looking to apply for resource consent under the Fast-Track Act
to upgrade the wastewater pipe in 2022.
As part of our application process, we wanted to give you a heads up as an owner of property near the
park, you and any residents living in the property will receive a letter from the Environmental Protection
Authority and/or Porirua City Council about this resource consent application while it is being processed
in mid-2022. This letter will provide you with an opportunity to share your thoughts about the proposed
pipe upgrade.
To support the wastewater pipe upgrade, we are also looking at ways to enhance Bothamley Park,
as well as Cannons Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. We will be seeking community
feedback in November and encourage you to have a look. More information about the engagement
and the pipe upgrade on the Porirua Development’s website Poriruadevelopment.co.nz/parksproject.
If you have any questions or concerns please reach out to the project’s Senior Stakeholder Manager
Josh Clark via email josh.clark@tearanga.co.nz or phone 0800 532 726. We’re more than happy to have
a chat about the application process or proposed works.

Ngā mihi nui

Josh Clark
Senior Stakeholder Manager

Key agencies involved in the resource consent application:
Porirua Development - led by Kāinga Ora are focused on quality outcomes for tenants, community and
how neighbourhoods can be improved to make it easier for people to come together. The development
is delivered in partnership between Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council.
Te Aranga – civil and infrastructure experts hired by Porirua Development to design apply for consent
and construct a new wastewater pipe in Bothamley Park. Their work is delivered in partnership with

Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira and Porirua City Council.
Porirua City Council – local council that owns and maintains Bothamely Park.
Environmental Protection Agency – the agency that will receive and consider the Fast-Track
application to upgrade Bothamley Park wastewater pipe.

